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Abstract 
For Motion Picture Special Effects, it is often necessary to take a source image of an actor, 
segment the actor from the unwanted background, and then composite over a new background. 
The resultant image appears as if the actor was filmed in front of the new background. The 
standard approach requires the unwanted background to be a blue or green screen. While 
this technique is capable of handling areas where the foreground (the actor) blends into the 
background, the physical requirements present many practical problems. 
This thesis investigates the possibility of segmenting images where the unwanted background 
is more varied. Standard segmentation techniques tend not to be effective, since motion picture 
images have extremely high resolution and high accuracy is required to make the result appear 
convincing. A set of novel algorithms which require minimal human interaction to initialise the 
processing is presented. These algorithms classify each pixel by comparing its colour to that 
of known background and foreground areas. They are shown to be effective where there is a 
sufficient distinction between the colours of the foreground and background. 
A technique for assessing the quality of an image segmentation in order to compare these 
algorithms to alternative solutions is presented. Results are included which suggest that in 
most cases the novel algorithms have the best performance, and that they produce results more 
quickly than the alternative approaches. 
Techniques for segmentation of moving images sequences are then presented. Results are in-
cluded which show that only a few frames of the sequence need to be initialised by hand, as 
it is often possible to generate automatically the input required to initialise processing for the 
remaining frames. A novel algorithm which can produce acceptable results on image sequences 
where more conventional approaches fail or are too slow to be of use is presented. 
Suggestions for future development of the techniques described in this thesis are included 
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Since the advent of motion picture imaging, film makers have experimented with optical spe-
cial effects - the creation or modification of cinematic images to create the illusion of a scene 
which did not really exist. In particular, different sequences could be combined together to 
produce a new image. Thus, Superman could be made to fly by combining a shot of an actor 
in a studio with a shot of a cityscape. The images were combined, or composited, by printing 
each sequence onto the same piece of film. In order that only the required parts of each film are 
included in the final image, two complementary rolls of film - called mattes - had to be cre-
ated. This film was translucent where the image must be removed and transparent where it was 
required. Mattes could be created using optical processing, but this relied on very stringently 
controlled environments when filming the individual sequences. If this was not possible, the 
mattes had to be painted onto sheets of glass and then photographed. 
With the introduction of digital image processing, compositing images became a digital process 
Optical matte creation has been replaced by digital processing and painting by hand by digital 
painting packages 
Even with these advances in image compositing, the stringent requirements for filming the 
individual sequences have been relaxed only slightly. The favoured way of creating a sequence 
of an actor so that it can be superimposed on a different background is to film the actor in front 
of a blue screen, as shown in Fig. A. 1. If the background is more varied, it is usually necessary 
to revert to hand—generated matte painting packages. 
This thesis investigates possible algorithms to generate such matte channels from motion pie- 
lure resolution image sequences where the background is less restrictive. Algorithms are pro- 
posed which are capable of producing mattes from images with varied and natural backgrounds. 
Introduction 
1.2 Contributions 
The contribution of this thesis is to present a group of segmentation algorithms. These al-
gorithms can generate mattes from motion picture resolution image sequences. The results 
they produce are generally superior to existing algorithms, and run faster than those systems. 
An adaptation to these algorithms is proposed to handle the case where the foreground is illu-
minated from behind. 
1.3 Aims 
The "Holy Grail" of motion picture segmentation algorithms would be to take any arbitrary im-
age sequence and to segment the background from the foreground. Since even the human vision 
system is incapable of separating people from their backgrounds in some circumstances, this 
is clearly an extremely difficult, if not impossible, task. Even though the algorithms presented 
here perform reasonably well on images with natural backgrounds, the intention is primarily 
to allow automatic segmentation of a wider range of images. Ideally, it should be possible to 
segment images that may were not originally intended to be segmented, such as archive film or 
film which needs to be segmented to disguise some error which occurred during filming. 
1.4 Structure 
The structure of this thesis is as follows 
• Chapter 2 of this thesis introduces the process of digital compositing, and alpha channels, 
the digital equivalent of the optical matte. It then examines the nature of motion picture 
film images (in terms of their resolution and origin) and the process of converting images 
to a digital format to allow processing. The new high resolution digital motion picture 
format is also discussed. 
Since colour processing is at the heart of the novel algorithms presented here, an exam-
ination of different colour spaces is presented. 
• Chapter 3 gives an overview of segmentation of still images. There are a huge variety 
of algorithms and techniques used to segment still images. A small number of these are 
Introduction 
currently used by the Motion Picture industry. This chapter gives a brief survey of such 
techniques. 
. Chapter 4 is an overview of segmentation of moving images. Again, the chapter is a brief 
survey of different techniques available to segment images 
• Chapter 5 presents novel algorithms that can produce mattes from static motion picture 
resolution images. The human interaction required is described first, followed by a set of 
simple algorithms. These algorithms motivate the more complex algorithm presented at 
the end of the chapter. 
• Chapter 6 examines other matte creation algorithms, all of which were published white 
the algorithms of chapter  were being developed. Such algorithms have motivated a new 
approach using a Genetic Algorithm, which is presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 also presents a selection of qualitative and quantitive results, comparing exist-
ing algorithms and systems to the novel algorithms presented in this thesis 
• Chapter 7 presents a set of algorithms to adapt the algorithms of chapters 5 and 6 to 
moving sequences. The human input required for still images need not be supplied for 
every frame of a moving sequence, since this algorithm is capable of producing the input 
for some subsequent frames automatically. Results of applying this algorithm to high 
resolution sequences are presented. 
Chapter 8 presents conclusions and a summary of the thesis, a discussion of its limita-
tions, and suggestions of areas for future research and development. 
• Standard test images commonly used to test image processing algorithms are not ap-
propriate for this work, since they do not possess sufficient resolution. It was therefore 
necessary to obtain of create a suitable set of images in order to test the algorithms. These 
images are described and reproduced in Appendix A 
• Appendix B lists publications arising directly from this work. 
• Appendix C reproduces a webpage used in attempt to obtain a qualitive assessment of 
the quality of the results presented in this thesis 




The theme of this thesis is the segmentation of motion picture resolution images and image 
sequences in order that they may be used in digital image compositing. Currently, an image 
that is to be segmented by an accurate automatic algorithm for use in compositing must be 
filmed in a very stringent conditions (typically against a carefully lit blue screen). With use of 





Compositing is the process of overlaying different parts of images together. Different elements 
are filmed separately and then combined together to form a unified image. Since it is rarely 
possible to film the element in isolation with no unwanted objects (such as the background 
behind the object) appearing in the image as well, a matte or alpha channel must be created 
in order to indicate which parts of the image are to be included in the final image and which 
are to be discarded. Any traces of unwanted objects must be removed, and a clean foreground 
image produced. Creating such a matte and a clean foreground image is a special case of 
image segmentation. Such a segmentation algorithm must operate on motion picture resolution 
images, which are extremely high in resolution, and have unusual noise characteristics. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.2 considers the nature of a digital image. 
Section 2.3 defines the process of digital compositing and introduces the two outputs of a matte 
producing segmentation algorithm, the alpha channel and the clean foreground image. Work in 
this thesis involves motion picture colour images. Techniques for representing and processing 
colour are considered in section 2.4. Section 2.5 examines the nature of motion picture imaging, 
and conversion of film images to digital formats. The chapter is summarised in Section 2.6. 
2.2 Digital Images 
A digital image is a numerical representation of an image. The image is split into individual 
picture elements, pels or pixels, each of which has a fixed size and shape. An image is formed 
out of a rectangular array of these pixels. 
Imaging 
M Rows 
Figure 2.1: Diagram of a digital image, showing the position of a pixel at ij 
2.2.1 Pixels and Channels 
Fig. 2.1 shows a representation of an image. The M x N image has M rows and N columns. 
In this thesis, a pixel in an image I will be referred to as Ij;, as pixel ij, or as pixel (i,j) 
interchangeably. In all cases, the pixel is in the i1h  column and the j" row, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
The information stored at the pixel depends on the nature of the image. An image contains at 
least one channel of information. In a grey image, there is only one channel. Only one value is 
required for each pixel. A colour image typically requires three channels, i.e. three values per 
pixel, as explained in Section 2.4. In remote sensing applications, such as satellite and radar 
imaging, an image can contain any number of channels. 
2.2.2 Bit Depth 
Bit depth refers to the precision with which each channel of each pixel is represented. Using 
I bit per pixel (bpp) in a single channel image produces a binary black and white image. For 
colour photographic images, 8 bits are typically used for each channel (8 bpc), providing 256 
possible values. As there are three channels, there are 24 bits per pixel and 16,777,216 possible 
colours for each pixel. This is generally considered to be adequate to ensure that the quantisa-
tion effects caused by finite precision are not noticeable. However, processing the image (for 
example increasing the contrast of the image) may make quantisation artifacts visible. Using 
more memory to represent images with higher bit depths is then worthwhile. 
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2.2.3 Digital Image Storage 
The manner in which images are stored depends on the application. A simple way of storing 
an image is in a linear fashion. Each row of the image is stored consecutively. Thus, the C 
expression 
Image[ (j*M+i)*3 + n ] 	 (2.1) 
would be used to access channel it of pixel ij in a three channel image of width M stored at 
address Image. It is also common to store the columns consecutively (rather than the rows) 
and to store each channel separately (rather than interleaved). 
Certain image file formats store images in a compressed format. It is possible to remove in-
formation that is not detectable to the eye (lossy compression) or to find redundancies in the 
data (such as many pixels in an area all with the same colour) and thus to find a more efficient 
representation of the image (lossless compression). 
2.3 Digital Compositing 
Digital compositing is defined by Brinkmann [I] as 
The digitally manipulated combination of at least two source images to produce an 
integrated result 
Typically, just two images are involved, one being the background and the other some object 
that is to appear in front of it, which will be referred to as the foreground. However, some 
sequences in the film Titanic [2] involve several hundred source images combined to form the 
final result [1]. 
An image that is part of a composite image is called an element. This thesis is concerned with 
the generation of elements from source images. 
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2.3.1 Alpha Channels 
The source image will contain some parts that are not required in the element. These unwanted 
parts must not be included in the composite image. An alpha channel indicates which pixels 
are part of the element and which are not. This alpha channel can be stored as a fourth channel 
of the image. 
Suppose it is required to combine two images B and F together to produce a final result P 
The compositing process is simply defined in the binary compositing algorithm (Algorithm 1) 
for each pixel ij: 
if pixel ij is part of element F then 
set Pij = Fij 
else 




In order to decide whether a pixel is part of F or B, an alpha channel, matte or mask can be 
used: This can be a binary image M: If pixel ij is white in mask M, then set Pj = Ff5, else 
set Pjj = Bij. However, this binary decision is often not accurate enough: Some pixels in 
the final image P will need to be a mixture of both elements F and B. The main reason that 
this could occur is Motion Blur. Devices that capture images do so by integrating light over 
a period of time. It may be the case that the object in element F is moving with respect to 
the background B. lithe image was not a composite, but a genuine shot of the object moving 
over the background, some pixels in the image would be a mixture of F and B, because for 
part of the exposure they would be part of F, and for the rest of the time they would be part of 
B. In order to recreate this effect, a greyscale alpha channel is used rather than a binary one, 
where each pixel in M takes a value a in the range [0, 1]. ajj can be considered as the fraction 
of the exposure time that pixel Pj is to appear to be part of element F. Another reason that 
pixels may be a mixture of more than one element is sub-pixel aliasing: a single pixel may 
be simultaneously illuminated by both background and foreground, because it is not infinitely 
small, or because the focus is not perfectly sharp. 
To compose an element with a greyscale alpha channel over another object, the full Alpha 
Compositing Equation [1,3,4,5,6] is used: 
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Pij = &jjFj + (1 - 	 (2.2) 
There are conditions where combining two objects together using an alpha channel will not 
produce an accurate enough result: some objects may transmit different colours of light differ-
ently, or may reflect or refract light from other objects. A pair of tinted spectacles is an example 
of an object that cannot be composited using an Alpha Channel. Zongker et al [7] developed 
a system that generates an "environment matte" that is capable of correctly reproducing trans-
mission, reflection and refraction of an object. The object is placed in front of monitors, which 
display a sequence of known patterns, and the object is photographed in front of each one. 
A full description of the way the object interacts optically with its surroundings can therefore 
be deduced. This technique cannot be applied to moving objects (unless their motion can be 
very accurately controlled) because the object must not move while it is photographed multiple 
times. 
However, alpha channels are a standard tool for imaging work. They are produced by raytra-
cing packages such as Pixar's RenderMan [8, 91 (which produce computer-generated images 
of elements along with an alpha channel that indicates the percentage coverage of each pixel 
in the image by the element). Compositing packages such as Puffin Design's Commotion [10] 
use alpha channels for simple compositing as well as for other "Matte Algebra" [6] in order to 
combine elements together. Alpha channels are also used by Adobe's Photoshop [11] to create 
shadows and glows around objects [12]. Since alpha channels are commonly used for many 
purposes, tools that can create them are valuable. 
Where an element is generated artificially (for example by a rendering package), the accom-
panying alpha channel is usually generated automatically. However, generating elements from 
a photographed scene requires the alpha channel for each required element in the scene to be 
produced separately. The alpha channel will cause all parts of the scene not required in the final 
element to disappear. 
2.3.2 Clean Foregrounds 
As well as generating an alpha channel, it is also necessary to generate a modified version of 
the foreground image. Fig. 2.2 illustrates this. Some pixels in the source image (from which 
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(a) Original image 	(b) Composite formed with 	(c) Composite formed with 
original image 	 clean foreground image 
Figure 2.2: Bluescreen-originated element (a) composited over a white background using the 
original image (b) and a clean foreground (c). Parts of the bluescreen are visible 
in the composite made with the original image (b). The composite appears correct 
when using a clean foreground (c) 
the element is to be extracted) will be a combination of required foreground, and unwanted 
background. These pixels should be assigned an intermediate alpha value to reflect this. So, if in 
the source image the required foreground is red and the unwanted background blue, and a pixel 
is a 50% mix of background and foreground, the final colour of the pixel will be some shade 
of magenta and the alpha value should be 0.5. However, if this magenta pixel is incorporated 
into the final image P, there will be a noticeable blue fringe around the element, because parts 
of the background will have been transferred. The final pixel in image P will be 50% new 
background, 25% foreground, and 25% unwanted background. This is incorrect - it should be 
50% element and 50% new background. 
Therefore a second step in the extraction of an element is the removal of traces of background 
colour from those pixels that do not entirely belong to the foreground. In this thesis, the result-
ant image will be called a clean foreground image. 
2.4 Representing and Processing Colour 
The human eye is sensitive to red, green and blue light, and therefore most image sensors that 
produce colour images which are to be viewed by a human eye are also sensitive to red, green 
and blue light. Every pixel in a full colour image will thus have at least three channels of data. 
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When colour images are processed, a decision must be taken as to how to process these three 
channels. Some common approaches are: 
Average the channels together to produce a greyscale image. This technique is not really 
colour image processing, but is a useful technique used to apply a greyscale image pro-
cessing technique to a colour image. 
Treat each channel separately. Each separate channel can be considered to be a greyscale 
image. Once each channel is processed, the channel producing the best result can be 
used, or alternatively the results from the three separate channels can be fused together. 
Treat colours as vectors and form a Colour Space. Thus a pixel with channel values k, I and 
m is considered to be a point in colour space with co-ordinates [kim]'. The difference in 
colour between two pixels with colour vectors s and t can be found simply by measuring 
the Euclidean distance Is - tj using the between the points in colourspace. This "distance 
between colours" must not be confused with the "distance between pixels" which is the 
separation of the two points in the image. 
If a colour space is used, some consideration of the nature of that space is important. Colour 
spaces are considered in detail by Skarbek [13] and by Hunt [14]. Ford and Roberts [151 
provide formulae for conversions between many different colour spaces. The colour spaces 
detailed below represent many features common among all colour spaces. 
2.4.1 RCB Colour Space 
The simplest colour space is RGB space. Here, the co-ordinates (r, g., b) of a pixel in colour 
space are simply the values of the red, green and blue channels respectively. It is useful mainly 
because image sensors usually produce rgb channel data directly so no conversion need take 
place, saving time and preserving accuracy. Since information between separate channels is not 
merged, noise originating in the sensor present in each channel is uncorrelated. However, RCB 
space presents several problems for image processing. For example, it may be that two different 
shades of red are further apart in colour space than the colours of a red object and a green object. 
Thus, two different parts of the same object may be treated as being different objects, but two 
completely different objects would be treated as one object. A slight modification to RGB 




Figure 2.3: Part of the RGB colour space. The blue component is zero for all pixels shown 
Using x = R/(R + G + B) and y = (;/(R + C + B) means that x and y depend on the 
colour of the object and the colour of the light source alone: Normalised RGB space is almost 
immune to Lambertian (from dull surfaces) and specular reflection (from shiny surfaces) [19] 
as well as shadows. However, the dimensionality of the colour data is reduced, which can 
make segmentation more intractable. Greyscale images, for example, cannot be processed in 
normalised RGB space. 
A slice of the RUB colour cube is sown in Fig. 2.3. 
2.4.2 Hue, Saturation, Intensity (H.5 I) Colour Space 
H S I colour space 113, 17] is a 3d non-linear transformation of RUB space. The dimensions 
are Hue, Saturation and Intensity, respectively. 
I 	(C — B) H(ILc;, B) = arctan (R - C) + (B - B) 
mm (B,C,B) 
S(R,C,B) = 1— __ 
R + G + B 
I(IL( -#',B) = R+G+B 
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Figure 2.4: Plot of part of the II SI colour space. The intensity is I for all pixels shown 
Hue is a circular dimension that represents the colour of the pixel, and corresponds approxim-
ately to the dominant wavelength of the light reflected or emitted by the object. Intensity is the 
average value of r g and b and saturation is the normalised minimum of the three intensities. 
Decreasing saturation is rather like adding white paint to coloured paint of a given hue and 
decreasing intensity like adding black paint. 
Skarbek [13] shows that the hue dimension is not affected by illumination intensity, by specular 
highlights, nor by shadows. This makes 1151 space immune to many of the problems of ROB 
space, while still providing a 3d colour space. However, the circular property of hue makes 
differencing slightly more complex. Also, the value of hue for a truly grey pixel is nonsensical. 
Techniques that use 1151 colour space avoid this by processing grey areas separately from 
coloured ones. 
1151 space is similar to IISV space (Hue — Saturation - Value) which is commonly used for 
image editing packages. An explanation of this space is given in the xv manual [1 81 and in 
Foley eta! [19]. 
Since the hue dimension is circular, 1181 space forms a cylinder in 3d space. A slice of this 
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(a) Original 	 (b) RGB Quantisalion 	(c) CIE-Lab Quantisation 
Figure 2.5: Quantising an image in CIE-Lab space produces a more pleasing result than using 
RGB space. Source image is the Lena image. The image is reduced to five distinct 
colours 
2.4.3 CIE - Lab Colour Space 
CIE - LThb* space (the asterisks are usually omitted) was designed to be mathematically 
equivalent to human perception. Suppose a human decides that colour samples A and B are as 
different from each other as C is from D. Then in CIE - Lab space, I  - Al ID - C. 
Like 11 ,51 space, one of the three channels represents intensity. Because this space is close to 
human perception, it is the best space to use when processing an image in order to improve 
its visual appearance, or when compressing images by discarding information that will not be 
detectable by the human eye. 
CIE - Lab space is converted from CIExyz space, a linear transform of ROB space whose 
exact values depend on the white value of the sensor or display. For this thesis, the following 
conversion has been used: 
0.3590332 	0.376219 	0.189828 1? 
y = 0.2122671 	0.715160 	0.072169 C 




Figure 2.6: 3d plot of the CIE - Lab colour space. Layers of equal values of L are shown 
L = 116/-16 	 (2.4) 
a = 500 (f(x) - f(y)) 	 (2.5) 
b = 200(f(y) - f(z)) 	 (2.6) 
where 
./j5 	if p> 0.008856 
f 	= 	
8'P+16 otherwise 1 16 
for p E {x, y.  z}. 
An example of the advantages of using CIE - Lab space is shown in Fig. 2.5. Orchard 
Bouman [20] Colour Quantisation has been applied to the image to reduce it to five distinct 
output colours. The five output colours are chosen to best represent the distribution of colours 
in the image, and each pixel is set to the output colour to which it is closest in colour space. 
While the five output colours used in each image are not significantly different, the measure 
of which output colour is closest to pixels in the source image is different, so pixels are set to 
different output colours. Clearly, the CIE - Lab quantisation (Fig. 2.5(c)) better represents 
the detail in the image, particularly as it preserves detail around the face. 
A 3d plot of part of the CIE - Lab colourspace is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
2.5 Motion Picture Imaging 
2.5.1 Imaging on film 
Colour photography has been in existence for more than 140 years. In 1861 James Clark Max-
well projected an image of a tartan ribbon in full colour, by photographing the image on black 
and white film in front of red, green and blue filters, and simultaneously projecting the three 
images through filters onto a screen [21]. This additive technique is occasionally still used for 
special purpose photography [221. Colour photography has been widely used for Motion Pic-
ture imaging for sixty years or more, since the advent of subtractive "tripack" colour film stock 
that can capture the three colours in a single image. 
Black and White photography forms images out of light sensitive silver compounds [23, 24]. 
Silver Halide crystals are grown using Silver Nitrate and a combination of Bromides, Iodides 
and Chlorides. Light sensitive layers, with controllable sensitivities, are attached to the crystals, 
which are then suspended in a gelatine emulsion, and attached to a film backing [25]. 
When a photon of light strikes the light sensitive layer, it causes the release of a single electron, 
which combines with a hole in the silver halide crystal lattice, creating a separate silver ion. 
If enough photons (typically about twenty) strike a particular crystal and create silver ions, the 
crystal becomes stable in this state, and is considered to be a "latent image site." 
Film developer turns all the silver halide crystals into silver metal, but it will act faster on grains 
that are latent image sites. The image is developed for exactly long enough for all crystals that 
are latent image sites to become silver, and all the unexposed to remain as silver halide. The 
silver halide is later removed from the film by the fixer. 
The silver metal is opaque to light transmitted through the film, and thus where the original was 
light, the silver makes the negative appear dark. 
Therefore, film sensitivity is essentially binary: If enough photons strike a crystal, or grain, and 
the developer turns the crystal to silver metal, it will become opaque, otherwise it will remain 
transparent. However, the larger a grain is, the more likely it is to receive enough photons to 
switch. Midtones are created because film has a variety of sizes of grains, so there will be areas 
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Figure 2.7: Bayer pattern of coloured detectors for a single chip colour image sensor 50% of 
the detectors are green sensitive 
where the large crystals become opaque but the smaller ones remain transparent. The area will 
be partially transparent and appear to be a midtone. 
There are several different colour film systems [26, 141. Typically, film is made to be colour 
sensitive by creating layers of crystals that are differently spectrally sensitive. These layers also 
contain "coupler dyes" which, during development, bind with the silver metals and become 
coloured. The last stage of processing is a bleach which removes the grey colour of the silver 
metals, leaving an image formed from the coloured dyes alone. 
The larger the average size of the grain is, the faster (i.e. more light sensitive) the film will be, 
but the increased grain size reduces the resolving power of the film. The noise caused by the 
grain in film is quoted in rms granularity [271, rather than as a signal to noise ratio. 
2.5.2 Digital Imaging 
Unlike film sensors, a digital image sensor (CCD or CMOS) has a regular array of photodiodes 
(one per pixel), each of which is made sensitive to a particular colour of light by placing optical 
filters above them. These sensors are capable of detecting midtones, so a digital image sensor 
needs many fewer sensors than a film needs grains. 
Colour digital cameras may use three separate sensors or a single multicolour sensor. In 3 
sensor arrays, light is split into red, green and blue spectra using a prism arrangement and/or a 
set of filters. Each colour is then sampled on a separate chip. 
In a single-chip sensor, red green and blue filters are placed over the light sensitive cells, to 
allow red, green and blue sensitive cells to be combined on the same chip. The separate red, 
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green and blue sensors are often arranged in a Bayer Pattern [281 (shown in Fig. 2.7), which has 
twice as many green sensors as red and blue. Post-processing interpolates the colours, filling 
in the missing two colours for each pixel. The regular arrangement of the photodiodes makes 
these sensors susceptible to aliasing effects. Because the spatial frequencies of the colour bands 
are different, colour band artifacts are sometimes visible in the image, caused by aliasing in the 
red and blue bands at a lower frequency than the green band. Merrill [29] has developed a 
single chip CMOS sensor that requires neither filters nor interpolation. Since the depth that 
a photon penetrates silicon is dependent on its wavelength [30], a single pixel can have three 
stacked receptors to collect each colour. Since the spatial frequency is the same for all colours, 
aliasing is a less severe problem. 
Aliasing effects in film are not apparent due to the uneven distribution of the grains. 
2.5.3 Scanning 
If film is to be digitally processed, it must first be scanned to provide a digital image with which 
to work. It is important to scan the film at high a resolution, in order to sample accurately the 
shape of the larger grains, so that they can be correctly transferred into the final image. 
Dust and scratches occurring on film can cause problems to image processing systems, espe-
cially if images are to be processed using noise-sensitive algorithms. Scratches can be removed 
using specific scratch removal algorithms [311, or more general inpainting algorithms [32] to 
detect the scratches and replace them with synthetically generated information. 
Film grain noise can be removed by filtering. Film grain cannot be treated as signal-independent 
additive noise, because the amount of noise visible is strongly dependent on the average in-
tensity of the area. Film grain noise removal is a well researched area. Chun Kit Yan and 
Hatzinakos 1331 developed a Weiner filter to remove noise using Higher-order statistics. Their 
technique can also create noise, which is useful when compositing together filmed images with 
noise-free artificial images. 
2.5.4 Motion Picture Resolutions 
Table 2.1 shows the relative size of different image standards commonly used in image pro- 
cessing and in motion picture imaging. The number of Compact Discs required to store one 
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Image format Bits per pel Resolution (pels) Storage requirements 
Single frame CDs / minute 
greyscale OF 8 288 x 352 99kb 0.25 
colour VGA 24 640 x 480 900kb 2 
colour SVGA 24 800 x 600 1.37MB 3 
HDCAM 36 1920 x 1080 7.9MB 17 
Full frame film 42 4096 x 3072 48MB 100 
Vista vision frame 42 6144 x 4096 96MB 200 
Table 2.1: Conparison of different image data form ats 
minute of data is detailed in the last column. The framerate in each case is 24fps - the standard 
for motion pictures. Typical scanning resolutions and file sizes are quoted from [1]. The most 
common file format for storing digital motion picture image data is Kodak's Cineon format [341. 
This is a general format that can store images of any size, with any number of channels. Film 
is strongly log sensitive, resulting in a very high dynamic range. Therefore, film is scanned 
at 14 bits per channel and reduced on a log scale to 10 bits per channel. This allows all three 
channels for each pixel to fit into a 32 bit word. 
Vista vision format (where the film is run through the camera horizontally to allow a much 
wider frame) is the largest format used during 35mm production. 70mm formats, including 
IMAX, are rarely used in standard movie-making 1251. 
Clearly, motion picture images are massively larger than those used for standard image pro-
cessing. Algorithms that are used to process motion picture resolution images must be therefore 
be conservative in memory usage and must run fast enough to be practical. 
2.5.5 Is Film Dying? 
There is an increasingly large amount of digital imaging used in motion pictures. Current es-
timates are that before 2010, most motion pictures will be captured on digital cameras, digitally 
edited, transfered to cinemas over digital networks, and digitally projected [35]. It seems that 
the current limitation on entirely digital production is the quality of digital projectors. Cur-
rently, most digital movies are transferred to film in order to be projected in cinema theatres. 
Image capture and editing (the areas with which this thesis are concerned) are increasingly all 
digital. Lucasfilm's Star Wars Episode II 1361 was filmed using the Sony HDW-F900 high 
resolution camcorder [37]. A comparison between shooting using this camera compared to a 
II, 
Resolution(x lob  pixels) 12 2.2 
Frame rate (max. frames / sec) 150 30 
Dynamic range (bits per channel) 14 12 
Max recording time (min s. at 24fps) 20 50 
Typical media cost (.0 ex VAT per hour) 4000 100 
Table 2.2: Comparison between digitised film images and the Sony HDW-F900 Camcorder 
standard film camera [38] (and then digitising the result) is shown in Table 2.2. Costings are 
provided by Panavision UK [39] 
While digital cameras do not offer the same image quality as film cameras and cannot provide 
fast frame-rates to allow slow motion photography, they do have many advantages: Motion 
picture film must be kept cool, must be handled in complete darkness, and must be processed 
before it can be viewed. The short filming time on each reel results in wastage of film, as 
there must be enough footage left on the reel for each shot. Digital cameras are immune to 
film weave, caused by minor misregistration between frames, as well as scratches caused by 
the edges of the film fraying and getting caught in the camera (a film camera must be checked 
for such "hairs in the gate" after every take, which wastes time and film [25]).  Low budget 
productions can re-use digital tape several times in order to save costs. 
Despite the continued development of film technology, digital image quality is very likely to 
overtake that of film. Resolution of sensors is increasing rapidly. The Foveon 17 0 sensor [40], 
which employs Merrill's scheme for sampling all three colours at a single pixel, offers an un-
interpolated pixel resolution of 10.3 million pixels but achieves only 2 fps at this resolution. 
It is likely that these high resolution sensors will increase in frame-rates until they reach the 
24fps rate of standard motion pictures. At this point, storage issues become a problem - the 
uncompressed storage size at this resolution is about 3.3 terabytes per hour, so large drives or 
tapes would be required unless a near-lossless compression algorithm could be employed. 
It is probable that the use of film in motion picture production will continue for many years in 
special cases. Where very high resolution is required (perhaps to allow selective enlargement 
of part of the frame or for large format cinema such as IMAX), where high dynamic range or 
slow motion is required, film may prove to be the best format for many decades. Industrial 
latency may also play a part: Those investing millions of dollars into motion picture projects 
know and trust film, and may take some time to trust digital production. 
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While many of the images and image sequences used in this thesis are originated on film (partly 
due to the lack of availability of high definition digital movie sequences), the work is equally 
relevant to all high resolution images. Even if all movies that use digital special effects cease 
to use film in favour of digital image capture, most of the work presented here can be applied 
to digital data. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has introduced digital compositing of motion picture images. In order to com-
posite an element in a natural image over a different background, an alpha channel and clean 
foreground image must be generated for the image in order to remove all traces of the unwanted 
background in the element. The generation of the alpha channel is in essence a segmentation 
problem, since the alpha channel indicates which parts of the image are required and which are 
not. In order to produce a convincing composite, alpha channels must include grey values to 
produce transparent blends of background and foreground in the final image. Segmentation al-




Still Colour Image Segmentation 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers previously existing techniques for still image segmentation. 
Still image segmentation techniques have been researched and developed for a number of years. 
Many of the algorithms are specific to particular types of images (for example fiance et al's al-
gorithm for separating tumours from images of skin [41] using colour and texture characterist-
ics), while others are more general. Very few of these general algorithms are used in the motion 
picture industry. This is mainly due to the complexity of motion picture images - many of the 
general algorithms do not cope well with very large images containing many objects. 
Several algorithms that are similar to the work presented in this thesis have been published 
during the period of this research. Since there is considerable overlap between this recent work 
and the work presented here, descriptions of these algorithms are presented together with the 
work described in this thesis in Chapter 6. 
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 examines some of the segmentation tech-
niques that are commonly applied to motion picture images. Section 3.3 discusses the differ-
ence between these techniques and those that follow, namely region based techniques described 
in Section 3.4, edge—based techniques described in Section 3.5 and texture techniques described 
in Section 3.6. The chapter is summarised in Section 3.7. 
3.2 Motion Picture Segmentation Techniques 
Many of these techniques are described in [1] and are summarised and illustrated below: 
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(a) Original image 	(b) Red channel of image 	(C) Thresholded image 
Figure 3.1: Example of alpha channel generation using Lumakey 
3.2.1 Lumakey 
This greyscale technique is perhaps the simplest way of producing an alpha channel. The 
background is assumed to be darker than the foreground. Therefore, any pixel darker than a 
threshold value is background and therefore set to 0 in the alpha channel; any pixel brighter 
than a threshold value is foreground and set to I. 
The technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Rather than averaging the channels together to produce 
a greyscale image, the red channel was used as the greyscale image, as this had the greatest 
distinction between background and foreground intensities. 
The output shows that the border area between background and foreground has been attracted 
quite successfully, but there are a few areas (notably around the eye) that are erroneous. The 
biggest difficulty with the technique is the requirement of making the background darker than 
the foreground. The image in Fig. 3.1 had to be lit in order to remove all shadows cast onto the 
foreground, as these would be too dark to be distinctive from the background. 
A more general form of segmentation by thresholding allows a weaker restriction: That no 
intensity level in the foreground is also present in the background. Thus, an image of a zebra 
against a grey background can be segmented because foreground pixels intensities are either 
greater than or less than any intensity present in the background, never the same. 
In an automatic segmentation system, the level at which to threshold the image must be calcu-
lated automatically. Sankur and Sezgin [42] have reviewed image thresholding techniques. 
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(a) background image 	(b) foreground image 	 (C) alpha channel 
Figure 3.2: Example of alpha generation using differencing 
3.2.2 Differencing 
In this technique, a shot of the background to be removed is taken separately from the fore-
ground shot. Any pixel that is different in the two images can then be considered foreground. 
An example of this technique is shown in Fig. 3.2. Holes appear in the foreground where the 
background and foreground images are too similar. 
Although differencing allows for more natural backgrounds, it is as restrictive as Lumakey: The 
camera must not move between the two shots and all its settings must remain constant, as must 
the lighting. 
Few more general algorithms rely on differencing as an appropriate technique for still im-
age segmentation because of the amount of effort required. Advantages and disadvantages of 
this technique for moving data are covered in section 4.2, where more general differencing 
algorithms are also discussed. 
3.2.3 Chromakey 
Chromakey is the most common technique used to create elements with alpha channels. The 
object is photographed in front of a screen which is a single colour, under extremely carefully 
controlled illumination. This colour is unique from any appearing in the subject. The screen is 
typically blue, giving the technique its popular name: bluescreen. 
Algorithms that process the image vary: The ChromaKey algorithm [431 measures the colour 
distance between each pixel in the image and the colour of the known background, using a 
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(a) original image 	 (b) resultant matte 
Figure 3.3: Example of alpha generation using CFCs Keylight C'hromakey algorithm 
hexa—octahedral colour space and distance measure. The Ultimatte algorithm (originally de-
veloped by Petro Vlahos 1441 and improved by himself and Paul Vlahos [451) assumes that the 
blue background screen is coloured such that there is information mainly in the blue channel 
and virtually none in the red or green. If the red green and blue channels for a pixel within the 
background area are compared, the blue channel magnitude will be greater than both the red 
channel and the green channel. If this is not the case, the pixel is considered to be foreground. 
This is equivalent to thresholding the blue channel of a pixel, where the threshold value for each 
pixel is the value of the green or red channel of that pixel, depending on which is the greater. 
The results of using the Computer Film Company's software package Kevlight [461 are shown 
in Fig. 3.3. The alpha channel is shown in more detail in Fig. 6.5. Note that, although the curtain 
and the flowers are not part of the actor, they will still be included in the element because they 
are not blue. 
Photographing a scene with a bluescreen presents many problems: The backing must be lit very 
evenly and must be large enough to cover the whole shot (it is extremely expensive to use it for 
a wide angle shot, or a shot of someone moving over a long distance). No light must reflect off 
the screen onto the subject, otherwise that area will appear blue and will be removed. Ultimatte 
have developed a filter that helps to correct skin tones illuminated by the blue backing, but it is 
not always suitable. Ensuring that the subject has no trace of the backing colour is extremely 
limiting. 
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3.2.3.1 Truematte 
The Truematte system [47] was developed by BBC Research for use in virtual studio environ-
ments: Presenters sit in small studios and virtual reality graphics add artificial elements into the 
scene (such as television screens and newsrooms, complete with artificial reflections). 
Truematte is different from conventional bluescreen in that the backing screen is grey in colour 
and reflects light along the axis of incidence ('Retro-reflective'). This is illuminated using a 
ring of ultra bright blue LEDs placed around the camera lens. Because all of the light from the 
LEDs that is incident on the backing is reflected back along the axis of incidence, and therefore 
into the camera lens, very low intensities of light can be used. The image observed by the 
camera has a blue background, which can be processed using standard Chromakey techniques. 
This system eliminates blue light reflecting onto the subject (due to the low intensity of light 
used) and does not require complex lighting setups. However, it cannot (as Chromakey can) 
extract shadows, because the shadows cast by the LEDs are obscured to the camera lens. Again, 
there are geometrical restrictions on the set - if the actors are too close to the camera, they will 
be illuminated too strongly by the LEDs and will become transparent. if the backing screen is 
too far away, the intensity of light will drop off and the backing will begin to appear in the final 
image. The backing fabric is extremely expensive - approx. £115 per square metre [48]. 
3.2.3.2 Extra Channel Keying 
Ben-Ezra [49] proposes a technique similar to the Truematte system. Instead of performing 
the segmentation by shining light onto the scene, a polarised light source is used. The fore-
ground will tend to depolarise the light, but a sufficiently reflective background will not. The 
camera generates a normal image as well as a separate matte channel by splitting the image 
and passing one through a polarisation filter. The backing in this system is lit separately from a 
separate (polarised) light source, so there are fewer restrictions on camera position as there are 
in Truematte. 
3.2.4 Depth Perception 
An alternative technique for segmenting a scene is to use depth information, rather than image 
processing. The ZCam system developed by 3DV Systems [50,5 1] measures the distance from 
the camera to the point in space that corresponds to each pixel in the image. The camera consists 
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of a standard colour CCD sensor array as well as an infra-red sensitive sensor array. A short 
pulse of Infra-red radiation is emitted into the scene, and the JR sensitive CCD array is made 
active for the same period of time. The sensor then integrates the amount of radiation received 
while the array is active. Objects that are close to the camera reflect back the JR radiation 
immediately and so a large amount of charge is accumulated on the array. Where objects 
are further away, the time between when the radiation reaches the sensor and charge starts 
accumulating and when the sensor array is turned off is shorter, so less radiation is accumulated. 
Thus, the resultant image from the JR CCD array is a 'range channel' where the intensities in 
the channel are proportional to the proximity of corresponding objects in the scene. 
This depth information can also be estimated using stereo vision. The difference between 
images taken by two adjacent cameras will be greater for closer objects - the parallax effect. 
By measuring the horizontal difference in position of the same feature in two images (Chen and 
Liao [52] use edges), the range can be calculated. 
Once the distance to each pixel has been determined, the resultant range channel has to be 
segmented [53]. This is a non-trivial operation, but rather simpler than segmenting a normal 
(intensity) image, since there is a closer correspondence between salient objects in the scene 
and regions in the image. 
Both these techniques require that the scene be photographed with the specific intention of 
segmenting the sequence, a restriction that it would be useful to avoid. Stereo vision would 
involve the use of twice the amount of film and twice the number of cameras, which is not 
acceptable. 
The effectiveness of depth perception algorithms in order to perform segmentation depends on 
the geometry of the scene: If the foreground is much closer to the camera than any part of 
the background, the system need not be particularly accurate at estimating depth in order to 
extract an acceptable matte. However, large amounts of precision would be required in order to 
extract a greyscale alpha channel where there are very small foreground objects (for example 
individual strands of hair) or where there is motion blur. 
3.2.5 Rotosplining 
Where no technique can separate the background and foreground, the mask must be generated 
by hand. In the case of a moving image sequence, there is no need to hand-draw every frame. 
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Typically, the edges are drawn for the first frame and then adjusted by hand to fit after a few 
frames. The curves for the intermediate frames are adjusted using geometric interpolation. 
Intermediate alpha values are created by blurring the edge of the mask. Values caused by 
motion blur can be simulated by averaging together the mask for two successive frames. A 
package such as Puffin Design's Commotion [10] makes this process simpler, but it remains a 
time consuming solution to the matte extraction problem. Intelligent Scissors is an interactive 
tool that can help with Rotosplining. The technique is described in section 3.5.1. 
3.3 Pixel-based Segmentation 
The image segmentation techniques described previously are all based on single pixel colour 
alone - a given pixel ij in the alpha channel is solely dependent on the colour of the pixel ij 
in the source image(s). Such algorithms are commonly used in the motion picture industry, 
since they are often efficient enough to run quickly and there is always the possibility of using 
a human operator to correct any errors they make 
Solutions to general segmentation problems often take into account more than one pixel value 
at once when determining the final segmentation. Many of the techniques are variations on, and 
combinations of, region growing, edge detection and texture analysis, as explained below. 
3.4 Region Growing 
Region growing and merging algorithms combine similar adjacent areas of the image together 
to form larger regions. These algorithms typically have a homogeneity criterion that indicates 
whether combination is allowed to occur. A simple algorithm for region growing is outlined as 
Algorithm 2 adapted from [54]. Here, a neighbour is an adjacent pixel. Four way (North South 
West East) or Eight way (N,NE,E,SE,S,SW,W,NW) adjacency are typically used. 
A simple Boolean homogeneity criterion C(p, s) might be C(p, s) = I - sI < T where 
T is some threshold, s is the colour of the seed pixel and p is the colour of the pixel under 
test. Ilconomakis et al [55] extend this metric to HSI colour space. They compare a variety 
of different homogeneity criteria and conclude that a modified Euclidean distance criterion 
produces the most accurate results: 
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Given a seed pixel s 
push s onto stack 
while stack is not empty 
pop next pixel p off stack 
if pixel p passes homogeneity criterion 
mark pixel as in region 
foreach neighbour r 
if r not in region 
push r onto stack 
endif 
next neighbour r 
endif 
endwhile 
2: Simple revo,t ErowinE 
C(p,$) = /(dj)2 +dc<T 
di= 
dc = (S4 2 +(8) 2 -2SS cos 9 
where I and S represent intensity and saturation respectively and 0 is the difference between 
the hues of the two pixels (always less than 1800)  and T is the threshold 
Comparing two adjacent pixels, or comparing each new pixel to the mean of the region, often 
produces poor results. In order for the region growing to terminate at the edges between dif-
ferent regions in the image, the homogeneity criterion must fail at every point along the edge, 
but must not be so sensitive that noisy pixels and lighting changes cause the region growing 
to terminate prematurely. Siebert [56] proposes a technique that correctly grows regions even 
where their borders are broken in places. Regions are prevented from "leaking out" through the 
resultant gaps. An extra homogeneity criterion is added that measures the ratio of the perimeter 
length to the area of the region, a property that increases suddenly when a leak occurs. 
Even with such modifications to region growing, it would be almost impossible to devise a 
homogeneity criterion that would allow the simple region growing algorithm above to enclose 
the entire teddybear of Fig. 3.2(b) without including any of the unwanted background. 
Rather than growing using a standard homogeneity criterion, Adams and Bischof [57] grew 
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regions simultaneously. Where a pixel was bordering two possible regions, it was merged with 
the region whose mean was closest to the pixel value. This technique has the advantage that 
only the required number of regions are grown (one for each seed). However, the initial seed 
pixels and the number of regions must be chosen carefully in order to achieve effective results. 
A more robust approach is to merge regions together. Rather than attempt to enclose the entire 
foreground in a single region, the whole scene could be split into multiple regions that can then 
be combined to form a single foreground or background region. Ikonomatakis et al [54] grow 
multiple regions iteratively by finding an assigned pixel and growing a region using that pixel 
as a seed, repeating until there are no remaining unassigned pixels. 
A simple merging step proposed by Ikonomatakis et al is to compare the mean pixel values 
in adjacent regions and merge them if they differ by less than a threshold M, where M > T. 
Regions that are smaller than a given size are likely to have been formed by noise and can be 
merged with the neighbouring region with the closest mean. 
Split—and—merge algorithms work in a similar way. The image is considered to be one re-
gion, and if it fails a homogeneity criterion it is split into four subregions. Splitting continues 
recursively until all regions pass the homogeneity criterion. In the subsequent merging step, 
neighbouring regions that pass the homogeneity criterion when united are combined. 
Yang and Lee [58] have a more efficient split—and—merge algorithm. Conventionally, regions 
are only subdivided into equal sub-regions. Yang and Lee attempt to subdivide by thresholding 
the block. If the threshold—based segmentation does not yield separate coherent regions, the 
normal subdivision technique is used instead. 
All these region—based techniques provide crisp segmentations. Where there are poorly defined 
edges, fuzzy techniques can give better results. Some fuzzy algorithms (such as that by Qing et 
al [59]) use intensity levels alone, rather than combining their results with spatial information. 
Thus, they are similar to the Chromakey algorithms presented in Section 3.2.3. Karmakar 
and Dooley [60] incorporate a spatial membership function in order to segment into spatially 
distinct regions. 
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3.5 Snakes and Edges 
Snakes, the popular name for Active or Dynamic Contours, are models that can find objects in 
images based on their edges. An edge in an image corresponds to a sudden change in intensity 
or colour. Thus, they can be found by differentiating the image. However, the border along an 
object may have many false edges, and there may be parts along the object border where the 
edge is missing. The active contour will pick up a consistent edge. 
The first step is to position (by hand or by an alternative technique) a line that is quite close to 
the expected edge. This line is the initial position for the contour. Two types of forces then act 
on the contour. The internal forces act to reduce the curvature on the contour. That is, they try 
force it to become a circle. The external force field attempts to push the curve towards local 
minima. Typically, the external force field is created by inverting the differentiated image, so 
that edges form the local minima. The external energy field need not be an edge - Ray ci' al [61] 
use an external energy field derived from AM and FM frequency components in the image. 
The position of the contour is updated by allowing these two opposing forces to act on the 
contour, causing it to accelerate and therefore move in certain directions, until it settles in 
equilibrium, where there is no significant force on the snake. The snake will generally lie along 
edges, and will enclose the area to be segmented. 
Fig. 3.4 shows a snake fitted to the boundary of the Gema image. This snake is based on the 
algorithm of Lobregt and Viergaver [62]. Here, a snake is represented as a series of straight 
lines connecting points. The forces act only on the points. The internal force on a point is 
derived from the angle between the two lines meeting at the point, while the external force 
pulls the point towards the nearest area of high image gradient. In Fig. 3.4, the image has been 
converted to greyscale for processing (there are, however, adaptations to snakes for colour and 
other vector-formed images [63, 64]). 
In Fig. 3.4, the snake has settled along the approximate boundary of the outline. The snake 
has not been able to follow the individual strands of hair on the top of the head and has been 
confused by the edge caused by the white band on the t-shirt. There are also many places in the 
image where there is no real "edge" as such (for example the area of semi-translucent hair on 
the left hand side) where a snake cannot accurately describe the position. 
A further difficulty with using snakes on high resolution images is the initial need to place the 
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Figure 3.4: Linear snake fitted to the boundary of the Gema image 
snake close to the edge. In the case of the Gema image, the snake must be placed within 20-30 
pixels of its final destination. Placing the snake further away reduces the chance of it being 
attracted to the correct edge contour because it is so far from the minima in the external energy 
field that it is not attracted towards it. This restriction means that the initial snake would have 
to be placed with so much accuracy that there is little gain by allowing the snake to move. 
However, applying a snake to a low resolution image first, and then gradually increasing the 
resolution in order to reposition it, may relax the requirement for accurate positioning of the 
snake. 
Active Balloons may help to solve the accurate positioning problem. These are a slight modific-
ation of Active Contours. Again, there is an internal force that forces the contour to be smooth, 
and an external force that attracts it towards edges in the image. However, a third inflation 
force is added. Xiaobo Li and Kiankang Wang [65] dynamically calculate the inflation force 
to prevent the contour from bursting out of areas where the limiting contour is poorly defined. 
Using this system, the balloon can be initialised some distance inside the final position, and it 
will expand until the edge is reached. 
While balloons may be a more suitable technique for applying active contours to high resolution 
images, adapting either type of active contour to be sensitive to hairs and translucent areas is a 
much more complex problem. 
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3.5.1 Intelligent Scissors 
Intelligent Scissors is an interactive technique for placing a contour in an image. Instead of 
the user first generating a contour and then allowing it to settle along an edge, and correct it 
if it failed to find the correct edge, the Intelligent Scissors contour realigns itself (or "snaps" 
to the edge) as it is being drawn. The algorithm was presented by Mortensen and Barrett in 
1995 [661 and refined by them in 1999 [671. In their later work, the image is first segmented 
into many small regions using the "tobogganing" approach. This is generated by following the 
line of steepest descent from a pixel until a local minima is reached. All pixels that descend 
to the same local minimum are allocated to the same region. These regions are then converted 
into a region adjacency graph [68] where the nodes on the graph represent each region in the 
image, and edges exist between two nodes if the corresponding regions are adjacent. Each edge 
is assigned a weight according to the gradient across the edge. 
To use Intelligent Scissors, an "anchor point" is first defined by the user, usually by clicking 
with a mouse on the image. As the mouse pointer moves, the least cost path across the region 
adjacency graph to the anchor point (that is, the path that has the smoothest gradient) is calcu-
lated and displayed. The user can then click again to set the path, and to begin defining the next 
section. 
This reduces the process of defining an edge in an image to a small number of mouse clicks. A 
further extension to this algorithm was presented by Mortensen in 2001 1691 that in some cases 
can define an edge with just one click - where there is one clear edge present, the path will 
follow it automatically. The user need only intervene where edges become undefined or where 
there are junctions. 
3.6 Textures 
Texture segmentations algorithms segment images based on the statistics of local areas. Texture 
analysis techniques can be divided into two broad categories [70]: Those that take account of 
the spatial arrangement of pixels, and those that consider only the statistical values. 
Consider the image of Fig. 3.5(a), showing an image generated using image 137015 from the 
Corel Photo Gallery [711. The left hand side is Gaussian noise, with a similar mean to the 
denim. The best segmentation achievable by thresholding is shown in Fig. 3.5(c). Because 
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(a) Original image 	 (b) Generating alpha channel 	(C) Thresholded image 
(d) Histogram of left side 	(e) Histogram of right side 	(0 Resultant segmentation 
Figure 3.5: Histogram based texture segmentation 
some intensity values are present in both regions of the image, there is no simple threshold 
technique that will correctly segment the image. 
Using texture analysis, segmentation is possible. A statistics-only technique would be to use 
histograms. Histograms of the left and right side of the image are shown in Figs. 3.5(d) and 
3.5(e). 25 bins have been used to form these "reference" histograms. Segmentation can proceed 
by taking each small square section of the image in turn, generating a histogram for it, then 
treating the 25 values produced as a vector in ll23.  Taking the Euclidean distance of this region 
to each reference histogram gives measures of similarity of this region to each reference texture. 
The pixel at the centre of the square section is assigned to the most similar region. The result 
of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.5(f). This segmentation is significantly better. Note that the 
edge, however, is slightly ragged. This is common in texture analysis techniques because, by 
its nature, texture must be taken over a small area of the image. If that area includes more than 
one region, spurious statistics result. The grey border is due to the size of the search region that 
prevents results from being taken too close to the edge of the image. 
Note that texture analysis does not provide a means for segmentation directly; rather it produces 
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a new space in which to perform existing techniques. Fig. 3.5(f) was produced effectively by 
a texture-space thresholding. Techniques such as region growing and edge detection can be 
applied to texture-space to perform segmentation. 
Ohta et al [72] describe a technique that performs region splitting using histograms. The al-
gorithm starts with the whole image being assigned to the same region. Regions are split if 
the histogram produced from the region has multiple distinct maxima, then an intensity level 
between each maximum is used as a threshold to partition the region into two sub-regions. 
Threshold levels that do not produce spatially distinct regions are rejected. 
Fig. 3.5 uses greyscale histograms. It is possible to use colour histograms. To form a colour 
histogram, the image is quantised to a small number of colours and the percentage of pixels in 
each possible quantised colour is calculated. This can produce very large data sets. Producing 
a histogram to the same resolution as that in Fig. 3.5 requires 25 3 = 15625 bins. This is a 
massive vector and it would be extremely computationally intensive to operate with. Ohta et 
al instead use the Karhunen Loeve transform to reduce the colour space from R 3 to one in lI 2 . 
The third ordinate contains insignificant information and can be discarded. Tan and Kittler [73] 
use a similar approach, approximating the R 3  histogram as three histograms taken along the 
principal axes. 
Rather than using Histograms, Deng and Manjunath [74] use a value related to the local van-
ance called the J value. J is used as a proximity measure for simultaneous region growing in a 
method similar to Adams and Bischof [571. 
Other techniques use higher order statistics in order to provide better segmentation results. Gu 
et a! [75] compared different higher order texture analysis techniques to perform cloud recog-
nition. Non-spatial techniques are appropriate in this case, since recognition must be scale 
and rotation invariant. Gool et a! [70] summarise various work that suggests third and higher 
order statistics are not helpful in texture discrimination, since the human eye cannot distin-
guish between two textures that differ only in their second order statistics. This result suggests 
that general segmentation algorithms will not be significantly improved by using higher order 
statistics. Only in specific cases where information about the background and foreground are 
known (such as in cloud recognition) are such statistics likely to improve results. 
The texture analysis schemes presented so far do not take account of the shape of the regions 
only the local statistics. This may be an advantage or a disadvantage: The invariance of Histo- 
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gram analysis to orientation of the texture will allow the same pair of jeans to be segmented as 
a single object, even though there may be folds and creases in the denim. However, they may 
be a case equivalent to the left side of Fig. 3.5(a) being a mirror image of the right. Then, the 
histogram on either side would be identical and histogram analysis would fail even though they 
would clearly appear as different regions. 
The DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) is a variant of the Discrete Fourier Transform that has 
many applications in image processing, most notably in image compression [761. The DCT 
represents an image (or often small blocks of an image) as a set of basis functions that record 
the strength of spatial frequencies in the image in given directions. For a N x N block the u x r 
DCT coefficients are [77]: 
N-i N - I 
DCT(u,v) = 	 I(x,Y)Cos((2 	
) 	( ) 	
(3.1) 
	
I 	if  
(3.2) 
, 	otherwise 
Thus, the DCT co-efficients for a given area of the image code statistical as well as spatial 
information. Wei [78] segments an image by calculating for each pixel p the DCT coefficients 
of a 7 x 7 block of pixels surrounding the pixel p. Since the amount of information produced 
is large (51 coefficients including the position of the pixel), PCA is used to reduce the dimen-
sionality. K-means [79] is then used to segment the image into two regions. Since the pixel 
co-ordinates are included in the space along with the DCT coefficients, spatial separation of the 
two regions tends to be maintained. 
Gabor filters are an alternative frequency sensitive analysis tool. Like the DCT, Gabor filters 
are similar to the Fourier Transform, but act only over a small Gaussian window. Thus, they 
can give local information. They are used by Mital 1801 for texture segmentation. A typical 2d 
Gabor filter is given by 
( 	 ) = - ll cos(2u0x) 
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where a and a, are the standard deviations of the Gaussian window and u 0 is the frequency 
of the filter. Mital applies 16 filters to each area of the image, using varying angles of rotation 
and varying frequencies. Thus, each location in the image has 16 coefficients, which can be 
grouped to segment the image. 
A similar approach is taken by Acharyya and Kundu [81]. They use wavelet theory to form 
multiple images at different resolutions, using progressive low pass filtering. For each pixel, 
the intensity value for the pixel in each of the filtered images is formed into a feature vector. 
These vectors are then classified using a K-means classifier. 
These systems derive texture features using low-level operations. Co-occurrence matrices 
measure the relative spatial frequencies in an image. A co-occurrence matrix for an image 
with I intensity levels is of size I x I. Every pair of pixels P1  and P2  separated by a fixed 
distance d and angle 0, are scanned in turn. If i is the intensity value of P1  and j the in-
tensity of P2  then entry ij in the co-occurrence matrix is incremented. Therefore, a finished 
co-occurrence matrix counts how often pairs of pixels of given intensity values, separated by d 
occur in an image. Lam [82] uses a different formulation of Co-occurrence matrices to derive 
gradient information from the image. 
Since an I x I matrix is often too large for analysis, second order statistics are extracted from 
the matrix. Gotlieb and Kreyzsig [83] analyse six different measures and their effectiveness for 
classifying textures 
Aksoy and Haralick [84] compare measures derived from co-occurrence matrices with the 
Line—angle—ratio measure. Here, lines are found in the image using edge detection. Where 
two lines intersect or nearly intersect, the ratio is taken of the mean intensity outside of the 
lines to the mean intensity of the area bounded by them. 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter has presented a variety of techniques for the segmentation of images. Standard 
segmentation techniques can generally be grouped into those that consider regions of pixels, 
those that search for edges in images, and those that use statistical operations to sense tex-
ture. Many of these standard techniques cannot be readily applied to the task of alpha channel 
estimation of motion picture images. Texture techniques do not segment particularly well at 
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edges, since texture must be measured over a small area of an image, which means that the 
texture must be sampled at both sides of the unknown edge. Region growing and contour based 
techniques assume that the edge is very sharp, which will not be the case for a blurred image. 
Techniques currently employed on motion picture images require more specific environments 
(chromakey and lumakey require a certain background and difference matting requires the 
background to be photographed separately) but have the advantage of simplicity, speed and 
the ability to produce accurate information even where edges are blurred. 
Chapter 4 
Moving Image Segmentation 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers previously existing techniques for moving image segmentation 
Since a moving image is a sequence of discrete still images, it is possible to segment moving 
images by applying a still image technique. However, much information can be derived from 
analysing more than one frame at once, and using information about the differences between 
them in the segmentation. This chapter examines existing techniques for segmenting image 
sequences. 
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 considers techniques that can segment each 
frame of a sequence by comparing it to an image of the background. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 
discuss the use of Block Matching and Optical Flow motion estimation algorithms, respect-
ively, to track the foreground through a sequence, given an estimate of the foreground in an 
original frame. Section 4.5 examines techniques that segment using estimates of motion dir -
ectly, without using an initial segmentation. Section 4.6 examines the extension of the active 
contour techniques discussed in section 3.5 to moving images. Similarly, section 4.7 examines 
the extension of region growing to moving images. The chapter is summarised in section 4.8. 
4.2 Difference Matting 
Difference matting is a time-domain version of the still image differencing technique described 
in section 3.2.2. Again, frames are compared to one or more reference images of the back-
ground. However, in this case it may not be necessary to photograph the background independ-
ently, especially if the camera and background scene are static. Special Effects compositors 
often build reference images manually by assembling together different parts of the background 
image from different frames of the sequence. However, it is possible to generate reference im-
ages automatically by processing the sequence. Median averaging the sequence will produce a 
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single correct background image if the foreground covers no part of the image for more than 
half of the sequence [85]. Where the sequence is very long this becomes computationally ex-
pensive, so a low pass filter is more appropriate [86]. This generates a different reference image 
for each frame of the sequence and so it can work where the background is slowly evolving. 
Boninsegna and Bozzoli [87] use a Kalman filter in place of a low pass filter, which makes it 
robust to sudden changes in the background, but not to significant camera motion. 
Where the foreground object casts a shadow on the unwanted background, this will appear as a 
difference between the reference image and the current image, and so may appear in the final 
foreground object after differencing. If the shadow is treated as part of the element, it will cause 
parts of the unwanted background to appear in the final composite. Horprasert et al [88] detect 
shadows as a special case by assuming that they are an area where the current image is the same 
as the reference background image, but where each channel is multiplied by a constant gain n, 
where n < 1. The technique of Horprasert et al also automatically selects the level at which 
the difference image should be thresholded. 
An alternative to creating an average background frame and then comparing each frame to this 
background is to compare the frames to each other successively [89]. Rather than comparing 
frame n+ 1 t the reference image, frame n+ 1 compared to frame n. If the background is static 
and the foreground is always moving, then any significant differences between the two frames 
will be due to this moving foreground. However, some pixels will be different due to noise or 
flicker. Lee and Kim [90] apply an adaptive statistical function to improve performance with 
noisy images, which would certainly be useful for grainy motion picture sequences. Another 
problem, described by Meier and Ngan [91], is that the foreground must move in its entirety - 
if someone is standing still but moving their arm, then only the pixels around their arm will be 
different in the two frames, so the rest of their body is liable to disappear. This can be avoided 
by carrying forward the previous segmentation result. If a pixel does not change between two 
successive frames, it is treated as being the same classification as before, rather than always 
being classified as background. 
The results of difference matting are always likely to be noisy, with parts of the image showing 
movement where there is none and vice versa. Vass et al [92] use a split-and merge region 
growing technique as well as differencing to perform their segmentation. Now, any region for 
which any pixel within the region is different is considered to be moving. 
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4.2.1 Differencing with Moving Backgrounds 
The above techniques assume that the background is static. The camera must not move, pan 
or zoom, and the background must have no moving objects. Where the background is uniform 
but the camera moves, it may be possible to build up an oversized picture of the background (a 
"background mosaic") and then warp this image using planar perspective transforms for each 
frame so it corresponds as much as possible to the image. By differencing each frame to this 
warped background, the foreground area can be recovered. Szeliski [93] presents methods for 
background mosaic construction. 
In order to use this technique for segmentation, the foreground must be removed from each 
frame before it is combined. The pixels in the background that are occluded by the foreground, 
and therefore missing from each frame, will be filled in from other frames as the foreground 
and background move over each other. 
Hidalgo and Salembier [94] use this system to segment images. Once the background mosaic 
has been generated, it is warped to fit the current image and differenced with the current frame. 
To obtain a solid mask, the watershed region growing algorithm is applied. 
4.3 Block Matching 
The requirement of having a still (or at least homogeneously moving) background region can 
be avoided using block matching as a basis for moving image segmentation. Suppose that the 
segmentation for frame mis known (perhaps generated by a still image segmentation technique). 
If the foreground does not change significantly between frames, it can be located in frame it + i 
simply by  finding the best match for the blocks in the foreground in frame it to frame it + 1. 
Lee at al [95] use this method to perform segmentation for video coding. For each pixel that 
is part of the foreground in frame it the best match for a user-specified block in frame n + 1 is 
specified. 
Lee at al use the Summed Absolute Difference ( SAD) as a similarity measure. To compare a 
block A extracted from frame n to a candidate block B extracted from frame it + 1, the SAD 
is given by 
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SAD = 
= O),O < i < m,O <j< n 
where rn, n is the size of the block, and A7 indicates the red channel of pixel ij in block A. 
The use of the alpha channel a in the above equation ensures that the only pixels in frame n 
that are included are those which originated from the foreground. Blocks close to the edge of 
the foreground area would otherwise contain part of the background, which would result in a 
false match. 
To classify a single pixel p in frame n, the similarity measure is calculated between each block 
B in frame n + 1 and the block of pixels A around p. The block that gives the best possible 
match to A is taken to be the position of pixel p in frame n + 1. This pixel is then marked as 
foreground in the alpha channel for frame n + 1. The process is repeated for all foreground 
pixels in frame n 
Where the foreground is subject to significant lighting changes or non-translational movement 
such as rotation or deformation, block matching may fail because the original block does not 
exist in the new frame. One solution to this is to transform the image into a different domain. 
Antoszczyszyn [96] performed block matching on PCA transformed images to avoid poor res-
ults from noise or from lighting changes. 
Block matching is extremely computationally expensive. Lee a al propose a technique to 
reduce slightly the number of calculations required. Section 7.5.2 considers computational 
complexity of Block Matching in more detail 
The Autokey system developed by Mitsunaga a al [97] also uses block matching to perform 
segmentation on image sequences, but is more resistant to false matches and has a lower com-
putational cost. Rather than matching every pixel in the foreground object, only those objects 
on the perimeter that correspond to points of high curvature (corners) in the alpha channel are 
used for block matching. As with Lee et a!, the alpha channel is used during block match-
ing to prevent matched blocks containing unwanted background pixels. The matched points in 
the next frame are then connected to form a continuous boundary and the space the boundary 
encloses is marked as foreground. 
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The Autokey system is capable of estimating alpha values. It assumes that the edges are very 
sharp with respect to the background (that is, the background and foreground are relatively 
uniform in the region of the edge). Thus, any change in pixel intensities will be due to a 
transition between background and foreground. The first step is to edge detect the image in a 
projection of colour space chosen to best represent the transition between local foreground and 
background colours. The boundary found by the block matching step is assumed to have an 
alpha value of 0.5, and a contour GM initialised to this line. Two further contour lines GB and 
CF are placed alongside GM, at a varying separation distance according to the image gradient. 
Points along GB and CF are given an alpha values of 0 and I respectively. The pixels between 
Gp' and GB are assigned alpha values using interpolation. 
Autokey does not (as bluescreen systems do) generate alpha values according to actual pixel 
colours. By assuming that an edge is a uniform, monotonic transition between background and 
foreground, complex boundary regions, such as those with fine hairs, will not be segmented 
correctly. 
4.4 Optical Flow 
Optical flow [98] is based around the assumption that the intensity of an object will not change 




where I is the intensity of the object. The chain rule can be applied to equation 4.1 to model 
pixel motion 
01 d 01 d 01 
(4.2) 
Where EM is ideally zero. This partial differential equation is solved for 
dx  and , which givedt 
the horizontal and vertical components of velocity respectively. There will be many solutions of 
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dx WI and that will not represent the true motion of the object. Horn and Schunck [99] solve this dt 
equation by assuming that the motion varies gradually over the image. A smoothness constraint 
that prevents neighbouring pixels having significantly different motion vectors is employed: 
Es (2+ 	
/O\2 	0v'\2 
\O x) () + (-) +
(4.3) 
where it =dt and y = . The motion field can then be calculated by minimising the combined dt 
error function F = Ek + AE5. 
Optical flow can be used either in place of Block matching to identify parts of the current frame 
as background or foreground, or it can be used as the basis of the motion estimation techniques 
presented in the next section. 
The suitability of optical flow to motion picture image sequences is considered in section 7.5 
4.5 Motion Estimation 
The previous techniques perform segmentation by comparing individual pixel values and in-
tensities between two frames, either by using simple change detection, or by locating the same 
area of image in the new frame. Where there is interframe movement, the movement itself can 
be used to form the segmentation. 
Moscheni et al propose a solution to segmentation using this approach [100]. If the background 
is approximately planar relative to the position of the camera, there will be two different motions 
in the image, one corresponding to the background, or global motion, and the other correspond-
ing to the foreground, or local motion. The global motion will generally cover a larger area of 
the image than the local. Two distinct motions can be derived using a clustering technique such 
as K-means, and those pixels that correspond to the smaller of the two marked as foreground. 
Moscheni et al use block matching to calculate the motion field, but their technique could 
equally be applied to optical flow techniques. False matches and outliers are a problem in 
either case. Haung a al [101] use optical flow to generate a motion field, from which outliers 
are removed by using a Robust Genetic Algorithm. Galié and Lonarió [102] combine the 
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results of optical flow with image intensity, and segment the combined space using K-means. 
The addition of the intensity information helps overcome problems from spurious values in the 
motion data. Erhan Eren et al [103] use spatial constraints to avoid problems with outliers by 
dividing each frame into multiple regions (using region growing techniques) and then merging 
regions together that have similar motion characteristics. 
The Optical flow equation (Equation 4.1) assumes only one motion at each pixel. Where there 
is transparency (so that the alpha value for a pixel will be between 0 and 1) there will be two 
motions occurring at each pixel location - one representing the background motion and one 
representing the foreground. Toro et al [104] adapt the optical flow equation to permit two loc-
ally constant motions at each pixel location. Given the two resultant motion fields, Expectation 
Maximisation is used to generate motion models for the scene. A set of validity maps mark 
which pixels belong to each motion model. Because there can be two motions for a single pixel 
location, a pixel can belong to more than one motion model. Expectation Maximisation iterates 
between calculation of the parameters of each motion model, and calculation of the validity 
map for each motion model. These validity maps can be used as a final segmentation of the 
image. 
4.6 Active Contours 
Active contours (Snakes) can be extended to segment sequences as well as still frames. Recall 
that an active contour is initialised close to the edges of an object and adjusts itself to lie along 
the edge using energy minimisation. If the edge of the object moves only slightly, then the final 
position of the contour in frame n can be used as the initial position for frame n + 1. With large 
inter-frame movement, this technique fails. Bascle a al [105] incorporate motion estimation 
into their system. A 2d affine motion model is derived from the motion field and used to update 
the position of the snake between frames. 
Peterfreund [106] takes a different approach. A normal snake settles when the difference 
between the internal forces and the external energy field derived from the gradient of the image 
is at a minimum. Peterfreund adds a term to this minimisation which is the difference between 
the motion field in the image and the interframe motion of the snake. This allows tracking of 
objects where the edges are not well defined. 
Rather than fit an active contour to each frame separately, Cohen and Cohen [107] fit an active 
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surface to the whole sequence at once. They simultaneously evolve a 2d snake on each frame, 
allowing the snakes from each frame to interact with each other. Their technique is particu-
larly suitable for volumetric data, but could equally apply to a 2d image sequence. Hall and 
Jones [108] have applied active surfaces to film sequences. Contours are specified for key-
frames in the image sequence (i.e. a contour is drawn every few frames), which are used to 
initialise the surface. The contours on intermediate frames are initialised using geometric lin-
ear interpolation between the nearest keyframes. The surface then evolves to fit the edges in the 
sequence. 
Where the edges are very poorly defined, but approximate shape is known, a model based 
approach may produce good results. Baumberg and Hogg [109] and Peacock (I 10] use Ei-
genshape models to track pedestrian motion. Models are represented as sets of parameterised 
curves. A training set of possible outlines is generated, which is used to generate an eigenspace 
of outlines. These models are fitted to each frame of the sequence. Wachter and Nagel [I 11] 
also track humans, but use a 3d model of a human being and, given knowledge about the degrees 
of freedom of a human, attempt to fit their model to the edges in each frame of the sequence. 
Along with an alpha channel, Wachter and Nagel's system produces an estimation of the pose 
of the person, which could be used for animating computer generated actors that must interact 
with real actors. 
Model based systems suffer from a lack of precision when segmenting, as a model that would 
be accurate enough to extract detail such as the folds of cloth or strands of hair would have too 
many degrees of freedom to calculate efficiently. It is likely that a different model would be 
required for each type of subject. 
4.7 Motion-based Region Tracking 
In most cases, a region of homogeneous intensity and colour in an image corresponds to a part 
of a single object in the scene. This is the basis behind segmentation using region growing, 
presented in the previous chapter. This technique has been adapted to moving sequences. 
Deng and Manjunath [74] simply use block matching to locate the seed points of the regions in 
the next frame, and then grow regions from there. 
Gu and Lee [112] segment each frame into regions and then use motion estimation to build a 
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correspondence between regions in the current frame and regions in the reference frame, and 
then assign the regions in the current frame to background or foreground, according to the 
classification of the corresponding region in the reference frame 
Dongxian Xu et al [113] combine region growing with tracking in the sequence. A contour 
is drawn approximately on the first frame, which is then segmented into regions. Any regions 
totally enclosed by the snake are considered to be part of the segmented object, i.e. the fore-
ground. Any region that is intersected by the contour is included if a probability criterion is 
met. The contour is then updated to be the perimeter of all regions that are included in the 
foreground object. For subsequent frames, the interframe difference is edge detected, and this 
image XOR-ed with the contour from the previous image to form a contour for the new frame. 
This is then updated by using regions. Since the edges of the regions tend to be inaccurate, an 
active contour model is used to smooth the contour at each stage. 
4.8 Summary 
This chapter has presented a variety of techniques for segmentation of moving images. Many 
techniques work by generating an estimate of the background and using this to identify the 
foreground areas of the image. Other techniques (such as the active contour techniques) allow 
human—assisted single frame techniques to be applied to image sequences with little or no 
further human interaction. A third group of techniques, the motion segmentation techniques, 
achieve segmentation based on the differences between frames, and cannot be applied to single 
frame segmentation. 
As for the single frame segmentation techniques of the previous chapter, very few algorithms 
are able to process moving image sequences and produce alpha channels. As before, contour 
and region based techniques do not readily adapt to soft, blurred edges. Block matching and 
smooth optical flow suffer the same lack of precision seen in the texture—based techniques of 
the previous chapter. 
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Alpha Channel Estimation for Single 
Frames 
5.1 Introduction 
This section presents a group of algorithms that produce alpha channels and clean foregrounds 
from still images with varied backgrounds. The chapter describes progressively more complex 
algorithms. The simpler algorithms are presented in order to demonstrate (by their failings) the 
motivation behind the more advanced techniques. 
Several algorithms that are similar to those developed in this thesis have been reported by Ruzon 
and Tomasi [114], by Chuang et al [115] and by Berman et al [116]. All of these algorithms 
were published while the research for this thesis was underway. The work presented in this 
chapter has not been influenced by these algorithms. However, an analysis of these algorithms 
is presented in the next chapter, as are novel adaptations to them. 
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 describes the hint initialisation required for 
these algorithms. By rearranging the compositing equation, section 5.3 shows how alpha chan-
nel estimation can be approached as the problem of estimating clean background and fore-
ground colours. Sections 5.5 to 5.9 introduce progressively more advanced clean colour estim-
ation algorithms. Sections 5.10 to 5.12 describe the Principal Axis algorithm that represents a 
major contribution of this thesis. Section 5.13 shows how lighting from behind the foreground 
(backlighting) can cause algorithms to fail and proposes a novel solution to this problem. The 
chapter is summarised in section 5.14. 
5.2 The Need for Human Interaction 
All of the techniques described here and in the next chapter need a similar human-created input. 
Most motion picture images are extremely complex, in that they will contain a large number of 
regions with very different colours and textures. There will also be a large number of edges. 
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DEFINITE BACKGROUND 
DEFINITE FOREGROUND 
Figure 5.1: Curves used for input to Corel KnockOut 
These regions and edges could be part of the background or the foreground, or they could be 
part of the transition between the two. Deducing which parts of a still image are to be retained 
(i.e. are part of the foreground) and which are to be discarded is extremely complex. Given an 
image containing multiple people, no simple algorithm could deduce which of the people are 
to be retained and which to be extracted, without some form of additional input. 
A suitable form of human input is to provide a rough, hand segmentation of the image, into 
three types of area: Definitely background, definitely foreground, or unknown. The unknown 
area usually forms a band between the known background and foreground areas, and is the only 
one which requires processing. Pixels within this area may be part of the background, the fore-
ground, or maybe a combination of the two, and must be assigned an alpha value accordingly. 
This type of input has two advantages: Firstly, classification can be achieved by comparing 
parts of the unknown area to the definite foreground and background. Secondly, those parts of 
the image that are marked as definite do not need to be processed, saving a massive amount of 
processing. (Only 7% of the 2.7 million pixels in the Gema image are marked as unknown for 
the results presented in this thesis.) 
There are various different techniques for indicating which pixels are definite and which un-
known. Corel's KnockOut [116] uses two curves. Everything closer to the edge of the image 
than the "outer curve" is definite background, that within the "inner curve" is definite fore-
ground, and the area between the two curves is the unknown area, as shown in Fig. 5.1. 
Adobe's Photoshop requires the user to draw over the image using standard painting tools to in- 
dicate the unknown and foreground areas (the definite background is the unmarked area). Even- 
ing [117] gives advice for the construction of alpha channels in Photoshop. Ruzon and Tomasi's 
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approach [114] requires the user to modify a copy of the image, colouring the background and 
foreground distinctive colours. These areas can be detected by comparing the modified image 
to the original. 
Go and Lee [118] perform standard binary segmentation using a similar foreground I back-
ground I unknown scheme. Pixels in the unknown area are classified as background or fore-
ground using morphological segmentation. To create their unknown area, they require a user to 
mark a single edge line that initially forms two complementary regions, foreground and back-
ground. These are then eroded away to form an unknown area. The user controls the amount 
of erosion ensuring that the unknown region entirely contains the edges of the object. 
All of these techniques for user input are in effect equivalent, and the relative merits of these 
are not important for this thesis. 
Tan and Ahuja [119, 120] have developed a system to make the generation of hint images easier. 
Their technique segments the image into multiple regions, and then uses freehand sketches 
(often a few clicks and lines on the image) to combine the regions together. In the vicinity of 
the sketch, finer segmentation is undertaken in order to build up an accurate hint image. 
5.2.1 Creating a Hint Image 
A simple way of producing the required input without specialised software is to use a multi-
layer image editing package, such as Gimp [121] or Photoshop [11]. The original image is 
loaded into the package, a new layer created, made to be semi-transparent, and then drawing 
tools used to draw over the image on the new layer. Requiring the background area to be marked 
over in black, the foreground white, and the unknown area some shade of grey is most suitable, 
as it adapts well to the moving image segmentation techniques presented later in this thesis. 
Once this layer has been created, it is saved. Note the original image is left untouched, as the 
editing takes place on a different layer within the package. Fig. 5.2. Shows an example "hint 
image" created in this way. 
5.3 Alpha Estimation by Inverting the Compositing Equation 
Classifying an image in order to produce an alpha channel is slightly different from standard 
classification [79], in that it does not involve a crisp classification, assigning each pixel as either 
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Figure 5.3: Calculating a from clean colours: The a value of a point is the distance of the point 
along the normalised line between its clean foreground and background colours in 
colour space 
background or foreground. Instead, each pixel is given any value in the range [0, 1]. This is 
rather like using fuzzy logic 1122], and assigning each pixel in the image a membership function 
of the foreground set. However, a defuzzification step to produce a crisp decision is not used, 
as the membership value of each pixel is the required result. 
A technique for calculating alpha can be derived from the compositing equation by inverting 
it. Once a clean foreground f and an alpha value a have been calculated, they will be used to 
generate a pixel p with a different background busing p = cif + (1 - a)b. Consider the input 
image to be produced by the same process. Pixels p in the input image can be treated as the 
result of a clean foreground colour f composited over a "clean background" colour b using an 
alpha value a. Segmenting the image consists of finding this alpha value a as well as the clean 
foreground f for every pixel in the image. 
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clean foreground 	composite 	clean background 
alpha = 50% 
alpha = 75% 
Figure 5.4: To illustrate that the colour of a pixel is not enough injbrmation to determine the 
alpha value. A 50% grey pixel can be produced both by a 50% blend of black 
background and white foreground, and a 75% blend of two other shades of grey. 
Thus, the background and foreground colours must be known in order to find alpha 
a can be found by estimating f and b: If colours are treated as vectors in 3d space, then p must 
lie on the line between b and f, because it is formed by a linear combination of the two. a can 
be found using 
Ip — bI 
If — bi 
(5.1) 
as shown in Fig. 5.3. This is in effect a rearrangement of the compositing equation (Equa-
tion 2.2). 
Although there may be "true" clean background and foreground colours, they cannot be calcu-
lated exactly: There is no way of telling whether a pixel is 50% grey because it is a 50% mix 
of a clean black (0%) background and a clean white (100%) foreground, or a different mix of 
two other colours, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Smith and Blinn [3] proposed a solution that requires 
two different background colours, and eliminates this ambiguity. This extends Fig. 5.3 to be a 
triangle with two clean background colours and two pixel colours p. However, using two back-
grounds requires a static foreground, which is not possible for live actors, and also requires 
twice the amount of film, so this solution is far from ideal. 
While there may be "true" clean background and foreground colours, there may not be. If 
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the foreground is truly transparent but also coloured (as in the case of tinted spectacles, or 
strands of hair) the alpha compositing equation does not hold. While Environment Matting [7] 
(see Section 2.3.1) will produce a correct composite, in this thesis an alpha channel and clean 
foreground colour are required. Hence there may not be a valid alpha and clean foreground 
colour. Since it is not possible to determine them precisely in any case, the best that is possible 
is to estimate a clean foreground colour and an alpha value that appear convincing when used 
together to composite over a new background. 
Again, it is always possible to find an alpha value from a given pair of estimated foreground and 
background colours, given a pixel p situated on a line between clean colours b and f. Because 
the clean colours may be inaccurate estimates, the point p may not lie directly on the line fb. 




and limiting the result to lie on the range (0, 1). Essentially, this is estimating alpha from a 
point q which is the closest point to p on the line bf, as shown in Fig. 5.5. Equation 5.2 can 








Figure 5.5: Calculating a when the clean colours are estimates. Where p does not lie on fb, 
the projection of p onto f  (point q) is used to find a 
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The distance from the point p to the line fb can be used as a "confidence measure" to score the 
quality of the estimated foreground and background colours. 
Therefore, an alpha value for every pixel in the unknown area can be generated by estimating 
the 'clean' foreground and background colours, and applying equation 5.2 to find the value of 
alpha. 
This reduces the task of segmentation to that of estimating these clean colours (i.e. estimating 
what the background would look like without a foreground and 'ice versa). The different 
techniques presented here use different methods to estimate the foreground and background 
colours, and so estimate alpha. 
5.4 Assessment of algorithms 
The remainder of this chapter presents a sequence of progressively more complex algorithms 
which perform alpha estimation. The following criteria will be used to assess these algorithms: 
. Relative runtime (computational complexity) 
. Presence of large geometric artifacts in the alpha channel 
. Presence of detail in the area of the clean foreground image that corresponds to the un-
known area in the hint image 
• Ability to resolve the hair at the top of the head in the Gerna image 
5.5 Nearest Pixel Estimation 
A very simple way of estimating foreground and background is to set the estimated foreground 
and background colour for each pixel p within the unknown area to be the same colour as the 
physically closest definite foreground and background pixel to p, as shown in Fig. 5.6 
This method produces results as shown in Fig. 5.7 for the Gena image. A noticeable feature 
of this is the geometric artifacts that result, caused by neighbouring pixels having a different 
nearest definite foreground point. Also, the estimated clean foreground has no detail for any 
pixel that lies within the unknown region - the colour of the pixels at the edge between the 
unknown region and the foreground are simply duplicated into the unknown area. 
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Figure 5.6: Location of pixels used as clean colours in nearest pixel estimation. The point 
being classified is shown in blue. The background and foreground pixels used to 
classifv the pixel are shown in red and green respectively 
5.6 Colour Correction 
Setting the clean foreground colour to be identical to the nearest foreground colour causes the 
unknown area of the clean foreground image to become extremely uniform. Detail is lost in the 
unknown area. The following method can be used to recover this detail. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the position of the estimated foreground f and background point b for a given 
pixel, in a 2d colour space normalised so that I f - bI = I for simplicity. Alpha is calculated by 
finding the nearest point q on the line fb to the actual pixel colour p. Alpha is then the ratio 
bql/jbfl. Recall that, according to the compositing equation 2.2, if the estimated background 
and foreground colour are correct, point p should lie on the line between b and f. That is, p 
should be exactly where the point q is. One possible correction is to add the vector i to both 
the estimated foreground colour f and to the background colour b, forming new points f' and 
V respectively. p is now on the line f'b' as required. 
This correction scheme is used in all following algorithms and is also used in the work of other 
authors, except in that of Chuang et al [1 IS]. 
5.7 Cluster-based Segmentation 
Simply taking the nearest known background and foreground colours as the clean colours pro- 
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Figure 5.8: Scheme for correcting estimatedforeground colour 
Figure 5.9: Location of pixels used for clusters in the simple cluster based algorithm 
If either the background or foreground is non-uniform, the chance of this happening is greatly 
increased. One simple solution is to use a collection or cluster of nearby pixels, rather than just 
one. The clean colours are then derived from statistics of the cluster of pixel colours. 
A simple algorithm to process a cluster of pixels is to form the background and foreground 
clusters out of the ii. nearest definite background and foreground pixels respectively, as shown 
in Fig. 5.9. The clean background and foreground colours can be set simply by averaging all 
pixels values in each cluster. 
Searching for the nearest pixels to a pixel location p that are of a given type (in this case that are 
black or white in the hint image) is a time intensive process. A Voronoi diagram will indicate 
which foreground or background pixel is nearest to any given unknown pixel 11231, but finding 
a list of the n nearest pixels is more time consuming. For simplicity, a simple approximation is 
to use a square spiral search pattern originated at p and increasing in radius until the requisite 
number of pixels have been selected. Since the average of the nearest n pixels will not change 
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significantly between neighbouring pixels, groups of pixels can be classified together, using the 
same clean colours for each. 
Results of using this algorithm (with the colour correction scheme of Fig. 5.8) are shown in 
Fig. 5.10. There are noticeable artifacts in places caused by adjacent groups of pixels having 
different alpha values (note the staircase effect below her right ear) and several areas of missing 
foreground, where the foreground and background colours were not appropriate. The purple 
area by the right ear is due to a large discrepancy between the estimated clean foreground and 
background colours, and the actual colour of pixels in that area. This causes the corrected 
foreground colour f' to be very different from the clean foreground colour. 
5.7.1 The Stripe Method of Selecting Pixels 
It is possible that the nearest n pixels selected from the definite area may extend some distance 
back from the border between known and unknown areas in the hint image. This can create 
a problem when defining the edges. Fig. 5.11 shows a part of the Genia image with the hint 
image and the pixel clusters superimposed. The pixels being classified are coloured blue, and 
the nearest n foreground pixels shown in red. Some of the pixels included in this cluster are 
taken from an area which corresponds to skin, rather than hair, but the pixels being classified are 
all a mixture of background and hair. This problem can be avoided by reducing the number of 
pixels selected, and by redrawing the hint image. Reducing the number of pixels selected will 
make this technique susceptible to the same geometrical artifacts visible in the single nearest 
pixel algorithm, and redrawing the hint image may not always avoid the problem. 
To form a cluster of pixels C close to an unknown pixel p: 
find the k nearest fore/background edge pixels, and store in set C1 
foreach c In C 1 : 
add all fore/background pixels within a fixed radius r of c to C 
next c 
Algorithm 3: Method to form clusters offoregroundof background points 
A way of ensuring the clusters used to form the clean foreground and background colours do 
not extend too far back into the known areas, but to still allow the clusters to contain enough 
pixels to reduce geometric artifacts is the stripe method, shown in Fig. 5.12 Edge detection is 
used to detect those pixels that form the boundary between the unknown and foreground area, 
and also the boundary between the unknown and background area. These are referred to as 
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Figure 5.11: Problem caused by selection of pixels using algorithm of section 5.7 
Figure 5.12: The stripe method of selecting pixels 
forming clusters of background and foreground pixels. 
Fig. 5.13 shows the result of using the stripe method to select colours 
5.7.2 Alpha range adjustment 
Fig. 5.14 illustrates a problem that occurs when the variance of the foreground and background 
clusters is too high. Here, point b and f are the clean foreground colours being used to clas-
sify point p. The point marked q is the projection of p onto the line bf. Alpha is set to be 
b~q / J , which in the case of Fig. 5.14 will be slightly less than 1. However, the colour of 
point p is very close to the colour of some of the points within the foreground cluster. Some 
points in the foreground cluster are in fact closer to the background cluster than p, but will still 
be assigned an alpha of I because they are in the known region. Suppose a known foreground 
pixel r is on the edge of the foreground and unknown area, and is adjacent in the image to 
the unknown pixel p, which may be identically coloured. Because p and ,' will be assigned 
different alpha values, there will be a visible edge in the image between the two, corresponding 
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Figure 5.14: Problem caused by high variance clusters 
A solution is to re-scale the alpha values. Normally, alpha is 0 at the centre of the background 
cluster and I at the centre of the foreground cluster. To remove artifacts when classifying a point 
p, alpha can be resealed, so that alpha is zero at the nearest point in the background cluster to p, 
and alpha is one at the nearest point in the foreground cluster top. Now the point p in Fig. 5.14 
will yield an alpha value of more than 1.0, which will be clipped to I. The technique used to 
re-scale the alpha values is given in Algorithm 4. 
find (I using b,f and p as usual. 
let flf be the nearest point in the foreground cluster to p. 
let n, be the nearest point in the background cluster to p. 
let aj be the classification of flf 
let 07, be the classification of n 
set o Of - Lyb  
Algorithm 4: Alpha range adjustment 
If such a correction is applied, it follows that the (corrected) foreground and background colours 
should also be adjusted, so that compositing the clean foreground over the clean background 
exactly yields the original image. However, doing so will move these colours closer together, 
thus introducing traces of the background in the clean foreground image and vice versa. In this 
case, it is better to leave the clean foreground and background colours unaltered. 
Alpha range adjustment is computationally intensive, and tends to produce a more contrasty 
alpha channel, as alpha values close to 0 and 1 are set to exactly 0 and I respectively. Alpha 
range adjustment should only be used where the edges in the hint image become visible. 
5.8 Selective clean colour estimation 
The next sections describe techniques that have a different basis. Instead of blindly estimating 
the foreground and background colours by extrapolation from known foreground and back-
ground colours, and then calculating alpha and correcting the estimates according to the actual 
colour, it is preferable to select clean foreground and background colours that are appropri- 
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ate for the colour of the pixel under classification. It may still be necessary to modify these 
estimates once alpha has been calculated. 
5.9 Nearest Colour estimation 
This novel algorithm is a simple "non-blind" method. To allow the algorithm to run faster, 
small neighbourhoods of pixels U from the unknown area are processed simultaneously, as in 
the nearest n define pixel algorithm of section 5.7. The known background and foreground 
pixels nearest to the centre of U in the image are selected to form two clusters B and F, 
respectively. 
To process each pixel p in the set U, a clean background and foreground colour must be se-
lected. Suppose the background cluster is a mixture of red and yellow, and pixel p is a shade 
of yellow. The simple cluster—based algorithm would average the cluster together, and give a 
clean background colour of orange. It is possible that this pixel is yellow because its clean fore-
ground is green and its clean background is red (thus producing a yellow pixel) but it is perhaps 
more plausible that this pixel originates from the yellow part of the background. The Nearest 
Colour estimation algorithm is based upon the assumption that the best clean foreground or 
background colour to choose are those in the clusters P and B that are closest in colourspace 
to p. Because the very closest pixel may be an outlier, the average of the K nearest colours are 
formed instead. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. 
select a small region U of the unknown area 
let F be the set of kf pixels marked as foreground that are closest in the image to U 
let B be the set of k,, pixels marked as background closest in the image to fr 
foreach pixel p in U 
let p be the colour of p 
let Cf be the nf pixels in F that are closest in colourspace to p 
let C,> be the n,, pixels in B that are closest in colourspace to p 
set clean foreground colour f to be the mean of Cf 
set clean background colour b to be the mean of Cb 
set alpha using f, b and p as before 
next pixel p 
Algorithm 5: Nearest Colours algorithin to select clean joreground colours 
Alpha can now be calculated and the clean foreground and background colours corrected as 
described in the previous sections. The artifacts around the top of the head (where the clusters 
are overlapping) is increased in size - when the clusters overlap, it is often the case that the 
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clean background colour is equal to the clean foreground colour. However, the detail in the 
image (especially with the hair around the neck) is improved, as shown in Fig. 5.15. 
5.10 Adaption with Principal Components Analysis 










Figure 5.16: Cluster of pixel colours from the Gema image, showing prolate shape (8 bit in-
tensity values) 
Observation of many natural images has shown that pixels taken from small areas form pro-
lates - they are cigar shaped in RGB space, as shown in Fig. 5.16. Ohta et al [72] made a 
similar observation: They took the Karhunen Loeve (PCA) transform of nine images, and meas-
ured the variance along all the PCA axes. They measured a variance along the major axis of 
approximately ten times that of the second and third axes, suggesting the clusters are prolates. 
The following algorithm assumes that the foreground and background clusters are prolates in 
order to obtain extremely fast estimates of clean foreground and background colours. 
The first step of this process finds the principal axis. The principal axis is given by the para-
metric line s(t) = px + ri, where p is the mean of the cluster and r is a vector orientated such 
that the mean squared distance of all points in the cluster to the line s(t) is minimised. r can 
be found using the Karhunen Loeve transform. Orchard and Bouman [201 show how to derive 
the principal components of a distribution in R 3  for colour analysis: 
Given a cluster C with n members x, the mean p and covariance matrix 1? of C are found: 
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Ii = - 	 (5.6) 
fl 
1 
R = R--mm 	 (5.7) 
n 
The vector r is given by the principal eigenvector e0 of 1? - i.e. that which has the largest 
corresponding eigenvalue A. All eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be found using the Jacobi 
and Eigsrt routines from the Numerical Recipes collection 1124]. The entire matrix of ei-
genvectors E = [eo t ei t e2 t] (where e 4 is the eigenvector with the th  largest eigenvalue) is an 
orthogonal matrix that forms a transform into PCA space. That is, a new set C' with members 
= Exi is a set rotated about the origin with respect to C with the principal axis parallel to 
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Figure 5.17: Cluster of points in RGB space with the line Po Pi 
Once the set C' has been formed, the range (r, ))))))) , r,0( ,,) of the transformed set along the 
principal axis is found. The mean [PI, P2,1131 in each dimension of PCA space is also cal-
culated. The transformed end points Pflhifl=[T fl)Oj ,J/2,t3] and pnax=[7*7fla.7:,112,/t3]  are then 
inverse transformed back into RGB space to form P0  and  Pi.  Fig. 5.17 shows a cluster, and the 
line j3ij. 
The range of the set is used rather than a statistical measure such as the standard deviation be-
cause the clusters are very rarely symmetric and do not fit well to simple statistical models. The 
range calculation is performed for both foreground and background, giving two linesPop if 
and Pih,  as shown in Fig. 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18: Position of points used to classfv in colour space 
It is now assumed that every pixel s in the set of unknown pixels U is composed of a clean 
background colour close to a colour b, and a clean foreground close to a colour f, where b is 
a point on the line POP1b  and f lies on the line popif. f and b are therefore the estimated 
clean foreground and background colours. The most appropriate points to choose for b and f 
are those points closest to s, formed by finding 
(s - P0) (P1 - Pc) 
q= 	 2 	 (5.8) 
Pi - pci 
for foreground qf and background q.  If q1 and qb  are limited to the range (0, 1), then 
b = P1b + POh(' - qb) 	 (5.9) 
= p ijqj+ poi  (1 — qj) 	 (5.10) 
give points f and b constrained to lie between Pc  and  P1.  These are then the clean foreground 
and background colours. The alpha value can then be calculated using 
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again limiting the result to lie on the range (O 1). f', equal to f + s - q, is the clean foreground 
colour as before. 
Fig. 5.19 shows this algorithm applied to the Gema test image. There is no black artifact around 
the top left of the head, but there are many areas of noise. Most noticeably in the foreground, 
and in the alpha channel, there are small lines in the image. These occur because neighbouring 
pixels are classified using different foreground and background clusters. The clean foreground 
and background colours chosen can be significantly different for two neighbouring pixels, res-
ulting in different estimates for alpha and the clean foreground colour, even if the pixels them-
selves are identically coloured. 
5.11 Multiple Classification 
The artifacts caused by neighbouring groups of pixels being classified using different fore-
grounds can be avoided in two ways. Either each pixel can be classified individually, or altern-
atively pixels can be classified multiple times in overlapping clusters, and the results averaged 
together. The latter tends to produce more acceptable alpha channels. The reclassification 
scheme is only necessary where the background and foreground are locally very varied. 
To achieve this, everyn ih  row and column is examined for a pixel within the unclassified region, 
forming the set U out of all points within a radius r of the scanned pixel, whether or not they 
have been previously classified. Values of n. and r are chosen such that a single pixel will be 
classified more than once. The final a value is calculated by forming a weighted average of the 
calculated a' values. The weight for each classification is proportional to f6/4 (all the weights 
used in classifying a single pixel sum to 1). This scheme favours cluster pairs positioned such 
that s lies close to the line Ib, indicating that the f and b are likely clean foreground and 
background colours. 
Fig. 5.20 shows that the multiple classification technique removes the artifacts. 
5.12 Improvements using Region Growing 
This section proposes two ways of increasing performance and speed of the PCA based tech-
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5.12.1 Region Growing to Expand the Known Areas 
Occasionally, the unknown area in the hint image is larger than it needs to be. This increases 
runtime, as more pixels need to be calculated. On fairly smooth images, the hint image can 
be made smaller automatically using a region growing approach. A separate region is grown 
using every point which is on the edge of the known and unknown areas as a seed pixel in turn. 
Candidate pixels in the unknown area are included in the region if they are adjacent to a pixel 
within the region, and the Euclidean distance between the colour of the candidate and the colour 
of the seed pixel is less than a threshold value. All of the pixels in a region that grew from a 
background edge seed are marked as background; all those that were grown from a foreground 
edge are marked as foreground. Thus, the unknown area is reduced in size. 
The threshold must be chosen such that any pixel that should be assigned an alpha value other 
than zero or one will not be included in the region. In practice, a threshold is chosen that will 
terminate the region growing before any such pixel is reached. 
5.12.2 Region Growing for Alpha Estimation 
All algorithms presented here assume that both the background and foreground are uniformly 
coloured around the unknown area, so that clean foreground and background colours for pixels 
in the unknown area can be derived from pixels in the known foreground and background 
areas. However, it is also possible to sample clean foreground and background colours from 
previously calculated pixels within the unknown area. If the alpha value for an unknown pixel is 
calculated to be zero or one, then the clean background or foreground colour (respectively) will 
be identical to the pixel colour. If the pixel is any intermediate value, then a clean background 
and foreground colour will be updated (as in Fig. 5.8). These clean colours can be used to 
classify further pixels. Unlike previously described techniques, producing a clean background 
image is essential for this technique. This gives the advantage of improved accuracy, since the 
adjusted clean foreground samples f for previously classified pixels can give better estimates 
for the clean foreground colour of the pixel under classification. This scheme also speeds up 
processing: Searching for nearby clean foreground and background pixels in order to form the 
foreground and background clusters takes longer if the pixels are further away. By allowing the 
re-use of nearby pixels, the search will finish quicker. 
Because the values of some pixels within the unknown area will now depend on the results of 
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other pixels, some attention to the order in which the pixels are calculated must be considered. 
To ensure that each pixel has either a known foreground value or a known background value as 
an immediate neighbour, a region growing order can be employed. Pixels are taken alternately 
from nearby the foreground and background, and classified in turn. 
let a region growing queue store for each item i: 
a pixel position i ij  
the seed pixel colour i 
whether the seed is background or foreground i 
let an alpha estimation queue store for each item 1: 
a pixel position i ij  
To estimate alpha: 
push every edge point into region growing queue r 
set alpha estimation queue p=GRow(r) 
set alpha estimation queue WESTI MATE (p) 
Function GROW with region growing queue r and threshold 7': 
set alpha estimation queue j'  to empty set 0 
while r 0 0 
pop next item i off r 
foreach neighbour i of i, that is still marked "unknown" 
let n be the colour of ii. 
if Mn - 	< T 
if ig  is background, mark n 1 "background" else mark n "foreground" 
push n onto region growing queue r, setting u = i p  
else 
push n onto alpha estimation queue p 
next neighbour 
return p 
Algorithm 6: Region growing approach to alpha estimation 
Algorithms 6 and 7 outline the process. The technique uses three functions: GROW expands the 
known areas and ESTIMATE produces clean foreground, clean background and alpha values for 
the remaining pixels in the unknown area by calling the CLASSIFY function. The algorithms do 
not classify pixels that fail the tests outlined, because the clean foreground and background col-
ours generated are likely to be erroneous and it is important that the errors should not propagate 
to further pixels. Instead, these pixels are returned by the classifier function. It may be that once 
more pixels have been classified, a better estimate for background and foreground is known, 
in which case they will pass the classification. Thus, the queue w can be passed again to the 
ESTIMATE function. After several such iterations, the results of all classifications are accepted 
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Function ESTIMATE with region growing queue p 
set alpha estimation queue q to 0 
while p 0 
pop next item i off p 
if i, marked as "unknown" or "failed" 
CLASSIFY point iij 
if classification was good 
set alpha, and clean background and foreground pixels 
mark pixel i, as "estimated" 
else 
push i onto q 
mark pixel i, as "failed" 
endif 
push all neighbours marked as "unknown" onto p 
endif 
endwhile 
To CLASSIFY a point 
. Form clusters: 
- include any pixel marked as foreground or background in original hint image (if it 
is within radius r from the edge of known/unknown) with weight 3. 
- include any pixel marked as foreground or background using GROW with weight 2. 
- include the clean foreground or background colour of an estimated pixel (if the 
alpha is close to 1.0 or 0.0) with weight 1. 
• Classify as in section 5. 10, forming a weighted covariance matrix. Store alpha as well as 
clean background and foreground colours 
• If alpha calculated from Equation 5.11 is too far outside range (0,1), or if the clusters too 
close together ( bf too short) the classification has failed 
Algorithm 7: Alpha estimation with the Region Growing approach 
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no matter how poor. 
There is an inherent uncertainty in using clean background and foreground colours that have 
been found by the growing or by the estimation process. For this reason, a weighting scheme is 
used. Equations 5.4 and 5.7 on page 66 then become: 
Rn = 	wx 3 x 	 (5.12) 
R = R. 	 rnm t 	 (5.13) 
Iis=1 IDS 
where w is the weight of x 3 . 
Fig. 5.21 shows the result of applying the Region growing modification to the Principal Axis 
algorithm. 
5.13 Backlighting 
It is common that actors in scenes are illuminated from behind (backlit'). This causes a high-
light along the edge of the foreground, as shown in Fig. 5.22(a) (taken for the Dragonheart 
sequence). This helps the foreground to stand out (and therefore can help a composite to look 
more natural) but causes a problem when estimating alpha. Fig. 5.22(b) shows the alpha chan-
nel (in magenta) overlayed with the original area. The alpha channel is too small - the pixels 
that are highlighted seem to be classified as background rather than foreground. 
Fig. 5.23 plots the colour vectors for pixels in a column of Fig. 5.22(a), with the background 
and foreground ends marked in green and blue respectively. The red line connects consecutive 
pixels between these two end points. If Equation 5.1 is to hold, all the intermediate points 
should lie on a straight line between foreground and background. Instead, the points seem to 
diverge off to a white value as they cross the backlit area. The intermediate pixels are not a 
combination of the clean foreground colour found, but a combination of the three colours: The 
clean background, the clean foreground, and a "clean backlight" colour m. Alpha estimation 
has produced background values for the backlit area because the background is brighter than 
the foreground, and the backlit area is brighter still. Thus, any backlit pixel will be classified as 
background instead of as foreground. 
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Figure 5.23: Graph of pixel colours taken from a single column in the image of Fig. 5.22(a), 
showing the progression of colours from the foreground colour (left hand end) to 
the foreground (right hand end). The curve in the line is caused by backlighting 
NO 
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Figure 5.24: Position of points used to classify in the presence of backlighting 
The backlighting problem can be corrected in this case by redrawing the hint image so that the 
unknown area covers only the transition between the backlit foreground and the background. 
However, this is not always possible (the backlighting might affect only a single hair or may 
only effect pixels that are a blend of background and foreground), so an alternative technique is 
proposed. This technique is only useful where the clean backlight colour is not co-linear with 
the clean foreground and background colours. If f, b and m are co-linear, there is no solution 
to the alpha estimation problem. 
An extension of normal alpha values is required, which permits the mixture of three, rather than 
two, colours. Fishkin and Barsky [125] describe a technique on which this method is based. 
Given three clean colours f , b and in , we wish to know for each pixel p how much of each 
clean colour is required to produce p. Fig. 5.24 shows the position of these four points. Fishkin 
and Barsky [1251 assume no noise; they assume that there is a linear combination of the clean 
colours that will perfectly reproduce p. This will only be the case if p lies on the plane defined 
by f , b and m. This will not be the case for real images under the presence of image noise. 
An alternative technique is used here. Rather than using point p directly, the point q is used, 
which is the nearest point from point p to the plane formed by f,b and m. 
q is found by calculating the normal n to the plane: 
n = (m—f)x(b—f) 	 (5.14) 
fl (pf).n 
= 	 (5.15) 
ni 	iI 
q = 	 (5.16) 
Now, the point e must be found. This is a point on the line fin that can be blended with b to 
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form the point q. This is the point where the line from b through q intersects with fin. This is 
given by solving the simultaneous equations of the two lines: 
C = f+x(m—f) 	 (5.17) 
C = b+y(q—b) 	 (5.18) 
Writing  = q - b, v = b - f and  = m - ffor short, and equating 5.17 and 5.18 gives 
f+a.'w = b+yu 	 (5.19) 
XW - yu = V 	 (5.20) 
a: 	- 'LI 	ui 	= 	1)1 	 (5.21) 
tO2 	 fl'2 
This is an over-specified system, since it has two unknowns in three equations, and can be 
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a: can then be substituted into equation 5.17 in order to find c. Alpha is found as normal: 
= Iq - b 
Ic — bi 
(5.23) 
Corrected clean foreground and background colours f' and b' are found by adding 	to c and 
b respectively. Using c to blend these two colours exactly produces p as required. 
If the region growing adaptation is used in order to collect foreground and background samples, 
an extra frame buffer is required with this system. The modified clean foreground colour f+ 
is calculated and stored for use in forming the foreground clusters, but the value 1' is output 
as the clean foreground image. Forming clusters out of clean foreground colours f' tends to 
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(a) Original image 	 (b) Normal alpha estimation 
(c) Backlight alpha estimation 
Figure 5.25: Result of using backlight alpha estimation 
produce noisy results, since the addition of pixels that are blends off and m causes the clusters 
to cease to be prolate in shape. 
5.13.1 Estimating the Clean Backlight Colour 
Unlike the clean foreground and background colours, the clean backlight colour cannot be 
sampled directly from pixels in the image. There are unlikely to be any pixels that are purely 
backlit, with no trace of background, because backlighting tends to effect only the intermediate 
pixels. Even if a clean sample could be found, the backlight tends to be so bright that it would 
saturate the sensor. 
It would be possible to estimate the "clean backlight" colour directly from the data. One tech-
nique might be to use a simple lighting model to derive the intensity of the backlight, given 
estimates of the other (ambient) light in the image and some estimate of the reflectance (and 
therefore colour) of the object. Lighting models are discussed by Foley eta! 1191. 
The backlight colour can also be estimated geometrically from the pixel values. It will be a 
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point 	such that f ,band m enclose virtually every point within a small area of the transition 
region. Solving this problem is similar to calculating the convex hull of the points El 261!.  In this 
case, it is necessary to find the best fit plane P to the surfaces, and then find a single triangle on 
the plane P that encloses the projection of all points onto P. 
However, since the clean foreground colour tends to a uniform colour and intensity across the 
whole image, it can be easily estimated and entered by hand. 
Fig. 5.25 shows the result of using the backlight alpha estimation algorithm on a small area of 
a frame scanned from the Motion Picture Dragonheart. The backlight colour in this case was 
set to [512,512,512], twice the intensity of full brightness in the frame. 
5.14 Summary 
This chapter has outlined the development of a segmentation algorithm that generates an al-
pha channel and clean foreground image from a source image. It requires a hint image, which 
indicates the approximate location of the boundary between the foreground and the unwanted 
background. Several algorithms have been proposed. All of these work by estimating a clean 
foreground and background colour, and then generating an alpha value by comparing the col-
our of the pixel to the colours of the clean foreground and background colours. The most 
complex - and most accurate - of these techniques is the Principal Axis technique, which 
generates clean foreground and background colours by sampling nearby clean foreground and 
background colours and approximating these distributions as straight lines. 
Table 5.1 illustrates the relative performance of the algorithms. 
The Principal Axis algorithm with region growing is the fastest algorithm and produces no 
geometric artifacts in this test image. In other images tested, the Principal Axis algorithm 
always outperformed the other algorithms. While it would be possible to derive a test image on 
which the Principal Axis algorithm performed more poorly than the others, suitable selection 
of parameters can be used to solve the problem. For example, setting the number of foreground 
and background pixels to sample to be one single pixel, and setting the region growing limits 
to zero will produce an identical result to the Nearest Pixel algorithm. 
Since the Principal Axis algorithm outperforms the other algorithms, it is the algorithm of 
choice and will be the only one presented in this chapter which will be used in the remainder 
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Nearest Pixel 2 No No No 
Simple Cluster—based 3 No Some Partly 
Stripe—based 3 No Some Partly 
Nearest Colour 5 Partly Yes Partly 
Principal Axis 4 Yes Yes Partly 
Principal Axis 8 Yes Yes Almost 
(multi-classification) 
Principal Axis I Yes Yes Yes 
(region growing)  
Table 5.1: Relative performance of the algorithms presented in Chapter 5 
of this thesis. 
An adaptation to the algorithm to deal with backlighting has also been proposed. 
The results presented in this chapter have all been based on the Gema image to allow com-
parison of the different methods. However, many other images have also been tested. Some 
of these results are presented in the next chapter where comparison with recent work by other 
authors in the work of alpha channel estimation will also be given. 
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Comparison with Alternative 
Techniques 
6.1 Introduction 
The algorithms described in the previous chapter were developed independently. However, 
during the period of research for this thesis, various algorithms for image segmentation were 
published that perform in a similar way. 
This chapter presents these algorithms and compares them to the novel algorithms presented in 
the previous chapter. Two of these competitor algorithms are based around the use of Gaussian 
Mixture Models (GMMs) to represent colour distributions. These algorithms have inspired the 
development of a novel algorithm, which is described later in the chapter. 
This chapter is structured as follows: 
Section 6.2 describes the KnockOut algorithm. Section 6.3 presents the first of the GMM tech-
niques, published by Ruzon and Tomasi [114]. The second GMM technique, published by 
Chuang et at [1151 is described in Section 6.4. Chuang eta! consider alpha estimation to be a 
Bayesian problem, and simplify the problem in order to produce timely solutions. Section 6.5 
describes a novel algorithm that uses a Genetic Algorithm to solve this Bayesian problem 
without such simplification. Section 6.6 presents results of various alpha channel estimation 
algorithms. The chapter is summarised in Section 6.7. 
This chapter concludes with a comparison of alpha estimation techniques, comparing the work 
of other authors with the algorithms outlined in the previous chapter with the new algorithm 
proposed in this chapter. 
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(a) Nearest I pixel 	(b) KnockOut 	(c) Nearest n. pixel 	(d) Slice 
Figure 6.1: Different methods for selecting clusters offoreground and background pixels 
6.2 The KnockOut Algorithm 
The algorithm used by the commercial software package Corel KnockOut 1 [116, 127] avoids 
the streaking problem caused by selecting the nearest known pixel, and tends to retain more 
detail. 
Instead of setting the estimated foreground and background colours for each pixel p in the 
unknown area to be the same as the colour of the nearest known pixel, they are set as a weighted 
average of the colours of nearby known pixels, where the weighting is inversely proportional to 
the physical distance. This approach to selecting pixels is compared to the previous algorithms 
in Fig. 6.1. This averaging technique blurs out the streaking effect seen in Fig. 5.7. The blurring 
will be most effective if the background is itself blurred or uniform. 
A variation on equation 5.2 is used to calculate a value for alpha. Instead of using the dot 
product, the following equation is used: 
a = q(p) - q(b) 
q(f) - q(b) 
(6.1) 
where q() is a function that returns a single 'channel' from the pixel (i.e. returns a scalar 
from the colour vector). Six functions q() are used: R,G,B,B-G,B-R,G-R. These are weighted 
together according to the value of the denominator of the above equation, which measures how 
separated the background and foreground colours are in this projection of colourspace. Large 
Knock Out was originally developed by Ultimatte, who are the assignees of the patent 
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values of q(f) - q(b) will give less error in the alpha value, and are therefore more heavily 
weighted. This technique is akin to finding the linear transform of the vectors into a new colour 
space that best separates the colour. What improvement this provides (in the general case) over 
using the vector distance in RGB space (Equation. 5.2) is unclear. 
The KnockOut patent [1271 lists three possible schemes for calculating a corrected colour, one 
of which is identical to the method shown in Fig. 5.8. 
6.3 Ruzon and Tomasi's Technique 
Ruzon and Tomasi [114] adopt a clean foreground and background selection algorithm based 
on mixture models. Their clusters are collected in an approach similar to the nearest n method 
shown in Fig. 6.1(c) except that they collect all pixels within a square area based around the 
group of pixels to be classified. The clusters are then quantised into subclusters using Orchard 
Boumans Colour Quantisation Technique [20]. The quantisation produces subclusters 
F = 
B = { ( WI, (7w 1 Yl), (w2, (T21 Y2) , . .. , (w., 	)I 
where v and w are the subcluster means, u are their variances, and xi and yi are the proportion 
of points within the super-cluster allocated to subcluster i. Ruzon and Tomasi now assume that 
the clean foreground colour is some linear combination of the foreground subcluster means, and 
calculate the colour and a by examining pairs of subclusters in foreground and background. 
Connecting lines are constructed between background and foreground clusters. Lines that 
nearly cross, or start from the same cluster but have a narrow angle between them, are rejected 
as these cause spurious values. Along each line, alpha is one at the foreground end and zero at 
the background end. At each alpha value along the line, a probability distribution is generated 
by interpolating the mean and the variance of the distributions at the ends of the line. Thus, the 
probability for given unknown pixel p at a particular alpha value c can be found by summing 
the probability of p for each line, using to interpolate between the mean and variances at the 
end points. 
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Foreground clusters 
Figure 6.2: Model used by Ruzon and Tornasi 
The c value chosen is the one that yields the highest total probability. Since alpha channels tend 
to be 8-bit, all 256 possible alpha values are tested separately. Once the best alpha is known, the 
clean foreground colour is formed using a linear combination of foreground subcluster means. 
The weight of each subcluster is proportional to the total probability of all lines starting at that 
cluster, calculated for the final value of alpha. Fig. 6.2 shows the arrangement of subclusters 
with interconnected lines used by the algorithm. The correction of Fig. 5.8 is applied to this 
colour to provide an accurate clean foreground colour. 
This algorithm is equivalent to the "mean of nearest pixels" algorithm of section 5.7 if the 
variance is assumed to be constant on each side, and there is only one subcluster for each of 
foreground and background. For a given alpha value, the alpha-weighted mean of foreground 
and background is chosen. This provides a possible value of the point q in Fig. 5.8. If the 
variance was constant along the line, the final value of alpha chosen would be the one that 
produces a value for q closest in colour space to p, the colour of the pixel being classified. 
Ruzon and Tomasi's algorithm is in effect an extension of the mean of nearest pixels algorithm, 
with the addition of variance and multiple clusters. 
Because only a single variance measure is used, Ruzon and Tomasi assume that the clusters 
are spherical Gaussian distributions. That is, the covariance matrix is a scalar multiple of the 
E;1 
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identity matrix: the variance is the same in every direction. If the distribution of foreground 
points is a thin prolate, as is frequently observed, this model will be inaccurate. 
6.4 The Technique of Chuang et a! 
Chuang et al 11151 also use mixture models, but use a Bayesian approach to estimate the clean 
foreground and background colours. 
Given two distributions, modelled as mixtures of Gaussians, the problem of finding the clean 
foreground, clean background and alpha value is formulated using Bayes' rule: 
argmax P(f,b,cIp) = argrnax 
f,b. 	 P(p) 	
(6.2) 
= argmaxL(pjf,b,(Y)+ L(f)+ L(b)+L(a) 	(6.3) 
fAce 
where P(b) represents the likelihood associated with clean background estimate b given a 
background distribution B, L O denotes the log likelihood, and the —L(p) term can be dropped 
because it is constant throughout optimisation. The first term of Equation 6.3 is derived from 
the compositing equation: 
L(pIf,b a)= - 
	- 	- (1— )bII 2 (6.4) 
This models the difference between the colour observed and the colour obtained by combining 
alpha and the estimated clean background and foreground colours as a Gaussian distribution 
with variance 4. In order to estimate L(f), the nearby foreground points are partitioned into 
several clusters, as for Ruzon and Tomasi. For each subcluster, the mean f and covariance 
matrix p  are found. L(f) is then given by 
L(f) = 
	 (6.5) 
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Where the background is non—uniform, L(b) is calculated in the same manner. The maximum 
likelihood values for alpha and the clean colours are found by iteratively estimating each one 
in turn. Assuming a is constant allows estimation of clean foreground and background. The 
maximum is found by differentiating Equation 6.3, setting the result to zero and solving a 6 x 6 
linear equation: 
Y +ij 	 f = 	'f+p - 	 (6.6) 
i0j 	
1 	b 
where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. Each entry in the leftmost matrix is therefore itself a3 x 3 
matrix. 
Once an estimate for the clean colours has been found, alpha is found using the inverted corn-
positing equation (Equation 5.2). This alpha value can be used again to estimate new clean 
background and foreground colours. 
Each cluster pair is used independently, and the values chosen are the pair that produce the 
highest maximum likelihood. 
This technique models the subclusters with covariance matrices rather than using a single value 
of variance as Ruzon and Tomasi do. The subclusters are therefore treated as orientated ellipt-
ical Gaussian distributions, rather than as spherical Gaussian distributions. 
The computational cost of both mixture model algorithms is fairly similar. Both techniques 
require the use of Orchard-Bouman's quantisation algorithm [20], that requires several passes 
through the supercluster, solving a 3 x 3 system of linear equations each time in order to extract 
the principal axis. Ruzon and Tomasi then exhaustively calculate multiple probabilities at each 
step for each possible alpha, while Chuang eta/solve a 6 x 6 system of linear equations several 
times for each cluster pair. 
Chuang et al have a slightly different method of selecting clusters when classifying pixels. As 
well as selecting pixels from the known foreground and background areas of the hint image, 
previously calculated clean foreground and background colours in the unknown area are used 
to form the clusters. To avoid artifacts caused by classifying pixels in groups, the clusters are 
formed separately for each pixel. 
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6.5 A Genetic Algorithm Solution to Bayesian Matting 
Chuang et al make several significant assumptions in their algorithm: 
The optimal alpha value can be found by examining each suhcluster pair in turn and 
selecting the values for the pair which gives the largest value for equation 6.3. This 
is effective if the foreground and background clusters are multi-modal (so that there is 
no significant overlap between any two subclusters) but if the distributions overlap the 
maximum of Equation 6.3 may be missed by this technique. 
The technique of starting with a mean value for alpha and then iteratively solving for 
the best values of f and b will converge to maximise Equation 6.3 for the given pair of 
clusters. Chuang eta! do not formally demonstrate that this is the case. 
All alpha values are equally likely. Suppose a pixel to be classified is surrounded by 
pixels previously classified as 100% foreground. If the pixel under classification is the 
same colour as these neighbouring foreground pixels, it is reasonable to assume that 
the pixel is more likely to be foreground than background, because images tend to be 
spatially coherent. Thus, the term L ((x) in Equation 6.3 is not constant. 
It is possible to circumvent these problems by attempting to find the solution that maximises 
Equation 6.3 across the entire cluster (rather than individual cluster pairs) while also allowing 
for an individual variation in the probability of alpha values (using the L(a) term). The term 





(f _f )T (ff)  
2 (6.7) 
where iVj is the number of foreground subclusters, and MI indicates the determinant of the 
matrix M. 
6.5.1 Modelling Spatial Coherency Using L(a) 
L (a) can be used to model spatial coherence by sampling nearby alpha values, including those 
of known background and foreground pixels (in which cases alpha is 0 and I respectively). 
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Figure 6.3: Treating an image as a graph: Each vertex (shown as a circle) is a pixel, connected 
by eight edges to its neighbours. 
1 
	
L(a) = log ( > —e 2"i I 	 (6.8) 
\j=o a, 	) 
where N, is the number of pixels sampled and üj is the alpha value of the j' pixel sampled. 
cr,, is a variance associated with the j' pixel and can be calculated in various ways: It can 
be made to be proportional to the physical distance in the image between the j 111 pixel and 
the pixel under classification, or to the difference in colour between the two pixels in the input 
image. It is also possible to measure the "cost—of—path" distance using graph theory. Consider 
each pixel to be a node of a graph, as shown in Fig. 6.3. 
Each pixel is considered to be connected to its neighbouring pixels by an edge with a weight 
or cost equal to the colciurspace distance between the pixel colours in the input image. Thus, 
if there is a physical edge in the input between the two pixels, the edge connecting them will 
have a high cost. There are multiple paths between any two pixels in the image, each with 
a different total weight or cost (equal to the total weight of edges on the path between the 
intermediate pixels). The path that has the minimum total cost can be found by an algorithm 
due to Dijkstra [128, 1291. The weight of the minimum cost path between the pixel under 
classification and the pixel for which alpha has been sampled is a good choice for variance 
because it is proportional to both the distance between pixels on the image and the colour 
difference between them. It also has a natural tendency to enforce spatial coherence. Finding 
the minimum cost path between one starting pixel and every pixel in the image is very similar to 
region growing, except that there is no termination. Every pixel in the graph is considered and 
1!I 
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assigned a cost, which is equivalent to the fuzzy membership of the graph. Using the minimum 
cost path as a term for cr thus has a tendency to encourage a pixel that is in the same region as 
aj to be assigned a similar alpha value. Since the total cost of the minimum cost path is small 
for two pixels that are close in colour and distance, the variance will be small. Since Dijkstra's 
algorithm is fairly computationally intensive, it may be favourable to use just the spatial or 
colour difference between pixels. 
6.5.2 Optimisation of the Bayesian problem 
Chuang at al simplified the Bayesian formula to a system which had a single maximum. This 
maximum could be found by differentiating the system and finding the zero crossing point. If no 
such simplification is used, there are multiple maxima, potentially many hundreds. Finding the 
overall maximum by differentiation is no longer possible and a numerical optimisation strategy 
must be used instead. There are several algorithms that search for maxima in functions, many 
of which are described in [124]. Genetic Algorithms, described in the next section, have been 
adopted for this research partly due to their adaptability but also because there is much local 
expertise in their implementation. 
6.5.3 Genetic Algorithms 
When Equation 6.3 is applied to single Gaussian clusters without a term in L (a), there is only a 
single maximum that can be found by taking partial derivatives, setting them to zero and solving 
the resulting set of linear equations. However, where L (F) and L (B) are taken over mixtures of 
Gaussians and also a term in L(a), the derivatives can no longer be solved as a linear solution. 
However, the maximum can be approximated using a Genetic Algorithm. Genetic Algorithms 
are considered in detail by Goldberg [ 1301. Mimicking natural evolution, GAs attempt to solve 
a solution by having a population of candidate solutions, or chromosomes. Each chromosome 
has a fitness. Over several iterations, or generations, some inefficient solutions are discarded, 
and new solutions are made either by mutation (applying a random modification to one of the 
parameters within a randomly selected chromosome), or by crossover (combining parts of two 
randomly selected chromosomes). The best solutions to the problem - the elites - are passed 
unaltered to the next population. At the end of the run, the chromosome with the highest fitness 
is used as the final solution. GAs are used in a variety of search and optimisation problems, for 
example in the automatic generation of electronic circuits. [13 i]. 
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Genetic Algorithms are used here to search for a near-optimal solution to the Bayesian problem 
(Equation 6.3). Raymer et al [132] also used a GA to optimise a Bayesian problem. In the 
case of solving the Bayesian Matting problem, the chromosome consists of a candidate clean 
foreground colour f and b, and a candidate alpha value. Although Genetic Algorithms are 
generally initialised with a population of randomly selected individuals, a solution must be 
found quickly. Thus, part of the initial population is set with f and b equal to the means 
of each subcluster (with alpha calculated using Equation 5.2) so that the population tends to 
contain fit chromosomes before it begins. 
Algorithm 8 outlines the process. 
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To find a good solution to Equation 6.3 using a Genetic Algorithm: 
. Each chromosome has f and b and a 7 values in total 
• Initialise foreground and background clusters as before and subdivide into sets of sub-
clusters F and B respectively 
for r = each foreground cluster in F 
for s = each background cluster in B 
Initialise next chromosome in population P with f = FMr  b = 
calculate a from equation 5.2 
next s 
next s 
set remaining population to be MUTATIONS of first in x n members 
for g generations 
calculate fitness for each chromosome using equation 6.3 
create empty population Q 
add e best solutions from P into Q 
add in MUTANT solutions to Q 
add e CROSSOVER solutions to Q 
set P Q 
next generation 
return best chromosome 
To create a MUTANT 
let c be the result of a TOURNAMENT 
modify one of the seven values of c by a small random amount (proportional to the 
standard deviation of the cluster) 
return modified c 
To create a CROSSOVER 
let c0 and c 1 be results of two TOURNAMENTS 
let d be a chromosome 
fora E [0,7] 
let r be a 0 or 1 at random 
set d[a] = cr [a] 
next a 
return d 
To run a TOURNAMENT 
select at random two members c0, c 1 of population P 
if fitness(c 0) > fitness(c) return c0 else return c1 
Algorithm 8: Genetic Algorithm to soh 
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Figure 6.4: Hand-generated ground truth alpha channel used to quantify results for frame 30 
of the Rachael test sequence 
6.6 Results 
6.6.1 Quantitive Results 
Assessing the quality of an image segmentation method is a difficult process. There are no ac-
cepted techniques for such an analysis. One possible method would be to generate an artificial 
alpha channel and use it composite two different images together, then test the segmentation 
algorithm by running it on the composited image and attempting to recover the original alpha 
channel use the segmentation algorithm under test. The alpha channel produced by the seg-
mentation algorithm can then be compared to the artificially generated "Ground Truth" alpha 
channel. Such artificial images lack many of the characteristics of genuine images - it is 
very difficult, for example, to match the lighting characteristics between the two images and to 
mimic effects such as backlighting and motion blur. Thus, an algorithm that performs compar-
atively poorly on this artificial image may perform significantly better on genuine images, and 
vice versa. 
An alternative technique is to perform a hand segmentation of an image, and to use this alpha 
channel as Ground Truth. In the general case, this is an extremely laborious and difficult pro-
cess. For the purpose of this thesis, a bluescreen image was used for testing. An alpha channel 
(Fig. 6.4) was generated for this image by combining the alpha channel produced by CFC's 
Keylight package with other alpha channels, and modifying the result by hand, most import-
antly removing the flowers and the curtain from the image 2 . This approach suffers from the 
2 it is difficult to tell whether the bottom right hand corner of the image is part of the curtain or the cardigan. In 
the hint image for these results it has been marked as foreground 
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disadvantage that estimating alpha for images with a bluescreen background is only one special 
case of alpha estimation, and does not represent performance on other images. 
While neither of these solutions are ideal as quantitive measures, both have been adopted for 
the quantitive results presented here. 
6.6.2 Bluescreen Results 
Results produced by each of the six algorithms from the bluescreen Rachael image are shown in 
Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.12. Parameters used for the Principal Axis algorithm are shown in Table 6.1. 
Similar parameters were used for other algorithms where applicable. The alpha channel is 
shown alongside a composition of the alpha channel and clean foreground image over an artifi-
cial background. Areas where certain algorithms perform poorly are enlarged to show detail. 
Fig. 6.5(b) is a processed version of the alpha channel produced by the bluescreen algorithm in 
order to highlight the algorithm's susceptibility to film grain noise in the background area. 
Table 6.2 compares the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) difference between the alpha chan-
nel produced by each algorithm and the hand—generated Ground Truth alpha channel. Since 
all pixels marked as clean background or foreground are automatically marked as such in the 
alpha channel, only the unknown pixels are considered in the RMSE calculation. Whether the 
flowers are considered background or foreground is therefore ignored in the RMSE calcula-
tion, and only part of the curtain is considered. Three figures are given for each image: one 
for the errors in the alpha channel corresponding to the part of the foreground that covers the 
blue screen, one for the part that covers the curtain, and one for the whole image. This allows 
separate analysis of performance in the difficult curtain area with the blue screen area. 
RMSE results are calculated from the 8 bit alpha channels directly. The greatest possible RMSE 
is therefore 255, and an algorithm producing random alpha values for each pixel would give an 
expected RMSE of 127.5. 
As expected, the bluescreen alpha channel shows the best performance of all in the bluescreen 
area. Although the alpha channel is very noisy in the background area, the incorrect alpha 
values are close enough to the correct value to cause only a small error. The bluescreen al-
gorithm shows very poor performance in the foreground area. The general algorithm with the 
best performance in the bluescreen area is the Principal Axis algorithm running with alpha 
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Parameter Description Value 
blockwidth size of block for averaging when grow- 10 pixels 
ing to expand known areas (see sec- 
tion 5.12.1 
growthresh Threshold for region growing to expand 1% maximum intensity 
known areas (see section 5.12.1 
backpoints Number of pixels from nearby back- 300 pixels 
ground area and previously estimated 
pixels used to form background cluster 
forepoints Number of pixels from nearby fore- 300 pixels 
ground area and previously estimated 
pixels used to form foreground cluster 
minalphfore Minimum alpha value required to use 240/255 
a previously estimated pixel in a fore- 
ground cluster 
maxalphback Maximum alpha value required to use 15/255 
a previously estimated pixel in a back- 
ground cluster 
Stripe width Width of area from which background 10 pixels 
and foreground pixels can be selected 
to form clusters (only known pixels 
within this distance of the original un- 
known area will be used)  
Table 6.1: Parameters used for Principal Axis algorithm on the Rachael test image 
range adjustment (see section 5.14) although this algorithm performs poorly in the curtain area. 
Alpha range adjustment produces poor results when the foreground and background clusters 
overlap. Photoshop performs particularly well in this area, but mainly because the hint area 
was much smaller here, and the ground truth reference image was generated from the Pho-
toshop result for this part of the image. The Genetic Algorithm does not perform as well as 
expected in the bluescreen area. It is often the case that the fitness values obtained by using 
the result from the Principal Axis algorithm are better than those evolved using the Genetic 
Algorithm. This suggests that the fitness function (Equation 6.3) is difficult to optimise using a 
GA for this particular image. 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Alpha channel brightened to show film 
grain noise 
Head area detail 
Hand area detail 
Figure 6.5: Results of running cFC's Keylight on the Rachael test image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
(C) I-lead area detail: Alpha Channel (d) Head area detail: Composite image 
h iiL 1P1; 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel (f) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.6: Results of running Corel KnockOut on the Rachael test image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
TI 
(C) Head area detail: Alpha Channel 
(b) Composite image 
(d) Head area detail: Composite image 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel (f) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.7: Results of running Adobe Photoshop on the Rachael test image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
(C) Head area detail: Alpha Channel 
	
(d) Head area detail: Composite image 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel 	(I) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.8: Results of running Ruzon and Tornasi 's algorithin on the Rachael test image 
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(b) Composite image (a) Alpha channel 
(C) Head area detail: Alpha Channel (d) Head area detail: Composite image 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel (1) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.9: Results of running the algorithm of Chuang et al on the Rachael test image 
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(b) Composite image (a) Alpha channel 
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(C) Head area detail: Alpha Channel (d) Head area detail: Composite image 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel (f) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.10: Results of running the Principal Axis algorithm without alpha correction on the 
Rachael test image 
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'ne. 
(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
(c) Head area detail: Alpha Channel 
	
(d) Head area detail: Composite image 
1! 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel 	(I') Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.11: Results of running the Principal Axis algorithin with alpha correction on the Ra-
chael test image 
IEi 
:,.14 
(b) Composite image (a) Alpha channel 
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(c) Head area detail: Alpha Channel 
	
(d) Head area detail: Composite image 
I 
$: 
(e) Hand area detail: Alpha Channel (f) Hand area detail: Composite image 
Figure 6.12: Results of running the Genetic Algorithm on the Rachael test image 
ID 
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RMSE  
Algorithm Bluescreen area Curtain area Whole image 
Bluescreen 10.45 124.8 62.83 
KnockOut 47.96 77.3 56.68 
Photoshop 50.88 40.26 48.46 
Ruzon and Tomasi 40.30 72.31 50.19 
Chuang etal 46.16 73.50 54.24 
Principal Axis 37.69 54.22 42.39 
Principal Axis (alpha adjustment) 35.53 80.66 50.62 
Genetic Algorithm 50.85 58.51 52.85 
Table 6.2: RMSE performance of algorithms on the Rachael test image 
Mir 
with Alternative Techniques 
6.6.3 The Edith Image 
Although a single colour white background would appear to be a trivial image to segment, 
the Edith image (fig. AS) is challenging: The T-shirt has white stripes, which merge with the 
background. No algorithm was capable of segmenting these stripes correctly. Also, the hair has 
highlights, causing it to appear white in places. 
The algorithm of Chuang et al - as it is detailed in their paper - cannot handle a background 
with zero variance. In this image, the background has neither detail nor noise (it is possible 
that the film and scanner were saturated, eliminating noise). The set of linear equations that 
are solved to find the foreground and background colours for any given alpha value becomes 
singular, and a foreground value cannot be found. Results of applying their algorithm to a 
modified version of the image are presented in Fig. 6.18(d). 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
0 0 
(c) Left shoulder area detail: alpha channel 
	
(d) Left shoulder area detail: composite 
Figure 6.13: Results of running Adobe Photoshop on the Edith image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(c) Left shoulder area detail: alpha channel 	(d) Left shoulder area detail: composite 
Figure 6.14: Results of running Corel KnockOut on the Edith image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
.7 
• : 	
'; 1l•% 	______ 
(C) Left shoulder area detail: alpha channel 	(d) Left shoulder area detail: composite 
Figure 6.15: Results of running Ruzon and Tomasi's algorithm on the Edith image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(c) Left shoulder area detail: alpha channel 	(d) Left shoulder area detail: composite 
Figure 6.16: Results of running the Principal Axis algorithm on the Edith image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
40 
(c) Left shoulder area detail: alpha channel 	(d) Left shoulder area detail: composite 
Figure 6.17: Results of running Genetic algorithm on the Edith image 
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6.6.3.1 Quantitive results for the Edith Image 
In order to obtain another numerical measure of performance, the composite image obtained 
from the Genetic Algorithm (Fig. 6.17(b)) was segmented using each algorithm. The result 
for this algorithm was used since it produced the result with very few artifacts. Since the 
alpha channel used to create this composite is known, the alpha channel produced by each 
algorithm can be compared to this result. Table 6.3 shows the Root Mean Squared Error for 
each algorithm. Fig. 6.18 shows details of the alpha channels produced. Since the reference 
alpha channel (shown in Fig. 6.18(f)) was created by the Genetic Algorithm, RMSE accuracy 
of the Genetic Algorithm is not comparable. 
RMSE  
Algorithm Top of image T-shirt area Whole image 
KnockOut 9.277 17.45 10.83 
Photoshop 113.4 109.1 112.9 
Ruzon and Tomasi 21.78 31.17 23.35 
Chuang etai 9.077 15.01 110.14 
Principal Axis 8.599 9.070 8.667 
(Genetic Algorithm 5.898 7.057 6.078) 
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(a) Photoshop 
(e) Principal Axis 	 (I) True alpha channel 
Figure 6.18: Details of alpha channels produced from composited Edith image 
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6.6.4 The Teddy Image 
The performance of the algorithms with the Teddy image are shown in figs. 6.19 to 6.24. All 
results show good performance against the background (which is textured but relatively uniform 
and hence is rather similar to a bI uescreen segmentation), but the colour of the table is very close 
to the colour of the fur, which causes all algorithms to perform poorly in places. All algorithms 
also perform poorly around the back paws, where reflection off the bear onto the paper reduces 
performance. 
Table 6.4 shows the timing of these algorithms on the same computer. Results were obtaining 
measuring the time spent on user mode using the Linux time command. All algorithms could 
be heavily optimised, and the computer used is not particularly high performance, but the rel-
ative timings indicate the difference in computational complexity between the algorithms. The 
implementation of Ruzon and Tomasi in particular could probably be made significantly more 
efficient. Results for the KnockOut and Photoshop packages are not shown since these pack-
ages do not run under Linux. The input hint image for these programs was also different. Both 
programs processed the frame in about ten seconds. Since the other algorithms were all im-
plemented on the same system re-using code between the programs were possible, comparison 
between these programs is fair. 
Algorithm Run time 
Ruzon and Tomasi 2h45m 
Chuang eta! 32m 
Principal Axis 6m 
Genetic Algorithm 45m 
Table 6.4: Run times of unoptinised implementations of algorithms on Teddy image 
Clearly, the Principal Axis algorithm is significantly faster than the alternatives implemented 
under Linux, and arguably produces one of the best results. 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 
(C) Back paw area detail: alpha channel 
I 	 I1 	
40 
1J4 
(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(C) Back paw area detail: alpha channel 
1 	 Vo 
It 
(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
Figure 6.20: Results of running Corel KnockOut on the Teddy image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(c) Back paw area detail: alpha channel 
(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
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Figure 6.21: Results of running Ruzon and Toinasi's algorithm on the Teddy image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(c) Back paw area detail: alpha channel 
(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
Figure 6.22: Results of running the algorithm of Chuang et al on the Teddy image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
	
(b) Composite image 




(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
Figure 6.23: Results of running the Principal Axis algorithm on the Teddy image 
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(a) Alpha channel 	 (b) Composite image 
(c) Back paw area detail: alpha channel 
, ____: 
(d) Back paw area detail: composite image 
Figure 6.24: Results of running Genetic algorithm on the Teddy image 
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6.6.5 The Gema Image 
Results for the Gema image are shown in figs. 6.25 to 6.30. The algorithms cope differently 
with the strands of hair around the top of the head, and by the right ear. The Photoshop and 
KnockOut algorithms both produce large artifacts in the alpha channel. The algorithms of 
Chuang ci' at and Ruzon and the Genetic Algorithm seem to produce alpha values that are a 
little too low. The results from the Principal Axis algorithm and Ruzon and Tomasi seem to be 
best. 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 6.25: Results of running Adobe Photoshop on the Gema image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
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Figure 6.26: Results of running Corel KnockOut on the Gema image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
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Figure 6.27: Results of running Ruzon and Tomasi 's algorithm on the Gema image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
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Figure 6.28: Results of running the algorithm of C'huang et al on the Gerna image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 6.29: Results of running the Principal Axis algorithm on the Gema image 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 6.30: Results of running Genetic algorithm on the Gema image 
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Figure 6.31: Chart of RMSE error of each algorithm, combined for both test images. The 
bluescreen algorithm was not run on the Edith image. 
6.7 Summary 
This chapter has introduced three existing techniques for alpha channel estimation, two of 
which use Gaussian Mixture Models and a Bayesian framework, but apply simplifications in 
order to solve the problem rapidly. A more thorough Genetic Algorithm based solution to the 
Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model matting problem has been proposed. A novel RMSE—based 
technique was also developed in order to quantify performance of alpha channel estimation. 
Results from testing all four of these algorithms and the two commercial packages that perform 
alpha channel estimation reveal no clear winner. While the method of testing is not ideal, 
quantitive results suggest that the Principal Axis algorithm performs slightly better than any of 
the others, and the Genetic Algorithm also performs very well. However, ground truth images 
were not easy to generate and the result produced by the RMSE algorithm often does not reflect 
certain artifacts in the result (for example the noise in the background area in fig. 6.5(b)). 
Where no quantitive results are available, visual inspection reveals that the Principal Axis and 
Genetic algorithms generally produce results with fewer artifacts. The other algorithms de-
scribed in this chapter often produce results where the edges of the unknown area in the hint 
image are clearly visible, where there are geometric artifacts such as streaking or large parts 
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of foreground missing. Neither KnockOut nor Photoshop were able to resolve the individual 
strands of hair at the top of the Gema image. Similar failures of the algorithms in Chapter 5 
caused them to be discarded in favour of the Principal Axis algorithm. 
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Adaptation of Alpha Estimation to 
Image Sequences 
7.1 Introduction 
The algorithms presented in the previous chapters have been used to segment individual im-
ages. However, for motion picture special effects it is necessary to segment moving images 
(image sequences). It would be possible to segment an entire moving image sequence by re-
quiring a human operator to generate a hint image for every separate frame of the sequence and 
segmenting them as independent still frames. Even if the tool for generating the hint image is 
efficient, it would be preferable to eliminate (or at least significantly reduce) the amount of user 
input required to segment the sequence. This is the motivation for developing techniques for 
Image Sequence Alpha Estimation. 
In this chapter, four such techniques for automatic hint image generation are presented. The 
chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 discusses two different approaches to alpha chan-
nel estimation in moving images, and concludes that automatic update of hint images is the 
simplest and most reliable approach. Estimating the hint image is similar to standard binary 
foreground/background segmentation, except that an unknown area must also be produced. 
Section 7.3 discuses different approaches to handling the unknown area in a hint image. Sec-
tion 7.4 examines the possibility of using standard optical flow code to perform hint image 
update. Section 7.5 examines some of the problems with the application of optical flow estim-
ation in motion picture resolution sequences. 
Using motion estimation to perform image segmentation is a standard technique, similar to 
the work of Mitsunaga et al [97]. The drawbacks of such techniques when applied to motion 
picture resolution images suggest the development of a novel approach to hint image estima-
tion. Section 7.6 considers the processing of local colour distributions to update the hint image. 
Section 7.6.1 presents a very simple algorithm to perform this operation. Since this algorithm 
is very slow, a system to speed it up using a novel bounding set representation of colour dis- 
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tributions is described in Section 7.6.2. Section 7.6.3 describes an alternative representation 
that produces much faster results at the expense of significant errors. Section 7.6.4 uses Gaus-
sian Mixture Models to generate hint images in a Maximum Likelihood fashion. Since all of 
these techniques produce noisy results, a noise removal step is required. Section 7.7 describes 
a technique for removing noise without degrading the hint image. 
It is unlikely that a whole sequence can be segmented successfully using a single frame. Sec-
tion 7.9 considers the use of more than one reference frame in a sequence. Section 7.10 shows 
a graphical overview of a system that can segment motion picture sequences. Results of using 
such a system are presented in Section 7.11. The chapter is summarised in Section 7.12. 
7.2 Hint Image Estimation vs. Alpha Channel Estimation 
Two differing approaches for adapting alpha channel estimation to image sequences are 
Direct approach: generate the alpha channel and clean foreground image for each frame dir-
ectly, using one or more previously segmented neighbouring frames. 
Hint image approach: generate a hint image for each frame using one or more previously 
segmented neighbouring frames 
The former technique is much more complex than the latter. In single frame alpha estimation, 
it is possible to extract a small number of plausible candidates for the clean background and 
foreground colours, because there will be areas nearby that are known to be entirely background 
or foreground. With a moving image, there are no known clean foreground and background 
pixels. It is possible to select clean background and foreground pixels from the previous frame 
and estimate alpha from these, but this tends to be extremely computationally intensive and 
have poor accuracy. 
Further, noise is more difficult to remove from an alpha channel and a clean foreground image 
than it is from a hint image, since a hint image can be processed using standard morphological 
operators that work on binary images. 
Since the direct approach is likely to be slow, inaccurate and difficult to post-process to remove 
any errors, this chapter investigates the hint image approach. 
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(a) frame n 	 (b) frame n + 1 
Figure 7.1: The unknown area is not always consistent between frames 
7.3 Processing the Unknown Area 
The alpha channel estimated for frame n can be considered to be a ternary segmentation of the 
frame: All pixels that are black in the alpha channel are background, all those that are white are 
foreground, and all the other grey pixels are considered to be unknown. 
Using this ternary segmentation of frame n, there are several possible ways of extending binary 
segmentation to ternary hint image generation for frame n+ 1, so that the result has an unknown 
area as well as fore ground and background: 
Consider the unknown area as a separate region of the image. If some part Pq  of frame n. + 
1 matches to a part Pr  of frame n and Pr  is from the unknown area, mark p. as unknown. 
Use an uncertainty measure. Do not compare pq  to any part of the image that is marked as 
unknown. Instead, if the best match to any other part of frame n is uncertain, mark the 
Pq  as unknown in the area. 
Use morphological erosion. Again, do not compare to unknown parts of frame n and produce 
a binary segmentation. Form an unknown area by eroding away the background and 
foreground, replacing the eroded area with pixels marked as unknown. 
The first of these appears simplest and most robust, but this is not always the case. Consider the 
case of Fig. 7. 1, depicting a green fuzzy blob moving from right to left over a background that 
is red on one side and black on the other. In Fig. 7.1(a) the blob is over the red background and 
the unknown area appears yellow at its centre. In Fig. 7.1(b) the blob is entirely over the black 
background and the unknown area is dark green. Therefore, pixels that are in the unknown 
area in frame n + I will not match to the unknown pixels in frame n and the first approach to 
handling pixels in the unknown area will fail. 
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Figure 7.2: Motion vector field between frames 3 and 2 of the Dragonheart sequence 
The second case is particularly useful for disocciusions: There may be parts of frame n + 1 
that are not visible in frame n, for example the background revealed by a moving foreground. 
There should be no match for these parts in frame n, so motion data is incomplete. Marking 
these areas as unknown, and using the alpha estimation to generate an alpha value for them may 
solve this problem. 
It is possible to use all three of the techniques for hint image generation. Mark all pixels 
unknown if they match to unknown pixels in the previous frame, or if there is an uncertainty 
in the match. Then, once a ternary image has been generated, erode away the foreground and 
background areas to enlarge the size of the unknown area. 
7.4 Hint Images from Motion Fields 
Given a previously generated hint image for frame n, a new hint image could be generated for 
frame 12 + I by processing the motion field between frame n + 1 and frame n. 
Fig. 7.2 shows a plot of the motion vector field between frame n + I to frame n of the Dragon- 
heart sequence. The vector field represents the correspondence between a pixel (x, y) in frame 
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Figure 7.3: Hint image generated using the motion field of Fig. 7.2 
changes between the two frames. (The arrows are ten times longer than the actual motion vector 
(tx, /y) for clarity). 
The motion field has been generated backwards (i.e. from frame 3 to frame 2) rather than from 
frame 2 to frame 3) in order to ensure that there is a motion vector for each pixel in the new 
image. False matches may otherwise cause some information to be missing in frame n + 1. 
Such a motion field can be used to generate a hint image for frame n + 1 given an alpha channel 
for frame n, as shown in algorithm 9. 
To build a hint image H for frame n + 1 given a motion vector field M between frame n + I 
and frame n, and an alpha channel a for frame n: 
foreach pixel xy: 
let (5.x, y)  be the motion vector in Lvi for xy 
let j be cX+hJ. ,Y+)Y 
if j = 0 set HXY  to background 
else if j = I set Hxlj  to foreground 
else set J1xY  to unknown 
next pixel 
9: Using a motion field to generate a hint image 
The resultant image is shown in Fig. 7.3. This image contains very few artifacts, and needs no 
modification before use as a hint image to generate an alpha channel. 
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7.4.1 Calculating the Motion Field 
The motion vector optical flow was generated using Black and Anandan's Robust Incremental 
Optical Flow algorithm [133, 134], an implementation of which is available from Black's web-
site [135]. This code has been used because, unlike many other implementations of optical 
flow, it can detect large flows. Even so, the code failed with certain frames of this sequence, 
and with all frames of the Teddy sequence. It is likely that the motion was too large for the 
tracking to be successful. 
Alternatively, a Block Matching Algorithm could have been used to generate the flow, since it 
can tolerate larger amounts of inter-frame movement. 
7.5 Problems with Motion Vector Field Segmentation 
7.5.1 Large Movements and Deformations 
In special effects processing, the amount of inter-frame movement can be high. This is due 
to the high resolution and slow framerate of movie sequences images: an object taking two 
seconds to cross the scene will move 85 pixels per frame at Motion Picture resolution. Since 
special effects are commonly applied to fast moving action sequences, the inter-frame move-
ment can be even higher. Further, the foreground object often fills a large portion of the frame. 
Optical flow assumes that the intensity of a pixel does not change as it moves between frames, 
which is unlikely to hold in the case of fast moving and deforming objects. Many implement-
ations assume very small inter-frame movement. Black's Optical Flow was used because it is 
tolerant to relatively large inter-frame movements, but still failed with larger movements. 
Large movements also present problems to block matching algorithms. If the search aperture 
is set large enough, the motion can be detected, as long as the block remains similar to the 
original. Where the object is not simply translating, but also deforming or rotating, the block 
being searched will change. A large search aperture is more likely to produce false matches 
(since there is a larger area in which a false match can be found). 
Motion blur may also cause false matches. Since the amount of blur is proportional to the speed 
of an object across the frame, the block will appear different between frames if the object is 
accelerating, as between frames 2 and 3 of the Teddy sequence (Fig. A.4). 
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7.5.2 Computational Requirements 
In the presence of large frames and large movements, both optical flow and block matching 
run very slowly. The optical flow field of Fig. 7.2 took 66 minutes to process on a 700MHz 
processor. A naïvely coded block match on the Teddy sequence between frames 2 and 3, where 
the interpixel motion is approx. 180 pixels, would take approximately one year using a 40 by 
40 pixel block size. 
The technique proposed by Mitsunaga et al could be adopted to increase the speed by several 
orders of magnitude: Recall that they used block matching to generate a correspondence forjust 
a few points within the edge area. The remainder of the edge area was produced by drawing 
lines between the located points, and then marking the entire enclosed area as foreground. Such 
edge based techniques do not perform well where the object is not rigid. An extreme case of this 
can be seen between frames 2 and 3 of the Teddy sequence - there is a small patch of background 
visible between the side of the head and the ear. As the bear rotates, this patch disappears. The 
edge of the background patch has no correspondence in frame 3 and the technique of Mitsunaga 
etalfails. 
7.5.3 Occlusions and Disocclusions 
Occlusions and disocclusions cause the technique of Mitsunaga et alto fail, but they cause 
problems for all motion field techniques. No valid correspondence vectors exist for objects that 
are present in frame ii + 1 but not present in ii. Recall that optical flow has been applied in 
reverse to make sure that there is a motion vector for each pixel in the new frame. Where an 
object enters the scene or becomes disoecluded in frame n + 1, the motion field will contain 
poor data. 
Occlusions (where an object present in frame ii disappears in frame n + 1) are less of a problem. 
At the expense of doubling the computation time and requiring extra hand—drawn hint images, 
dis—occlusions can be resolved by calculating optical flow in both directions. Thus, each dis-
occlusion event that occurs processing the sequence forwards becomes an occlusion event when 
processing the sequence in reverse. Finding hint images using the motion vector field between 
frame n + 1 and frame n + 2 as well as between n + 1 and it, and then combining the hint 
images together will therefore give abetter solution, as long as all objects present in frame n+ 1 
are visible in either frame it or frame it + 2. This would require a method of deciding for each 
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pixel in frame it + 1 whether to use the estimate from frame n or from frame it + 2. 
7.6 Colour-based Comparison 
Since general motion vector field calculation algorithms have problems that make them unsuit-
able for use with motion picture sequences, an alternative approach has been used. Pixels in 
frame it + 1 are assigned to foreground or background depending on whether their colour is 
most similar to the colours of foreground or background in frame it. 
This section investigates a series of algorithms that generate hint images using a colour-based 
comparison in an attempt to provide a robust algorithm that operates quickly while still produ-
cing accurate results, i.e. without producing errors in the hint image which cannot be removed 
by the post-processing step described in the next section, and which will create artifacts in the 
hint image. A test image is used to illustrate the problems produced by each algorithm. 
The algorithms are based on the following assumptions 
Assumption 1: within every search aperture used in every frame, the set of pixels that are part 
of the foreground and the set that are part of the background are separated in colourspace. 
Assumption 2: Any changes in illumination conditions between frames it and it + 1 are such 
that the foreground pixels in frame it + 1 will be more similar in colour to foreground 
pixels than background pixels in frame it, and vice versa. 
Assumption 3: Pixels in any disoccluded area of foreground present in frame it + 1 but not 
present in frame it will be closer in colour space to foreground pixels within the search 
aperture than to background pixels, and vice versa. 
7.6.1 Simple Colour Distance Classification 
The basis of this algorithm is that of assumption I above: Measure the distance in colour space 
between the candidate pixel Pq  and every pixel within the search aperture in the previous frame. 
The algorithm is as outlined in Algorithm 10. 
This is a very simple colour based Nearest Neighbour Classifier [79] - it separates the ref- 
erence frame into unknown, foreground and background classes and decides which of these 
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To classify a pixel Pij  in frame it + 1 of an image sequence, with a search aperture given by a 
box ((x m in , Ymin), (xmax, yrnax)): 
set p to be the colour of pixel Pij  in frame n + 1 
set df = db = 4 = oo 
foreach pixel qxy  in box ((i + Xmjm,J + Yrnin), (i + Xrnax,3 + Yrnax)) 
set q to be the colour of pixel qxy  in frame it 
set d = II - II 
if d < d1 and qxy  is foreground in frame it 
set d f = d 
if d < db and qxy  is background in frame it 
set db = d 
if d < 4 and  qxy  is unknown in frame it 
set 4 = d 
next qxy 
if d, db, 4 is the smallest of the three values, set pixel Pij  to foreground, background 
or unknown, respectively 
If no background pixels are present within the search aperture, classify pixel as foreground and 
vice versa 
classes is closest to pixel p in colourspace. The unknown class need not be used if dilation is 
being used to generate the unknown area, which may significantly increase execution speed. 
7.6.2 Increasing the Speed of the Algorithm 
There are two approaches that can be employed in order to increase significantly the speed of 
this algorithm. Algorithms for these improvements are outlined below: 
7.6.2.1 Pre-calculating the Distributions 
It is often the case that the search area is extremely large, containing several thousand pixels. 
For every pixel p in frame it + 1, the distance from the colour vector p to such a set of pixel 
colour vectors in frame it must be measured. For neighbouring pixels, almost the same area of 
image will be used. Significant speedup can be achieved by creating an efficient approximation 
of pixels within the search area in frame it, so that subsequent neighbouring pixels require fewer 
calculations. 
The principle of this technique is to calculate the bounding box of the pixel colour vectors, and 
measuring the distance of pixel p to that box. 
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of colour in a 256 x 256 block of an image 
Fig. 7.4 shows a point cloud of colour values for a 256 >< 256 block of a frame of the Teddy 
image sequence. As expected, the cloud is approximately a prolate shape. Thus, an orthogonal 
bounding box does not lit the points well - a point close to one corner of the box would be 
considered close to the set because it is close to the bounding box, even though it could be a 
long way from any of the points. Instead of using a single bounding box, the cloud can be 
approximated using a set of bounding boxes (called here a bounding set), as seen in Fig. 7.5. 
Measuring the distance between p and a set of bounding boxes simply requires measuring the 
distance between each bounding box and p. This approach is particularly useful because it 
gives a distance of "zero" if the point in frame ii + 1 is inside any of the bounding boxes. 
Algorithm 11 builds a bounding set for a given distribution. 
In order to calculate the Nearest Neighbour for a pixel p using this method, the image is split 
into an array of square sub—images. Bounding sets for each of these squares in the image are 
pre-calculated. Three bounding sets are required for each square, one for each of background, 
foreground and unknown area. To classify an individual pixel, the square sub—images that are 
covered by the search aperture are extracted and the corresponding bounding sets used. 
A fast but inaccurate approach of divide the image is to use square sub—images of equal sizes. If 
squares are of size 128 are used, then all pixels in a 128 x 128 square would use exactly the same 
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Figure 7.5: Distribution estimated as a collection of boxes 
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To build a bounding set for a cluster of pixels T'V 
set B=BOUNDBOX [(—, —oc. —oc). (cc, oc. oc)] 
call function SUBDIVIDE with initial bounding box B 
Function SUBDIVIDE splits bounding box B into smaller bounding boxes, working recursively, 
and adds the boxes into the bounding set: 
split B[(rm j9i ,gm .j n ,bm jn ), (rmaT.grnar ,brnaT)] into eight sub-blocks, each of equal size 
((rmjn + 1'maT )/2, (gmin + g)12, (bmz , + b ma )/2) 
set flag rn to "unchanged" 
foreach subblock S 
set S'=BOUNDBOX(S) 
if 5' very small or empty 
discard S 
else 
if difference in volume between S and 5' bigger than threshold 
set m "changed" 
set S = 8' 
endif 
endif 
next subblock 5' 
if in is "unchanged" 
add B to bounding set 
else 




Function BOUNDBOX(B) returns the best bounding box for all points in set W bound by B 
set F = [(oc. oc, oc), (—)c, —00, —o.o.)] 
foreach point p in 117 
ifpis within B 




Algorithm 11: Calculating a bounding set for a cluster 
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group of sub—images, and so the same search area. This quantisation causes the search area to 
be bigger than necessary in most cases, which may cause false matches if the background and 
foreground are similar in places. 
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Figure 7.6: A search aperture can be approximately represented by a selection of squares of 
different sizes, for each of which the bounding set has been previously calculated 
A slower but more precise approach is to calculate squares of multiple sizes (for example of 
size 64 x 64, 128 x 128 and 256 x 256). Classifying a single pixel requires finding the smallest 
set of squares that most accurately covers the search aperture. To save time and memory usage, 
the bounding set for a given square is calculated only when it is required, and discarded again 
when the set is no longer needed. Fig. 7.6 shows how squares may be selected to cover the 
search aperture. Using this technique, the search area can be modelled more accurately in order 
to minimise problems caused by parts of the foreground resembling parts of the background, 
but is slow to calculate, since each pixel will be included in squares of multiple resolutions. 
Once the bounding sets that represent the search aperture have been found, the distance is cal-
culated between p and each bounding box in each bounding set corresponding to these squares. 
p is assigned to whichever set corresponds to the smallest distance. In the event of a tie (typic-
ally where more than one set gives a distance of zero) the pixel is marked unknown in the hint 
image. 
7.6.2.2 Recursive Estimation 
Using pre-calculated bounding sets means that the number of distance measurements taken in 
order to measure each pixel p is dramatically reduced. A further speed increase can be achieved 
by exploiting the similarity of local pixels. The neighbours of pixels pare likely to have similar 
colours, and therefore likely to end up in the same classification. Ideally, neighbouring pixels 
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will be assigned to different clusters only on the boundary between background, foreground and 
unknown. Thus, pixels can be classified in groups, and subdivided only if the group is not all 
successfully assigned to the same group. Algorithm 12 is a recursive algorithm that implements 
this technique. 
To build a hint image for frame n + 1 from frame n of size (w, h) 
set I = 128 (size of squares examined in frame n + 1) 
store bounding sets for squares of size i in frame ii 
for 	1, 2t, 31, 
for y E I, 2t, 31, ... 
call function ASSIGN(x,y.t) 
next y 
next x 
Function ASSIGN (x, y, 1) attempts to classify a square block of width I 
set bounding box B to enclose the colours of every pixel in frame n within area of image 
(x, y). (. + 1, y + 1) 
set T to be the set of squares best covering the search aperture 
set Sforeground = 8 hackground = 8unknown = 00 
set 'foreground 	'background = 1unknown = (30 
foreach a E {foreground,background,unknown} 
set B to be the set of bounding boxes in T for area a 
foreach bounding box E E R 
set d = distance from near side of B to nearside of E 
if d < s set s 	(1 
set d = distance from far side of B to nearside of E 
if d <'a set s = d 
next E 
next (i 
if there is a member of I that is smaller than every member of (i.e. all points in 
bounding box are closer to one region than they are to any other) 
assign all pixels in ((x, y), (x + t, y + 1)) to smallest member of I 
else if I > 1 
set I = 1/2 
call ASSIGN with each of (x. y, t), (x + I. y,i),  (x, y+ t,t), (x + t, y + 1,1) 
else mark point (x, y) unknown 
endif  
Algorithm 12: Building a hint image using recursive classification and bounding sets 
Figure 7.7 shows the result of running the bounding set algorithm on the Dragonheart sequence. 
The reference images are split into 128 x 128 squares. Each pixel is classified using the nine 
nearest blocks to each pixel (i.e. bounding sets for all pixels within a 384 x 384 pixel area are 
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Figure 7.7: Hint image created by the hounding set algorithmforfraine 4 of the Dragonheart 
sequence, using frame 2 as the reference frame. Note the areas of foreground 
incorrectly classified as foreground around the head area and by the saddle of the 
horse 
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Figure 7.8: A cluster of points approximated as four means (8 bit channel intensities) 
used for each pixel) 
This algorithm produces reasonably accurate results and is able to cope with large motions and 
deformations, but is not much faster than optical flow, running in approximately 43 minutes per 
frame for the 2286 x 1224 pixel Dragonheart sequence'. 
7.6.3 Colour Distance—to—Means Classification 
Bounding sets provide a precise model of the foreground and background clusters, but the 
overall runtime is still too slow to be practical. The distributions of each square of the reference 
image can be modelled faster by quantising them into several means. 
Fiure 7.8 shows how a cluster of points is represented as a small number of means. Orchard— Z> 
 quantisation [20] is used to estimate these means. To classify each pixel p with colour 
p, the difference between p and each mean in each of the foreground, background and unknown 
clusters is found, and p assigned as foreground, background or unknown according to which 
'Timings for all algorithms in this chapter are quoted for a 700MHz Duron PC with 768MB of memory. running 
Linux and compiling using the g++ compiler 
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Figure 7.9: Hint image created by the distance—to—means algorithm for frame 4 of the Dragon-
heart sequence, using frame 2 as the reference frame. The patches of background in 
the foreground area are more numerous and larger, and there are areas of unknown 
pixels in the top right of the background. 
mean in closest to p. 
Fig. 7.9 shows the results of applying this algorithm to the Dragonheart sequence. The same 
block size and search area has been used as before, (384 x 384 search area formed from 128 x 
128) blocks. Each block is quantised into 4 clusters. 
This algorithm is the fastest presented here, running in 2 minutes, 6 seconds. Profiling the time 
spent by the program in each function reveals that quantising a cluster of pixels into subclusters 
is much faster than calculating bounding sets. Also, calculating distances between a few sub-
cluster means is faster than calculating distances between the large number of bounding boxes 
required to represent the clusters. 
7.6.4 Colour Probability Classification 
If the variance of a subcluster is high, the means will not model closely the distribution of the 
cluster. Instead of measuring distances in colour space, this algorithm estimates the probability 
that a pixel will belong to either cluster. 
To classify a group of pixels, a search aperture is scanned, and a set of background, foreground 
and unknown pixels extracted as with the previous algorithms. Each of these clusters is then 
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Figure 7.10: Hint image created by the probability-based algorithm for frame 4 of the Dragon-
heart sequence, using frame 2 as the reference frame 
quantised into subclusters and approximated as a set S of orientated Gaussian ellipses (as for the 
Genetic Algorithm of section 6.5) The probabilities p(f),p(b),p(u) of each pixel p belonging 
to the foreground, background or unknown areas respectively is given by 
1 
_(p_F)T2(P_F) 
p(f) = 	—1-1Np 1 e 2 (7.1) 
E F 




P(U) = 	---- 
Nu 2 (7.3) 
jEU 
1 = Pf+Pb+Pu (7.4) 
where F. B, U are the clusters formed from the foreground, background and unknown areas 
respectively, IX I is the total number of pixels in the cluster X and X3 , E, and N 3 are the 
mean, covariance matrix and size in pixels, respectively, of subcluster j of X. w is a weighting 
factor to ensure that the total probability is 1. The pixel is then assigned to the cluster which 
has the highest probability. 
The result of applying this algorithm to the Dragonheart sequence is shown in Fig. 7.10. This 
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contains much less noise in the background and foreground area than the pure distance—based 
algorithms, but the unknown area is much thinner than it should be. The distance—based tech-
niques perform better in this area. 
This algorithm runs in 2 minutes 32 seconds, slightly slower than the distance—to—mean al-
gorithm. Since the exponentials give very small numbers (approximately 10-200),  extended 
accuracy floating point precision (C long double variables) are required, which are slow to 
compute. Calculating the inverse of the covariance matrices also requires many floating point 
multiplications. 
7.6.5 Summary 
This section has presented four algorithms. The colour distance classifier runs far too slowly 
to be practical, and the distance—to—means algorithm produces too many errors which will be 
apparent in the final alpha channel. Of the remaining algorithms, the bounding box algorithm 
tends to produce hint images which are less prone to errors, but is much slower than the Max-
imum Likelihood, probability based algorithm. This probability based algorithm will therefore 
be used for the remainder of the chapter. 
7.7 Noise Removal 
All of the results shown in the previous section contain small amounts of noise: Small groups 
of pixels have been classified as unknown instead of background or foreground. If these images 
are used as hint images directly, some of these pixels will cause noise in the final alpha channel. 
Fig. 7.11 shows how these pixels are misclassified. The pixel colour vectors within a small area 
of frame I of the Teddy image sequence are plotted. The area covers background, foreground 
and intermediate pixels (as defined in the calculated alpha channel), and Fig. 7.11 colour codes 
these regions accordingly. Clearly, there is significant overlap between the intermediate re-
gion and both the foreground and background clusters. Any pixel from frame 2 of the Teddy 
sequence whose colour is in the area where the unknown and background overlap will be classi-
fied either as intermediate or as background, depending on the classification of the nearest pixel. 
It is this effect that causes pixels to be incorrectly classified in the results of the Dragonheart 
images. 
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Figure 7.11: A small area of frame I of Teddy sequence, showing the classification of each 
pixel 
In the case of the two distance—based algorithms, a K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) Classifier 1791 
could be used instead of the simple nearest neighbour classifier described previously. Rather 
than setting the classification of the candidate to be the same as the nearest mean, or the nearest 
bounding box, the classification of each of the nearest K pixels is found, and the candidate set 
to be the same class as the majority of the K nearest boxes or means. (K is odd to prevent ties). 
This is useful to eliminate problems caused by a single outlier between two otherwise separated 
clusters, but is less helpful where there is significant overlap. (i.e. where there are more than 
K pixels in the overlapping area). Furthermore, KNN is more computationally intensive, as a 
list of K pixels needs to be maintained in sorted order. The use of KNN instead of standard 
single Nearest Neighbour has been abandoned since its inclusion in [136], in favour of the 
post-processing technique outlined here. 
7.7.1 Small Region Removal 
Rather than attempting to develop a more robust classifier to prevent noise in the resultant 
image, the noise in the result is removed separately. There are various techniques that can be 
used to remove small amounts of noise in images: Morphological closure and median filtering 
will remove most of the noise, but will corrupt the edges in the images. 
The approach taken here is that described by Salembier eta! [137]. This works by converting 
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To remove regions smaller than size t from an image W 
let I be the REGION IMAGE of W 
let e be the number of regions in I 
let R be the REGION ADJACENCY GRAPH of X 
let T be the MAX-TREE of X using Y 
let E be an array of size e, where each E, = iVi(O. c) 
let N be an array of size e, where each Niis set to intensity of pixels in region i 
repeat 
foreach node n in T with a single region in n p 
lets be the total size of all regions in descendent nodes of n 
if s < t (descendents of n smaller than threshold) 
foreach region c in subtree from n 
set E = r 
next region 
remove all descendent nodes from n 
endif 
until no nodes have been merged this step 
foreach pixel ii in image 
let t = I, (region number of ij) 
let r = E (region that replaces t) 
set Wi.; = N (intensity of region that replaces r) 
next pixel 
Algorithm 13: Small region removal algorithm 
the hint image into a collection of regions, and then merging regions together if they are too 
small to be anything other than noise. There are two areas of novelty in the approach outlined 
below. Because the images are so large, a region adjacency graph [68] is used to store inform-
ation about connectivity of regions (Salembier et al threshold and re-region grow in order to 
detect connectivity). Secondly, using a region image to form the Max-tree, rather than the ori-
ginal image, permits removal of black noise from a white area, which is otherwise impossible. 
To build a REGION IMAGE X of image W 
mark all pixels in X as zero 
set c = 1 
repeat 
scan for next pixel pij in X marked as zero 
region grow from p, setting Xm = c for all m in the region 
set c = c + 1 
until no pixels in X are marked as zero 
Algorithm 14: Creating a Region Image 
The novel approach is defined in detail in Algorithm 13. This algorithm first generates a region 
image using Algorithm 14. This image is then converted into a Region Adjacency Graph using 
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To make a REGION ADJACENCY GRAPH R. from region image X 
let a Region Adjacency Graph have, for each node n: 
a region number n, 
a set of edges E to other nodes 
let R be a graph with one node n for each region in X, with no edges 
foreach pixel q in image X 
let p be the region number of pixel q 
if a neighbour n of q is in a different region r to p 
if no edge exists from node p to node r 
insert edge from node p to node r 
next pixel q 
Algorithm 15: Creating a Region Adjacency Graph 
To make a MAX-TREE '7 from region adjacency graph R 
let a Max-tree have, for each node n: 
A set of regions V.R 
A set of child nodes nc  
let T be a single node tree wheren. p contains every region 
while there exists a node n. in 1?, with more than one region in nR 
remove all regions except the one with the lowest index from ,11R. and store in set S 
foreach region r in S 
foreach child node c of node n 
if r is connected to any region in CR (i.e. edge in RAG) 
insert region r into CR 
endif 
next child node 
if r not inserted or no children exist 
create new node child node in nc containing r 
endwhile 
Algorithm 16: Building a Mw-tree using a Region Adjacency Graph 
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Figure 7.12: Max-tree noise removal in a sample image 
Algorithm 15. Nodes in this graph represent each individual region in the image, and the 
connections between them indicate which regions are directly adjacent in the image. A Max—
tree is produced using 16. The root of this tree is the first region found in the image, and the 
individual branches represent groups of connected regions in the image. Algorithm 13 proceeds 
by merging nodes in the max-tree which represent regions that are too small to exist into their 
parent nodes, and updating the colour of the region to be the same as the parent. Fig. 7.12 
shows the data structures used with a small sample image. In this image, region six is a child 
node of region four, since it is surrounded by it in the original image. Region six is removed by 
merging it with region four, and all pixels within it are recoloured the same shade as the parent 
region. 
Fig. 7.13 shows the result of applying this algorithm to Fig. 7.9. All regions smaller than 1000 
pixels are removed. 
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Figure 7.13: Fig. 7.10 after applying small region removal 
7.7.2 Region Voting 
Fig. 7.9 was produced by removing small regions from the hint image. An alternative approach 
is to use regions in the original image. If the colour distributions of background and foreground 
are sufficiently different, a threshold can be found that partitions the input frame into regions 
such that no region covers both background and foreground. Fig. 7.14 shows the result of 
partitioning frame 4 of the Dragonheart sequence into multiple regions. Again, all regions 
smaller than 1000 pixels are removed. 
Noise can be removed from the hint image by applying a region voting technique. Since each 
region in the input belongs to the same region (background or foreground), every pixel in the 
area corresponding to the region should be in the same class. This is enforced by applying a 
voting strategy. For each region in the partition of the input frame, the number of foreground, 
background and unknown pixels in the hint image is found. Each pixel in the region is then set 
to be the same as whichever of these is the greatest. 
Fig. 7.15 shows the resultant hint image. Since the region partition of the input frame tends to 
eliminate the unknown area (the regions produced are small and hence merged with background 
or foreground), this image has almost no unknown pixels. A further disadvantage of region 
voting is the time required to run. The original region image for the frame contained over 
16,000 regions which was reduced to 250 regions using the small region removal algorithm. 
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Figure 7.14: Frame 4 of the Dragonheart sequence partitioned into regions. Each region has 
been assigned a different random colour 
Figure 7.15: Fig. 7.10 after applying region voting 
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For the results presented in this thesis, small region removal in the hint image was used to 
reduce noise in the hint image. However, region voting may be a useful technique if the results 
are particularly noisy. 
7.7.3 Dilation 
The colour based algorithms tend to underestimate the size of the unknown area, marking pixels 
that should be unknown as foreground or background. The noise removal algorithm also causes 
the unknown area to become thinner if it is made up of small disjoint regions. The simplest 
solution to this problem is to dilate the unknown area in the image by a small amount. Any 
pixel that is marked as background or foreground and is within a small distance (typically four 
or live pixels) of an unknown pixel is also marked as unknown. 
7.8 Progressive and Non—Progressive Estimation 
The algorithms presented here have described hint image generation for frame n-I-  1 from frame 
n. Each frame could be generated either from its previous frame (progressive estimation) or 
all frames could be generated from the same reference frame (non—progressive estimation). 
The previous frame will be more similar to the current frame than the reference frame, and the 
inter—frame movement will be smaller, but any errors in the alpha channel generated for frame 
n + I will propagate through to frame n + 2. 
In this thesis, non—progressive estimation has been used. Progressive estimation requires the 
generation of both the hint image and alpha channel for the previous frame before calculation 
of the hint image for the next frame can begin. With non—progressive estimation, each frame 
depends on only the source frame and is independent of other frames. If there is enough com-
pute power available, segmentation of every frame of the sequence can begin in parallel as soon 
as the alpha channel of the reference frame has been generated. This requires at least one pro-
cessor per frame 2 . Computationally intensive tasks such as image rendering are often run on a 
large network of separate computers, such as Linux boxes. The rendering for the Toy Story films 
as well as many of the special effects for the film Titanic was achieved in this manner [138]. 
Such networks could easily be used for hint image and alpha channel estimation in order to 
2 The possibility of further speed increases by using more than one processor per frame is considered in sec-
tion 8.4.2 
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render a sequence very quickly. 
7.9 Multiple Reference Frames 
Whether progressive or non—progressive is employed, it is unlikely that an extremely long se-
quence could be generated from just a single manually initiated input frame. After a few frames 
the foreground object is likely to have changed so much it would be too different from the ref-
erence frame. Thus, a new reference frame (or keyframe) must be generated every few frames. 
The keyframes need not be entirely hand—drawn: Suppose hint image for frame 2 has been 
created, and a new hand—drawn keyframe is required for frame 12. The hint image for frame 12 
can be estimated from frame 2 and then touched up by hand in order to create a more accurate 
hint image, which is likely to be less effort than drawing the hint image from a blank image. 
When estimating the hint image for a frame, it is sensible to use the nearest keyframe (whether 
it is before or after the frame under classification in the sequence). However, it is also possible 
to use both nearby keyframes to estimate the image. If, for a given pixel p, the estimate for p 
from keyframe k0 differs for that for p from keyframe k 1 , one of the results must be selected. 
In the case of the distance—to—mean algorithm, Algorithm 17 can be used to classify a frame 
using two keyframes. It is based on the ratio of the distances to the nearest two clusters. This 
ratio is high when p is very close to one cluster but further from the others, and low where it is 
in between two clusters or where the clusters are close together. In the latter case, the estimate 
is less reliable than the former, so choosing the result from the reference frame with the highest 
such ratio is likely to select the best result. 
To assign a value to pixel p (with colour p) using two keyframes k0 and k 1 : 
let 410 , d 11 and 42  be the distances in colour space between p and the nearest 
mean in the background, foreground, and unknown clusters in keyframe i e {O, 1} 
respectively. 
for i E {O, 1} 
set ai to the number of the cluster in the set {dk 1 o, dkl, dk 0 2} with the smallest value 
let vi be the value of the smallest of dko, dkl and 42,  and wi the second smallest. 
let qi = 
if qo > qi assign p to set a0, else assign p to a 1 x 
Extension of Algorithm 17 to more than two keyframes is trivial. In the case of probability—
based classification, pixel p can be assigned to whichever cluster has the highest probability. 
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7.10 Alpha Channel Estimation in Motion Picture Sequences 
Figure 7.16 shows a system for segmenting image sequences. This system serves two pur-
poses: Firstly, it shows one way of integrating the single alpha channel estimation algorithms 
of chapters 5 and 6 with the hint image update algorithms in this chapter in order to segment 
an entire moving image sequence without the need to generate by hand a hint image for every 
frame of a sequence. Secondly, this system is used in section 7.11 to demonstrate and evaluate 
the probability based hint image update algorithm. 
The system operates as follows: A hint image for the first frame is generated by hand, and 
used to create an alpha channel for this frame. Any of the algorithms presented in the previous 
chapters may be used for this process. This hint image is used to process the final frame (the 
only other keyframc used in this example) to produce a hint image which, after noise removal, is 
corrected by hand in order to produce an alpha channel for the final frame. Hint images are then 
estimated independently for the intermediate frames (the frames have been shown amalgamated 
for clarity), which can then be processed automatically to produce alpha channels for the entire 
sequence. 
This layout is independent of the algorithms chosen: Any alpha estimation algorithm can be 
used to generate alpha channels, and any hint image update algorithm used to generate hint 
images. 
The system outlined is suitable where the image sequence is varied, and multiple reference 
frames are required to generate hint images for each frame. Other arrangements are possible: If 
the sequence does not change significantly or is very short, it may be possible to generate every 
hint image in the sequence automatically from a single hint image and use only one reference 
frame. In the worse case, it may be necessary to hand modify the hint image for each frame of 
the sequence. 
7.11 Results 
Results for two different sequences are presented here in order to demonstrate the hint image 
estimation algorithm. These results were produced using a system similar to that described in 
fig 7.16. Different hint images can produce identical alpha channels and it is not always easy 
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Adaptation of Alpha Estimation to Image Sequences 
estimation algorithm must be assessed in conjunction with the alpha estimation program by 
examining the alpha channel produced for major artifacts, such as holes within the foreground 
or parts of the original background appearing within the composite image. 
For both the sequences presented here, the probability based hint image algorithm is used in 
conjunction with the Principal Axis algorithm. These two algorithms were chosen because they 
are fast and produce accurate results. Other hint image update algorithms, for example, were 
either so slow that the Dragonheart sequence would have taken many days to process, or else 
produce very poor results. 
7.11.1 The Dragonheart Sequence 
The Dragonheart sequence was processed using the first and last frames of the 21 frame se-
quence as keyframes. Fig. 7.17 shows the original hint image and the alpha channel and com-
posite result produced for frame I. Frame 21 was then processed using the hint update tech-
nique. The resultant hint image 7.18(a) is too noisy to be used directly, and the noise removal 
algorithm is applied to produce the clean image of 7.18(b). The resultant image needs very 
little modification - dilation has been applied, and the saddle area is slightly modified - to 
produce a hint image 7.18(c). The alpha channel produced is shown in Fig. 7.19. 
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w 
IP 
hand—edited hint image 
resultant alpha channel 
(C) Composite image 
Figure 7.17: Resultsforframe / of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Rough hint image produced from frame 1 
(b) Noise removed (all regions less than 2000 pixels merged) 
(C) Hand modified hint image 
Figure 7.18: Hint images produced to process frame 21 of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 7.19: Results for frame 21 of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Rough hint image produced from frames 1 and 21 
(b) Noise removed (all regions less than 2000 pixels merged) 
(c) Unknown area dilated by 3 pixels 
Figure 7.20: Hint images produced to process frame 5 of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 7.21: Results for frame 5 of the Dragonheart sequence. Note the hole in the horse's 
saddle area 
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1 .. F w 
(a) Rough hint image produced from frames I and 21 
7 
(b) Noise removed (all regions less than 2000 pixels merged) 
a 	I 
(C) Unknown area dilated by 3 pixels 
Figure 7.22: Hint images produced for frame 10 of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 7.23: Results for frame 10 of the Dragonheart sequence. Again, note the hole in the 
horse's saddle area, which appears more pronounced than in frame 5 
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low 
(a) Rough hint image produced from frames I and 21 
IMF 
(b) Noise removed (all regions less than 1000 pixels merged) 
(C) Unknown area dilated by 3 pixels 
Figure 7.24: Hint images produced to process frame 15 of the Dragonheart sequence 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
Figure 7.25: Results for frame 15 of the Dragonheart sequence. The hole artifact in the saddle 
area appears similar to frame JO 
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(a) Rough hint image produced from frame I 	(b) Noise removed (alt regions less than 2000 
pixels merged) 
(c) Unknown area dilated by 3 pixels 
Figure 7.26: Hint images produced to process frame 2 of the Teddy sequence 
7.11.2 The Teddy Sequence 
Results of processing frames 2 and 3 from frame I of the Teddy sequence are shown in figs. 7.27 
and 7.29. Hint images produced by the alpha estimation step are shown in figs. 7.26 and 7.28. 
The disocciuded background at the right of the image is more similar to the foreground areas of 
frame I than the background area, and is classified as foreground. Since frame 2 is reasonably 
well segmented, better results would be achieved by using frame 2 as the reference frame rather 
than, or as well as, frame 1. In most practical cases, the sequence would be much longer than 3 
frames, and a later keyframe would be generated. Thus, the area disocciuded between frames 2 
and 3 would be marked as background in the later keyframe and so classified correctly. 
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Figure 7.27: Results for frame 2 of the Teddy sequence. The artifact underneath the back right 
paw is caused by the alpha estimation algorithm, but the slight transparency of 
the left ear is probably due to overdilation of the hint image 
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(a) Rough hint image produced from frame I 	(b) Noise removed (all regions less than 3000 
pixels merged) 
(C) Unknown area dilated by 3 pixels 
Figure 7.28: Hint images produced to process frame 3 of the Teddy sequence 
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(a) Alpha channel 
(b) Composite image 
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Figure 7.29: Results for frame 3 of the Teddy sequence. Note the large area of disocciuded 
background, which has been incorrectly classified as foreground by the hint im-
age algorithm and appears in the final algorithm. Transparency around the ears 
visible in frame 2 seems to be much reduced in this image. 
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7.12 Summary 
This chapter has developed a series of algorithms that perform automatic hint image updating. 
Optical flow, and other motion estimation techniques, occasionally perform well but are not 
robust against fast motion. This problem, and their slow performance, led to the development 
of a set of algorithms that use colour distance to classify. The novel Bounding Set representation 
can be used in general Nearest Neighbour classifiers, while a novel application of a Maximum 
Likelihood probability based classifier produces good results at high speed. 
These algorithms have difficulty in producing accurate hint images in some cases, resulting in 
artifacts appearing in the final alpha channel. These appear as sections of foreground which 
should be classified as background and vice versa. These occur where the colours overlap 
between foreground and background in the reference image (as in the saddle area of the Dragon-
heart sequence) or where disoceluded background is more similar to parts of the foreground 
than to the background in the reference frame (as in the right hand side of the Teddy sequence). 
However, these algorithms provide a significant improvement over generating hint images by 
hand and, where they do not perform accurately, almost always provide results that require very 





This section is organised as follows: Section 8.2 summarises the topic and contribution of the 
thesis. The topic of parameter selection is considered in section 8.3. Issues that arise from the 
practical implementation of the algorithms presented in this thesis are considered in section 8.4. 
A critical discussion is presented in section 8.5. Suggestions for future work are presented in 
section 8.6. Section 8.7 concludes this thesis. 
8.2 Summary 
This thesis has presented novel techniques and novel adaptations of existing techniques in order 
to perform alpha channel estimation for segmentation of motion picture resolution sequences. 
In chapter two, digital compositing and the concept of an alpha channel were introduced. Al-
pha channel estimation is a type of segmentation that involves, for each pixel in the image, 
estimation of "clean" foreground and background colours, a linear combination a of which 
will reproduce the original colour of the pixel. 
Chapters three and four formed a survey of standard image segmentation techniques, both for 
still images and for image sequences. The techniques used in motion picture imaging tend to be 
fairly limited in the images that they can segment, but can produce very detailed alpha channels 
Chapter five presented a group of novel algorithms that perform alpha channel estimation on 
images with natural backgrounds. The algorithms require user interaction: A "hint image" must 
be drawn to indicate the position of some pixels that are unmixed foreground and background. 
Since these pixels do not require computation, this form of initialisation also reduces the amount 
of processing required. The most effective algorithm was shown to be the Principal Axis 
Algorithm that classifies each pixel by sampling nearby known background and foreground 
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colours and approximating clusters of these as a line. The algorithm operates in region growing 
fashion to allow it to reuse previous result. 
Chapter five also presents a novel technique for performing alpha estimation in the presence of 
backlighting. Without the use of this technique, backlighting causes poor performance 
Chapter six included a survey of alpha estimation techniques that were published while work on 
the techniques of chapter five was in progress. The Gaussian Mixture Model approach taken by 
Ruzon and Tomasi and by Chuang ci al inspired the development of a Genetic Algorithm based 
alpha estimation algorithm that classifies each pixel by sampling nearby known background and 
foreground colours, deriving a GMM of these, and searching for the optimal clean foreground, 
background and a values for these pixels using. 
The results presented show that the algorithms developed by the author perform at least as well 
as, and in many cases much better than, alternative alpha estimation techniques. They also 
show that the Principal Axis algorithm executes considerably faster than any other published 
algorithm, and performs extremely well even in the presence of noise and where the background 
and foreground are fairly similar. 
Chapter seven considered the application of alpha channel estimation to moving pictures. Since 
standard motion estimation techniques are slow and unreliable when applied to fast moving high 
resolution image sequences, a novel colour—based algorithm was developed. This algorithm 
provides extremely fast updates of the hint image in order to segment subsequent frames of the 
sequence. This algorithm works by assigning each pixel in the new frame to background or 
foreground using a Maximum Likelihood approach. 
The algorithms of chapters five, six and seven are intended to operate together in the manner 
outlined in Fig. 7.16. Chapter seven shows the results of applying this system to two image 
sequences. The algorithm fails only in the case that the background and foreground colours 
become too similar. 
8.2.1 Performance 
In the test images and sequences used in this thesis, these algorithms have been shown to 
perform better than some or all of the previously published solutions to the problem. Either the 
result is more acceptable (i.e. more accurate) or the algorithm is more efficient. 
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While these algorithms are not able to segment foregrounds away from backgrounds in every 
situation, they require fewer restrictions than the standard bluescreen algorithms and thus allow 
greater flexibility when filming special effects sequences. 
Since each of the algorithms discussed here - including those presented by other authors - 
have different strengths and weaknesses, different images are best segmented with different 
algorithms. No single algorithm is the best in all circumstances. Since only limited data was 
available it was not easy to develop a formal set of guidelines for choosing which algorithm is 
suitable in any given case, but the following list of "rules of thumb" may be helpful. 
For alpha channel estimation: 
• Where the background and foreground are well separated in colourspace, the faster Prin-
cipal Axis algorithm will probably produce results little different to the other algorithms, 
and will run quickly. 
• Where the background and foreground are highly non-uniform but still separated in col-
our space, the algorithms of Chuang et al and of Ruzon and Tomasi will produce a more 
acceptable result. 
• Where the background and foreground are non-uniform and begin to overlap in col-
ourspace, the Genetic Algorithm may produce the best results. 
• The Principal Axis algorithm occasionally produces the best results on images with close 
backgrounds and foregrounds, especially if alpha range adjustment is used. This can be 
true even if the clusters are not prolates. 
For hint image creation: 
• Where the background and foreground are relatively well separated, the Maximum Like-
lihood algorithm produces good results extremely quickly. 
• Where the background and foreground are close but not overlapping in colourspace, the 
Bounding Box algorithm will produce better results but requires more time. 
• Where there is little movement in the sequence, Optical Flow produces a good result even 
if the foreground and background are overlapping in colourspace. 
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8.3 Parameter Selection 
These algorithms all require the selection of a set of parameters in order to produce an accept-
able result. Algorithms that require manually adjusted parameters are not uncommon in image 
processing or in Special Effects Processing. Many users prefer to have many parameters, as 
they may be able to tweak the output according to how they wish it to appear. The Ultimatte 
Bluescreen plug-in (an implementation of the Vlahos patents [44]) for Adobe's Premiere video 
editing package contains 45 sliders for internal parameter adjustment. 
The requirement for a set of parameters (7 in the case of the Principal Axis Algorithm; 13 in the 
case of the Genetic Algorithm) is unfortunate as it makes the use of the program less automatic. 
Many of the parameters are intuitive. For example for an image with a smooth background, 
the number of pixels selected from the background can be reduced; if the foreground changes 
quickly away from the line drawn, the width of the stripe must be set small; if foreground and 
background are a separated in colourspace, the number of subclusters used to represent them 
can be reduced. Some of the parameters have very little effect on the final result. However, 
for some images, the settings of non-intuitive parameters are more important. If the algorithm 
could run fast enciugh so that the parameters can be changed and a preview of the result of the 
changed viewed interactively, then the reliance on several parameters is not overly problematic. 
Some parameters can be estimated automatically. In the case of the hint image update al-
gorithm, every pixel that is tharked as background because it is too far away from the fore-
ground area must be surrounded by pixels that are background. If this is not the case, the image 
appears blocky. This can be detected automatically and the search aperture widened. 
8.3.1 Colourspace Selection 
Ruzon and Tomasi selected the CIE - Lab space to perform their alpha estimation. Exper-
iments using different colour models for each of the novel techniques presented here were 
inconclusive. No colour model seemed better than others. In many cases for alpha estimation, 
the 11GB colour model performed slightly better. This is not surprising. The algorithms as-
sume that blended areas are a linear combination of background and foreground colours. Since 
sensors are 11GB sensitive, the blending caused by, for example, motion or focal blur, will 
be linear only in the 11GB colourspace. Since 11GB performed at least as well as other col-
ourspaces and it requires less processing, it has been used for all the algorithms presented in 
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this thesis. A package or utility that implements these algorithms could easily have an option 
to transform the colourspace 
8.4 Implementation Considerations 
The algorithms presented here have been implemented as stand-alone C++ programs, using an 
image processing library to improve development speed. These programs are neither efficient in 
runtime and memory usage, nor particularly easy to use. This section considers the possibility 
of implementation of these algorithms in a commercial framework. 
8.4.1 User Interfaces 
A commercially viable system that generates alpha channels from input sequences is unlikely 
to be a stand—alone piece of software. Rather, it will be a plug—in or affiliate application to a 
larger compositing package such as Puffin Design's Commotion [10]. The suitability of this 
algorithm for incorporation into such a package has not been assessed. 
Since there are bound to be cases where neither alpha estimation algorithms will achieve an 
acceptable result, tools must exist to allow an operator to modify the result. Many such tools 
already exist in compositing packages, and these algorithms must integrate with these tools. 
8.4.2 Parallel Implementation 
The hint image update algorithms were designed in such a way as to allow different computers 
to process multiple frames simultaneously. Only a small number of frames need be processed 
before processing can begin simultaneously on all the remaining frames. Further speed in-
creases are possible by processing each frame using more than one computer. The simplest 
way of achieving this would be to split the images into multiple parts duplicating a small over-
lapping section in each parts. These part images are processed on different computers and then 
blended together to form a single image. If multi—processor computers are used, it could be 
possible to parallelise the algorithms on a finer level. Calculating the 0MM for foreground and 
background clusters, for example, can be parallelised since they are independent of each other. 
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8.5 Critical Discussion 
The algorithms presented here and previously published algorithms all operate (or appear to op-
erate) solely by measuring differences between the colours of groups of pixels. All algorithms 
tend to fail in the same areas of an image, and often in a similar manner. This suggests that any 
superior colour—based algorithm will not perform significantly better than any of these. That is, 
to create a better alpha channel estimation, it will probably be necessary to turn to segmentation 
techniques other than colour. 
However, these algorithms have performed remarkably well in many cases: Individual strands 
of hair are detected in the Edith image and the Gema image and the background is successfully 
rejected from the foreground (i.e. no hint of the original background is visible in the new 
foreground). 
This work has involved the use of very high resolution images. In order to process a single 
image in reasonably time, each pixel must be processed very quickly. The Principal Axis and 
the Hint Update algorithms in particular operate extremely quickly, and are therefore suitable 
for use on high resolution images. 
The lack of availability of high resolution sequences has made quantitive analysis of the quality 
of algorithms difficult. Ideally, more high resolution sequences should have been used in order 
to explore more situations under which the algorithms perform badly. Copyright and Intel-
lectual Property agreements make it difficult to obtain image sequences. While the Computer 
Film Company kindly provided the Rachael image (which was recorded by them for in order 
to test their Keylight bluescreen package) film production companies prevented them and other 
post—production companies making available further sequences. 
8.6 Recommendations for Future Work 
8.6.1 Quantitive and Qualitive results 
Assessing the performance of an alpha estimation algorithm is a difficult process. In order to 
compare more precisely the relative performance of difference algorithms, it would be neces-
sary to develop more precise qualitive and quantitive measures of performance. A webpage 
including images produced by the different algorithms was prepared and sent to compositors 
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working in Motion Picture Post Production who were asked to assess them. However, there 
were not enough responses to draw any reasonable conclusions. The RMSE technique of pro-
ducing quantitive results based on ground truth could be improved in order to obtain more 
precise information about the presence and size of errors and artifacts in the alpha channel. 
However, ground—truth for such images either does not exist or is at least as difficult (and 
maybe more time consuming) to generate than the estimates. 
If better qualitive results were required, it would be possible to obtain such results by extending 
the samples presented in appendix C, including both single images and image sequences, and 
extending the sample from compositors to include film—goers. 
8.6.2 Non Colour—based Segmentation 
Since it is unlikely that further significant performance improvements can be made on al-
gorithms that segment single images based on pixel colour alone, future work could look at 
other techniques. Using some model—based information (for example developing an algorithm 
that considers the shape of a head, the way light reflects and refracts in a strand of hair, or estim-
ates the silhouette of a person wearing a black jumper in the frames where they are camouflaged 
in front of a black background) may help to segment in the difficult cases. 
8.6.3 Combination of Algorithms 
In many areas of the test images, the algorithms that run slowest (for example the Genetic 
Algorithm and that of Chuang a al) tended to perform better than the fastest ones, such as 
Photoshop. In the Gema image it can be seen that different algorithms perform best in certain 
areas of the image. Thus, speed and performance can be increased by selecting which algorithm 
to use for different areas of the image, and by combining the results of each algorithm together. 
Such a fusion of results would require an analysis step to examine the properties of an area in 
order to decide which algorithm would perform best, as well as a fitness assessment, so that a 
single result can be derived from the combination of different algorithms. 
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Figure 8.1: Extended clean background generated from the Dragonheart sequence 
8.6.4 Extended Clean Backgrounds 
Intuitively, the task of estimating for a pixel the clean foreground colour as well as its alpha 
value could be made simpler if one if the background was previously known. If the background 
is stationary, the background colour can be found by taking an image of the background before 
any foreground is present, or else pieced together by hand from different images where different 
parts of the background are visible. This is the basis behind the difference—based techniques 
described in section 4.2. 
Chuang eta! propose an adaptation to their algorithm to use such "extended clean backgrounds" 
in alpha estimation. However, their background must be pieced together by hand, or else pho-
tographed separately. 
8.6.4.1 Generating extended clean backgrounds 
Fig. 8.1 shows a partial background derived by combining the clean background from multiple 
images. This image was obtained by averaging together each estimate, favouring pixel values 
from images where the pixel is in the clean background area rather than estimated from the 
unknown area. 
An attempt to produce a set of alpha channels for the image failed. The sequence has too 
much noise for the extended background to be a good estimate of the actual background colour 
and, since the background is relatively uniform, the standard techniques provide a reasonable 
estimate of the background colour without using this image. 
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Figure 8.2: An attempt to generate a hint image automatically for frame 4 of the Dragonheart 
sequence, by marking as foreground all pixels that are detected to be moving by 
optical flow 
8.6.5 Hint Image Initialisation 
8.6.5.1 Semi—automatic hint initialisation 
The major part of user interaction is the drawing of a hint image. For this research, the image 
was drawn using the image editing package Gimp. A faster way of creating this image is 
desirable. The use of code similar to that by Tan and Ahuja et al [1191, could be adopted. 
Alternatively, Intelligent Scissors [66] could be adapted to draw a line of variable width to mark 
the unknown area. The problem in either case is the decision of exactly how wide the unknown 
area should be. An option in Photoshop 's extract tool attempts to automatically change the 
width of the brush being used to draw the line (apparently by analysing the image gradient), 
but it is useful only in certain cases. 
Making the drawing interactive - so that the alpha channel appears as the hint image is drawn 
- may make the task of initialising the algorithm much easier. 
8.6.5.2 Automatic hint initialisation 
Developing a system that would be able to segment any sequence of images without any form 
of human input is a complex problem. Fig. 8.2 shows an attempt at automatic hint image gen-
eration. The image was generated from the motion vector field. Any pixel that has a non—zero 
vector is considered to be moving. Assuming that the background is stationary and the en-
tire foreground moving, this should detect the foreground. It fails partly because not all the 
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foreground is moving (the horse's back is relatively stationary) and partly because the smooth-
ness constraint imposed in the optical flow has caused stationary parts of the background to be 
marked as moving. 
Alternatively, hint images could be generated by attempting to derive an "extended clean back-
ground" image, which could be used to produce images for each frame using a difference 
image. 
In the case of the segmentation of humans, model based techniques could be employed, that 
recognise the outline of a person, or the texture and colour of skin and cloth. 
Removal of all human interaction would make this algorithm suitable for MPEG IV video 
compression, which supports semi-transparent layers (sprites) with alpha channels moving over 
each other. 
8.7 Concluding Remarks 
This thesis has presented a group of segmentation algorithms that operate on motion picture 
resolution images to produce alpha channels. The high resolution of these images lead to the de-
velopment of a novel moving image segmentation algorithm, and fast and accurate approaches 
to alpha channel estimation of still images. 
Although these algorithms seem to provide superior results to those previously published, they 
do not always produce acceptable results. In some cases, the new background over which the 
element is to be composited is such that imperfections in the alpha channel are not apparent. In 
other cases, alternative techniques (including manual painting) could be applied to improve the 
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Since the standard images often used to demonstrate image processing algorithms are not suit-
able for alpha channel generation, a new set of test images have been used. The sizes and 
sources of these images is listed in table A.!. 
These images were obtained from a variety of sources. The Rachael test image was kindly 
provided by the Computer Film Company in Cineon format. A small utility was written which 
converted this to linear format for processing. The Gema image was scanned from a 35mm 
slide, and the Edith image obtained from the Corel imaging bureau. High resolution image 
sequences were difficult to obtain. Copyright restrictions made it impossible to obtain image 
sequences scanned directly from first generation motion picture stock. The resolution of stand-
ard digital camcorders is not high enough to simulate motion picture sequences. Instead, a 
digital stills camera was used to create the Teddy sequence. In order to test the hint image up-
date algorithms on an image sequence originated on motion picture film, a 35mm trailer print 
from the film Dragonheart [139] was scanned using a conventional slide scanner. The resultant 
images suffered from misalignment, and required manual correction to align them as accurately 
as possible. The scanned print suffers from dust and scratches, as well as excessive film grain 
noise. 35mm trailers are usually prints taken from a second or third generation master. Thus, 
they contain film grain noise from three or four individual pieces of film. A scan of the original 
negative film would be much less noisy. 
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Image Resolution Source Lighting Digitisation 
Gema 1612 x 1673 35mm slide (Fuji Velvia 100 ASA) Daylight: Afternoon sunlight in top Nikon LS-2000 slide scanner: TIFF 
(fig. A.2) 8 bpc left image 
Rachael 640 x 480 Unknown tungsten balanced film Tungsten lamps on foreground and 
(fig. A. 1) 14 bpc on bluescreen backing CFC film scanner. Provided in Cm- 
eon format. Converted to linear for 
processing 
Teddy 1546 x 1155 x 3 Olympus single CCD Digital cam- Single tungsten lamp at left Direct 	bit TIFF output 
(fig. A.3,A.4) 8bpc era (gain set to 100 ASA)  
Edith 2240 x 2204 Unknown (Core[ Stock Image num- Unknown (possibly multiple flash) Unknown: lCD format 
(fig. A.5) 8bpc ber 678058)  
Dragonheart 2286 x 1224 x 21 Motion picture film Unknown (backlit with sunlight) Motion picture trailer print scanned 
(fig. A.6,A.7) Sbpc on Nikon LS-2000 Slide scanner. 
Sequence contains high film grain 
noise, dust and scratches. Scanned  
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Figure A.4: Frames 2 and 3 of the Teddy Sequence 
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Test Data 






(a) Frame 1 	 b) Frame 2 	 (c) Frame 3 
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(d) Frame 4 	 (e) Frame 5 	 (f) Frame 6 
(g) Iiaiim 7 	 h) Fi;miiic S 	 0) Fraiime 9 
j) Frame 10 	 (k) Frame 1! 	 (1) Frame 12 
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(in) Frame 13 	 (n) Frame 14 	 (0) Frame IS 
(p) Frame 16 	 (q) Frame 17 	 (r) Frame (S 
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(s) Frame 19 	 (t) Frame 20 	 (ii) Frame 21 
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Webpage for evaluation 
The following webpage was sent to various compositors working in the Motion Picture Industry, 
who were asked to assess the performance of six different algorithms. 
Alpha Channel Estimation in High Resolution Images 
From this page you can see results of six algorithms running on tour didorent test images. Click any image to see the much larger msulLs. Datasizes quoted am for the colour 
images (in TIFF tOnvat). Mattes ate gmfs and are significantly smaller. 
The thumbnails br tIme composites and alpha channels are all the same, and are not scaled versions of the actual results. 
You will pmn'hahly have to save the images to me in order to view them property 
You can download all the images in one golf you prefer: ptnhresultsjtp lIt4Mltc Since this isacomnpmvsscd file. you * 11 save quite  few MBs of download! 
Click (teat for an out-of -date we.hsiie explaining in old version of nip algorithm, where you can also download a pager puhlisheul at CVPR 2lhll 
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D.1 Coding Style 
The algorithms implemented in this thesis were implemented as stand—alone C++ programs. 
This approach allowed advantages such as platform independency, batch processing capability 
and access to debugging and profiling tools. Code was written to run on both Sun workstations 
and Linux machines. Hint images were created using Gimp [1211 which, along with the xv 
image viewing package, was used to view the output images of these programs. Gimp was also 
used to create some of the compose images used in this thesis. The compose program listed in 
Section D.3.2 was used for the Dragonheart sequence. 
D.i.1 Program Size 
Obviously a considerable amount of software was written in order to produce the results presen-
ted in this thesis. For example, the Principal Axis and hint update algorithms are approx 2500 
lines of code in length. Since differing algorithms share many similarities, an object orientated 
approach was adopted so that individual parts could be re-used easily. 
D.2 The Vision Systems Group Library 
The Vision Systems Group Library [140] was used to provide basic image handling operations. 
This is a C++ library consisting of basic image operations (such as reading from disk and access 
to individual pixels channels) as well as operations such as image rotation, edge detection. 
Since the library did not contain basic colour operations, a Pixel object was contributed to 
the library. This provides code for colourspace transforms as well as pixel arithmetic, such as 
multiplication of pixels by scalar values. 
The header file for the floating point version of this class is reproduced in Section D.3.1 to 
illustrate the coding style adopted. 
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Example code 
D.3 Sample Code 
D.3.1 VSiloatpixel Class 
I- 
	
7/ file 	VS_floatpixel.h 
author 	Peter S Hillman (pnth) 
'I 
(c) 2000 Vision Systems (ISC), the University of Edinburgh 
'I 
ifndef _VS_ELOATPIXEL_H_ 
Idef inc _VS_FLOATPIXEL_H_ 
enumerated colour model type 
II non no specific color model 
rgb 	red, green, blue 
uvw 	U'V'W' linear space model) 
1/ hay 	Hue (0-360) Sat (0-100) Value 0-100) 
If XVI 	CIE XVZ )l-?.laxlntensity) 
II Lab CIE La*b* space 
II hsi : IISI space 
II err 	An error occurred. 
II class VS_floatpixel 
/1 
II Class for storing pixels with up to 3 
II channels and floating point 
/1 channel intensities, with primitive 









irit nMode i; 
double dNaxlnten; /1 max intensity 
public 
II channel values )Can be accessed directly) 






change a normal pixel into a floating point one 
VS_f loatpixel(VS_pixel & norinpix); 
7/ to convert a floatpixel back to a VS_pixel 
/1 to allow write-to-file 
/7 
VS_pixel Fixed(void) 
II operations on pixels 
II threshold values to range 0 -- dflaxlnten 
jot clip(void) 
1/ return magnitude of pixel )Euclidean) 
double nag)void); 
7/ Euclidean distance between pixels 
double distance)VS_floatpixel p) 
I - 
/f 	operate on each channel 
separately )vector/scalar arithmetic) 
VS_f loatpixol operator. )const double) 
VS_f loatpixel operator-= )const double) 
VS_f loatpixel operator (conat double); 
VS_f loatpixel operatore (double) 
VS_f ioatpixel operator- (double) 
VS_fioatpisel operator (double) 
/7 vector/vector arithmetic 
VS_f loatpixel operator-.-' )consf. VS_f loatpixel) 
VS_floatpixel operator-= )const VS_f loatpixel) 
VS_f loalpixel operator4- )const VS_f loatpixel) 
VS_f loatpixel operator- )const VS_f loalpixel) 
/7 tidy channel access 
double & operator)] lint d) 
I return pdChannel[d];) 
jot GetModel)void) coost ) return nSodel;) 
Read pixel from frame (return success) 
ml Getfixel)const VS_frame & frameint OXint nfl; 
mt GetPixel)const VS_frame_interp & framedouble dXdouble dv); 
Ii 
Example code 
maximum intensity of pixel; 
I, 
double Maxlnten(void) const C return dMaxlnten; 
void Naxlnten(double d) {if (d>O.0) dMaxlntend;J 
I-
/f 
/1 Transform colour model 
II to given colour model 
1/ (return old colour model or error) 
mt Transform(int); 
mt FakeTransform(int newmodel) 
mt yonNodel;nl1odel=nowmodel; return y;) 
I- 
/I print out pixel values. 
/7 
friend ostream & operator <C 
(ostream &osVS_floatpixel & PC 




D.3.2 Compose Program 
#includo oVS_tloatpixel ho 
(include <VS_frame_jo. ho 
	
mt mainCint argc,char 	arguE)) 
check correct arguments 
If 
if(argc)=5) 
cerr <C usage: 	<< argvtlj <C 
background alpha foreground Output\n; 
/1 
7/ read images 
/1 
VS—frame back=VS_frame_io)) .LoadFrame)argv[l]); 
VS_frame alpha=VS_frame_io)) .LoadFrame(argv[2]); 
VS—frame foregroundoVS_frame_io() .LoadFrame(argv(3)); 
1/ 




for) mt x0 	x<foregroundGetWidth() 	xxx 
for) tnt y = I 	y < foreground.GetHeight() ; 
VS_f loatpixel b to; 
/1 
/1 read new background and foreground pixels 
'I 
b.Cet?ixel[ back 	x , y 
f.Cetpixel[ foreground x y 
1/ 
if read value from alpha channel and 
Ii scale to [0. .1] 
'- 
float a=[(float) alpha.Getlntonsity(x.y))/ 
alpha.Maxlnlenslty[[ 
find output pixel colour 
o=f'a * 
I- 




/I save file 
'I 
VS_frame_jo t; 
t DisplayFrame(foreground, mclv [4)); 
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